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INTRODUCTION BY COLIN WILSON
I would place the author of this book among the half dozen most remarkable men I
have ever met – and I suppose this would include some of the most eminent writers
and thinkers of our time. This book which I am introducing is not an easy one; I
suppose I may as well be frank and say that in parts it is extremely tough going. But I
think it is an important book, and my aim in this introduction is to clear away some of
the difficulties.
Let me speak first of the author, William Arkle.
Like most writers, I receive a fair amount of correspondence from strangers. And
since I write about questions of human evolution and the nature of human
consciousness, many of these are from occultists and people with theories about
how man can become a god overnight. Very often, the writers send me manuscripts
and explain indignantly that publishers are too materialistic to understand the
importance of their work. But it is usually pretty easy to see why publishers are not
interested. The manuscripts are often full of important ideas; but they are never
properly thought-out, with consideration for the reader. And I always find myself
reflecting that it is a pity that the intelligent people are so often egocentric and lacking
in self-criticism, while the sane, decent, healthy people are so often mediocrities.
There are very seldom exceptions to this rule.
In 1960, William Arkle sent me a reproduction of one of his paintings, and it was
certainly a striking painting; it was an abstract, geometrical sort of landscape with
abstract human figures, a little like Wyndham Lewis’s. The colours were all very light,
yellows and greens and reds. But although it was striking, it was not, in the last
analysis, a good picture. It is hard to explain this except to say that in spite of its
abstract nature, it lacked real complexity. The letter that accompanied it talked about
spiritual values and so on, and it was clear that this is what the picture intended to
express. Arkle lived in Bristol, and he invited me to call and see him if I ever came
through.
I seem to remember that I assumed he was probably a man in his fifties. My guess
was that he had probably started life in the Church of England, tried a few
evangelical sects, and ended up by producing some occult religion of his own.
In 1961, my wife and I were driving to Blackpool to the Long Playing Record Festival,
and it seemed a good opportunity to call on the Arkles. So we found our way – after
some difficulty – to a large house in Royal York Crescent, with a fine view over the
valley. And we were met by a tall, good-looking man in his early thirties, with a clean
cut face of the Charlton Heston type and a lock of hair on his forehead that made him
resemble that Sargeant drawing of Yeats that can be found in the Collected Plays. I
was introduced to his wife Elizabeth, who did not look in the least dreamy or mystical;
in fact, she looked one of those cheerful, healthy girls that Shaw put into early plays. I
was not surprised to learn she loved horses.
The enormous house belonged to them, and I discovered that they made a living by
buying houses, re-decorating them themselves, and then letting them as flats. It
seemed fairly strenuous work for a visionary, but apparently it solved the basic
problem of making a living. And neither was I surprised to learn that he had been an
engineer and served in the navy towards the end of the war. There was something
about him that suggested that he was not one of these subjective, egocentric people
who find the practical work unbearable.

I asked him some years ago for a biographical sketch, and I may as well quote what
he sent me:
‘Born 1924. After school, trained in engineering for the navy. After demobilisation, I
had a strong urge to go to Art school which I did for two years. But I did not finish the
course as I felt strongly that the attitudes to painting that I was being taught were not
right for me.
‘My first marriage broke up as I left Art school. I was reading a lot of mysticism and
esotericism generally and developing meditation and the ability to tune my nature, as
it were …’
Later in the same letter, he says: ‘I married Elizabeth about 1952 (it is typical of him
not to be sure of the date – he wrote 1953 and then changed it) and this helped me
to integrate properly with ordinary life and widened my interests (and
responsibilities).’
Certainly, the remarkable thing about him is that he is so integrated with ordinary life
– considering the completely otherworldly nature of his basic vision.
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PREFACE
We like to be loved and admired but we also like to love and admire other people.
When we love and admire other people, we are able to believe in the joy and merit of
their nature. When we are loved and admired we are able to believe in the joy and
merit of our Self. When we receive and give love and admiration we are in either
case gaining something wholly delightful and desirable. But we do not take the
trouble to look more closely at this situation, for the situation seems to be an end in
itself. If it is examined, however, the sensation in question reveals that it is not so
much the giving and receiving of love which matters but that the love and admiration
helps to liberate an aspect of our nature which is joy and is happiness and is a sort of
virtuous affectionate delight.
The trouble with life as we ordinarily experience it is that this part of our nature is
always being suppressed and not liberated. Not only do other people continually
restrict it but we find that we are restricting it ourselves. The problem however is not
as simple as it looks. The difficulty is not simply liberating our Selves but the fact that
in trying to do this we liberate our not-Selves. When we liberate a not-Self we are not
freeing outselves for an experience of great affection or delight but rather for an
experience of misery, frustration and disappointment. The pain of this makes us think
twice about any further attempts at liberation. We are inclined to leave liberation
alone for we are not sure if we are going to liberate a God or a Devil.
The purpose of this book is therefore to help towards the understanding of these
processes which are essential to life if that life is not to remain static. The theories
involved are both old and new. Those that are not new have been found in the
general literature of mysticism, religion and philosophy and no attempt has been
made to identify the sources. The attempt has been rather to integrate them into
some unified structure and to re-express them in another form. Not only will there be
an attempt to map out the geography of the psyche and consciousness in general but
also to describe the principles which are necessary for a journey and the best way to
understand the ‘Gods’ and ‘Devils’ that we may meet on the way.
W.A.

FOREWORD
‘Very suddenly there came back to my soul motion and sound – the tumultous motion
of the heart, and in my ears the sound of its beating. Then a pause in which all is
blank. Then again sound, and motion, and touch, a tingling sensation pervading my
frame. Then the mere consciousness of existence, without thought – a condition
which lasted long. Then, very suddenly, thought, and shuddering terror. . . .’
This is Poe’s description of the awakening of his hero in The Pit and the Pendulum –
the awakening to the torture chamber. I quote it here because it gives a fair idea of
our usual assumptions about consciousness. Consciousness is a kind of light that
comes on when you wake up from sleep. It is not the same thing as thought – that
comes later. It is merely awareness.
So how can we speak of the geography of consciousness? Is it not as absurd as
speaking about the geography of sunlight? Surely, consciousness is so simple that
there is hardly anything to discuss?
But no, this is untrue. The most interesting thing about consciousness is that it can
change. It can be as cold as arctic sunlight, or as warm and glowing as the sunlight in
Turner’s Golden Bough. When you walk outdoors on the first spring morning of the
year, consciousness leaps like a salmon. When you are hungry and you eat a good
meal, it seems to sigh and relax. If you get deeply interested in a book or in a
discussion, it seems to warm up, like a car engine, and becomes more efficient.
Imagine that you open your eyes in a dark bedroom. You know it is morning outside,
because you can see the cracks of light at the edge of the heavy curtains; it looks a
cold, grey light, and you suspect it is raining. You think of the things you have to do
when you get up, and they all seem dreary. Finally, you yawn, cross to the window,
and draw the curtains. Sunlight streams in, marvellously warm. You open the
window, and the air smells warm and fresh. The feeling of dreariness vanishes. It is
replaced by an eager desire to get your breakfast and get outside. A moment before,
your consciousness had been ‘hanging back’, like a dog that doesn’t want to go
outside on a cold day. Now it is straining at the lead, pulling you forward.
There is another interesting point about this change in your mental state. When you
were lying in bed, you felt passive, like a car waiting in the garage for someone to get
in and press the starter. And now you suddenly feel active, like the driver rather than
the car. You feel ‘in control’. And why do you feel ‘in control’? Because you are now
getting a sense of feedback from the world around you. When you lay in bed, and
looked at the dim outline of the clock and the dressing table, you felt nothing. It would
almost be true to say they bored you. But when you look out into the garden, you
begin to respond. The things you look at cause a feeling of pleasure, of interest, and
this has the effect of making you ‘reach out’, like a child reaching out for a bright
coloured toy. And the more you reach out, the more you notice things – that the
grass is still wet, that a dog is barking in the distance, that the windowsill is warm and
rather dusty. In fact, you are responding exactly as though you were eating food, and
your stomach was reacting gratefully.
This establishes the first point : that consciousness has many levels and many ways
of responding. It is not simple but complex. When you are nervous or upset –
suppose, for example, that you are going for a difficult interview – you become aware
that consciousness is somehow divided against itself; this is what causes people to

stutter and blush. But for the moment, let us ignore these negative states, and
consider the positive ones.
We might begin by talking about ordinary comfort – the feeling you get if you are tired
and you relax in an armchair and pick up the newspaper. This is based on a feeling
of security. If you expected the telephone to ring at any moment, or someone to
knock on the door, you would not be able to relax completely, and the feeling of
comfort would be weaker.
But assuming you feel secure and relaxed : let us now suppose that, instead of
picking up a newspaper, you recall that one of your favourite pieces of music is being
broadcast. You switch it on, and the familiar notes produce a feeling of delight. This
is a word of which Mr J. B. Priestly is fond – and rightly so. ‘Delight describes an
important and basic state of consciousness, which all healthy people should
experience at least once a day. It may be the feeling you get as you walk into your
favourite pub and see that the landlord has lit the fire; or as you pick up a happy
baby; or as you start a new thriller by one of your favourite writers in the genre. It
need not be a particularly exalted sensation : but it has the effect of giving you a
pleasant ‘lift’.
A stage beyond ‘delight’ is the sensation that Mr Priestly has called ‘magic’. It would
not be fanciful to say that ‘magic’ bears the same relation to ‘delight’ that a fine wine
bears to a good beer. It has a feeling of rarity about it, of uniqueness : some peculiar
smell, or sight, or sound, causes a tingling sensation in the nerves, a feeling of
freshness and newness. It often happens on holidays, or in strange, new
circumstances. There is always a certain ‘sharpness’ about this experience, and a
sense that can only be called ‘otherness’, as if you suddenly smelled a wind blowing
from some distant place, with a scent that aroused all kinds of memories.
You could say that ‘magic’ is a recognition that you have been underestimating the
world, assuming that it is boring and limited when it is your own mind that is bored
and limited. And this is important, for it brings the great fundamental insight, the
insight that has come to all mystics and poets : that a large part of man’s misery and
pain is his own fault. For nearly three thousand years, cynical philosophers have
been declaring that human life is disappointing and brief and miserable, and that the
wise man has no objection to dying. But moments of ‘magic’ bring a clear recognition
that the world ‘out there’ is infinitely interesting – so interesting that if we could ‘turn
on’ the magic at will, we would probably live for ever – or at least, want to. The magic
doesn’t get in past our senses, which have thick filters on them. Blake recognised
that it is as if man lived in a cold, damp cave, when outside there is warm sunlight
and fresh air. ‘Five windows light the caverned man, through one he breathes the air
. . .’
Once this recognition has been grasped, there is only one important problem : how to
get out of the cave into the sunlight. For Blake also recognised that through one of
the ‘windows’ man can ‘pass out what time he will’.
In saying that, I have defined the central topic of this book, and its purpose : partly to
discuss that real, objective world ‘out there’, that we only apprehend in glimpses of
‘magic’, and partly to analyse the nature of this ‘consciousness’ that normally acts as
a filter, preventing us from seeing the world of magic.
Consider the development of the consciousness of a human child. He is born into a
warm, enfolding world in which his position is essentially passive. He receives food
and kisses and warmth, and people try to communicate with him. He is very strongly

aware of a strange world ‘out there’, a world of interesting meanings. It is a
fascinating world in which older boys go off to the park carrying a cricket bat, or take
a tent and go camping, in which fortunate engine drivers visit the seaside every day
of the year, in which the mothers and fathers dress up in their best clothes and go off
to dinner parties. In which sisters go dancing and get taken to the pictures. And from
all this marvellous fairground of a world he is excluded because he is a baby. He can
hardly wait to grow up and claim his share of the fun.
By the time he has been at school for a couple of years, he is aware that the world is
not quite the carnival he supposed. There are many boring things, like geography
classes and Sunday school and visits to old aunts. Still, the world is a marvellous
place with delightful interludes like Christmas, summer holidays, birthday parties.
By the time he reaches his teens, he accepts that life is a difficult business. School
work is suddenly harder; if he wants a new bicycle or a watch, he has to save for it. In
order to cope with this harsher world, he has to throw up defences; he can no longer
afford to be ‘wide open’ and wear his heart on his sleeve. And this is when ‘shades of
the prison house begin to close’, and the world loses its newness and brilliance.
Wordsworth recognised that this ‘prison house’ is mental rather than physical. Let us
look more closely at this process. Imagine a child at the seaside, on the first day of a
holiday. His senses are wide open, because he is determined to miss nothing; they
record the smells as well as the sights and sounds; the sharp, pungent smell of
trains, the salty smell of the wet sand, the iodine smell of seaweed, the caramel smell
of candy floss, the ozone smell on the fairground dodgems. . . . This is the intense
kind of first-hand experience; he misses nothing. On the other hand, when he gets
back home, and goes back to school, a second-hand quality creeps into his
experience. His consciousness ceases to feed eagerly and hungrily; it now chews the
cud of old experience. But the metaphor needs to be qualified. When a cow chews
the cud, regurgitating and chewing the grass, the grass has some nutritive value.
Regurgitated experience has almost no food-value.
There is an element of absurdity in this situation. After all, the experience of going to
school is as ‘real’ as going to the seaside. But because he finds it less interesting, he
erects inner-barriers against it, and it becomes ‘second-hand’.
The deliberate refusal to ‘get involved’ causes an actual change in the quality of the
experience. Imagine a children’s party; one child is shy, and sits in a corner, watching
the games, passive, rather bored. Then someone persuades him to join in a game;
he immediately becomes livelier; he begins to enjoy it. The shyness vanishes. And
because he is involved, the whole quality of the experience changes; it becomes
richer, more nutritive.
The ‘shades of the prison house begin to close’ because we voluntarily close the
senses, disengage ourselves from experience. We do this partly from boredom,
partly from fear. We need security in this complex and frightening world, a place to
live, a regular income. Like a bird or animal, we want to ‘establish territory’; but the
territory is psychological as well as physical : familiar faces, familiar words, familiar
activities : in short, a daily routine. And this daily routine, with its low-value
experience, becomes a kind of prison. When a man gets used to his routine – the
family, the semi-detached with a mortgage, the office job – he ceases to live in the
exciting, surprising universe of his childhood; he is in a universe of mechanical
responses.

The process of becoming a second-hand human being, a kind of robot, may creep up
on him so gradually that he is hardly aware of it. All he knows is that life is rather
plodding and dull, and there isn’t a great deal to look forward to except watching the
football on television and having a couple of pints Sunday lunchtime. What has
happened is that he has built up an automatic response system, and his true
response system has become atrophied. But unless some new experience –
pleasant or unpleasant – jerks him out of his dream, he will have no suspicion that he
has turned into a kind of robot, and has somehow lost contact with his own life.
In order to understand just how much the adult has lost, we only have to make an
effort to recall childhood, the intensity of experience, of toys, of Christmas, the smell
of toast and mince pies. We then realise that a child cannot imagine finding life dull
as an adult. There are so many exciting things that an adult can do whenever he
likes : for example, jump in the car and drive to the seaside. How can a child
understand that an adult lives in a kind of thick polythene bag that covers his senses,
so that driving to the seaside would not be much more ‘real’ than sitting in an
armchair and imagining it?
The reader may be inclined to dispute this statement. Surely things aren’t as bad as
that? But consider : at this moment, you could get up and go for a walk, or a drive, or
perhaps even take a plane ticket to the other side of the world. Why don’t you?
Because you ‘don’t really want to’, and you don’t want to because it doesn’t seem
worth the effort. The experience would be second-hand – or at least, you think it
might be. . . .
But although civilised life – and its evasions and short-term solutions – is partly to
blame for this unsatisfactory state of affairs, the problem goes deeper than that. We
are now speaking of deeply ingrained habits that have been a part of human nature
throughout recorded history. Man has not yet evolved the ability to make the best use
of his consciousness. He has certain stock-responses to certain situations which he
takes completely for granted. These are the real cause of the trouble.
A child setting out on a train journey begins by being fascinated by everything, he
cannot wait for the train to start, and when it starts, he stares avidly out of the
window. But in half an hour or so, he recognises the over-all similarity of the
experiences. He tries to vary these – perhaps by asking for something to eat, or
asking to go to the lavatory, or walking up and down the corridor. And if his father
asks irritably why he can’t sit still, he replies ‘I’m bored’. He is implying that
interesting experience ought to come from outside; it is the business of the world to
supply it.
Why does he get so bored on a train journey? If he was at home, he would manage
to keep himself amused, even though the scenery there is totally familiar. The reason
is that when he gets on a train, he switches into a relaxed, passive state of mind –
the state of mind he experiences in a cinema as he watches the story unfolding. But
the scenery from the window of a train fails to ‘unfold’; it keeps repeating itself. And
since he is in a passive and receptive state of mind, he finds it boring. At home, he
would know that he has to amuse himself, and so he continues to make some kind of
mental effort as he constructs a fort out of a cardboard box or plays with toy soldiers.
His father feels irritable that the child gets bored so easily; he resents not being
allowed to read his newspaper or detective novel. In fact, he has no reason to feel
complacent. His own capacity for ‘paying attention’ is hardly more developed than
that of a child. He has simply learned to amuse himself in other ways : reading,
smoking, drinking, studying the sports page. But he also makes the unconscious

assumption that ‘interest’ should be supplied by the outside world. If he has to sit in
an empty room for a couple of hours, and amuse himself with his own thoughts, his
morale plummets; depression steals over him like a grey cloud. He feels he needs a
stiff whisky to restore him to normal.
On the other hand, anyone who has ever ordered a book from the library, and had to
wait months for it, knows that feeling of intense interest you experience as you take it
home, the feeling that you are going to read it slowly, savouring every word. I recall
an acquaintance of mine who loved Proust; he had read Rememberance of Things
Past again and again; when Proust’s early novel Jean Santeuil appeared
posthumously, he deliberately rationed himself to a single page a day, so that it
would take longer to get through.
When you are prepared to spend an evening reading a book and devouring every
word, you summon an energy which could be called ‘interest energy’. And this
interest energy is yours to summon; you do it by wanting to, just as you open and
close your hand. And here we are getting down to the essence of ‘what is wrong with
human beings.’
Imagine the following situation. You are in a strange town, staying in a hotel
overnight. You know no one; you have nothing you want to read; there are no films
worth seeing, nothing on television. You anticipate a very dull evening – and then you
see an acquaintance. He is not a close friend; in fact, he is a man you normally
avoid, because you find him rather a bore. But you now go and say hello, and feel
delighted when he says he has nothing to do that evening either. You actually
encourage him to talk about his boring affairs, and after a few drinks you begin to feel
that he is not such a bad type after all. . . .
Because you were prepared for a wasted evening, you are willing to devote far more
‘interest energy’ to your acquaintance than you would on home ground. The
consequence is that you do not find him boring.
We describe things as ‘boring’ as if it were a quality they possessed, like being red or
square or shiny. But it is a quality we confer on things. And it is because we are only
dimly aware of this – of how far we make things boring or fascinating – that we waste
so much of our lives.
For to demand a very high ‘interest’ level from the world is as bad for the business of
living as demanding high interest-rates would be for a moneylending business. A
very greedy and rapacious businessman might succeed for a while, out of sheer
delight in making money. But if he was always trying to get back twice as much as he
was willing to give, people would soon begin to avoid doing business with him.
Now unfortunately, our childhood gives us entirely the wrong attitude to living,
particularly if it is an easy and pleasant childhood. We get used to receiving, to being
fed and protected and amused. And this passive attitude persists into adulthood.
When anticipating some new experience – say, going to university or into the army or
getting married – we ask: ‘I wonder how interesting it will be?’ And if it fails to interest
us as much as we expected, we become sullen and resentful. And then we wonder
why we feel bored and only half alive.
Examine the mental mechanism involved in boredom. Let us suppose you take down
a book off the library shelf, and read a few sentences to see if it will interest you. You
decide not, and it is as if an invisible hand reached out from your brain and pushed
the book aside. You make a movement of rejection. You lower your interest, as a

cinema manager can lower the lights by pulling on a rheostat. On the other hand, if
something suddenly catches your attention, the ‘invisible hand’ seems to reach out
and pull the book closer, and simultaneously, your beam of interest becomes
brighter, as if you had increased the current. We are so accustomed to this process
that we take it for granted; we imagine that it is the book that is responsible; it is an
‘interesting’ book. Even in giving this example, I have used a language that makes
this same assumption, speaking of ‘seeing if it will interest you’, or of a sentence
‘catching your attention’.
It is because this fallacy is in-built into our everyday attitudes, our habits, that life is
so often dull. We are always making these snap decisions – about whether
something is ‘interesting’ or not. And because we automatically dismiss so much as
uninteresting, life becomes dull and predictable. But again, imagine you are stuck in
a strange hotel, with nothing much to do. You glance at the bookshelf in the lounge
and there is nothing you want to read – no detective stories, no spy thrillers. Finally,
out of sheer boredom, you take a volume of Dickens, whom you have never read,
and had never intended to read. And at first your misgivings seem justified; after ten
pages, the story has hardly started . . . And then, as you plod on, you find you are
beginning to enjoy it. The initial effort was greater than with a thriller, but the reward
is also greater.
Notice another thing. If you start to describe the book to an acquaintance, outlining
the lot, you discover that this has the effect of increasing your own interest; you want
to go back to where you left off reading and find what happens next.
This matter of ‘attention’ applies not only to books, but to everything we look at. You
may be walking down a familiar street. Instead about thinking about something else,
try doubling your normal amount of attention, looking at everything as if you had just
returned from ten years up the Amazon, or were about to leave on a trip to the moon.
The immediate effect may be minimal; but if you continue to make this same effort for
a few hours, you suddenly make the amazing discovery that you no longer have to
‘pretend’ that things are more interesting than they are. You are feeling more alive,
and things have actually become more interesting.
Watch a dog sniffing at a plate of food. Some food scarcely interests him – cabbages
and potatoes; first of all, he eats the meat, then laps the gravy, and only then, if he is
hungry, turns his attention to the potatoes.
Human beings do this all the time; but we reject far more than we accept. However,
what is important, for present purposes, is to grasp that we are ‘sniffing’ at the world
around us every waking moment of our lives, unless we are merely staring blankly
into space. This act of deciding ‘what is worthwhile’ goes on all the time. We have to
decide how much ‘attention’ everything is worth, as if perpetually engaged in
haggling with the outside world, deciding how much to pay.
What happens, obviously, is that we strike a certain balance. We decide, roughly,
how much ‘interest’ most things deserve; and since we live the same kind of life
every day, this becomes a habit. Unless some unusual circumstance forces us to
devote special attention to something, we seldom venture beyond our usual limits.
And we never discover that there are many ‘bargains’ that we are missing through
these self-imposed limits – like discovering Dickens because there is no James Bond
available.

Literally, we ‘don’t want to know’ what lies beyond the bounds of our usual
experience. We don’t want to know because we are afraid of the effort – perhaps the
pain – involved in extending these boundaries. Once we have learned to ‘cope’ with
everyday experience, we prefer not to introduce further complications.
This is why the adult’s world is so baffling to a child. The child can see that we are
living in an infinitely fascinating world, and the adult apparently has the freedom to
explore this world. How can the child possibly understand the barrenness and
repetitiveness of the average adult’s life? How can he possibly understand that most
adults wear blinkers, like the blinkers horses wear in traffic? For who would want to
wear blinkers when the world is so interesting? How can he understand the
combination of fear, habit and boredom that makes the blinkers acceptable to adults?
Even intelligent people wear blinkers; we all do. People become artists, writers,
musicians, because they are instinctively aware of these limitations of ordinary
consciousness, and want to escape them. Art springs from a recognition that things
possess an importance that we fail to accord them in the messy business of
everyday living, and that this importance can only be grasped by ‘standing aside’, by
looking at things calmly, with detachment, and without worrying about practical
affairs.
But the artist has achieved only a partial solution. He is as prone to boredom as
anyone else. In fact, he is more likely to drink too much, smoke too much, sink into
depression and do something stupid to escape it. In the nineteenth century, hundreds
of artists, poets, musicians, rejected industrial civilisation. All recognised, like
Wordsworth, that ‘the world is too much with us’, and that the repetitiveness of
everyday experience ‘lays waste our powers’. Yet the suicide rate and the rate of
early death through illness was exceptionally high among them.
The unsatisfactory nature of ‘everyday consciousness’ can only be altered through a
full understanding of this consciousness. At the moment, we leave the operations of
consciousness largely to chance. Our ideas about changing it are crude in the
extreme. When we are feeling tense, we may light a cigarette or reach for the whisky.
If vitality has sunk too low, we may take a long holiday. These are about the limits of
our ‘remedies’. Aware of their inadequacy, a younger generation experiments with
drugs.
But this consciousness, which we take for granted, is a highly complex mechanism. It
could be compared to a musical instrument – perhaps an enormous organ, capable
of playing symphonies. We use it for picking out simple tunes, the equivalent of
‘Chop-sticks’.
Before we can understand the capabilities of the organ, we need to know something
about its mechanisms. I do not mean necessarily what goes on inside the organ; I
mean that we need to know the purpose of its rows of stops and pedals. This can be
discovered by trial and error and analysis. The present book is an attempt to present
the result of this effort at analysis.

CHAPTER ONE : Summary
We receive experience of events as a package of signals. These signals are valued
and responded to from the ‘inner’ worlds of consciousness which are multidimensional and multi-temporal. They are discreet worlds, while functioning in a
related way, to which a scale of attitudes can be attached. The main theory of this
description of the condition of man is built on the strong basis it has in a MasculineFeminine, Father-Mother current which is concerned chiefly with the creative act of
evolving ‘children’ in order that they should mature into ‘friends’. The vectors describe
this structure within the field of consciousness or awareness. The third vector shows
the scale of evolving attitudes. A scale of matter is also proposed which goes
‘beyond’ the conditions of matter which we can observe at this time. Matter and
consciousness are then tied together as matter-consciousness. A series of bodies
are proposed which belong to each level of matter-consciousness and which are a
proper part of the whole man. These are called bodies of communication, and we
should use them for this purpose rather than identify with them. Successful evolution
is thus seen to be a very complicated process which requires great balance and the
best of our attention and effort. Fortunately our real nature is so much more able than
we give it credit for that the situation is still an optimistic one.

CHAPTER ONE

The Fields of Consciousness
This is an attempt to describe the field of man’s consciousness in such a way as to
relate intense experiences to the everyday world and to that system of universes in
which it resides. Intense experiences come to many people and the record of them
gives an indication of an order of consciousness quite different from that which we
are used to. Between the two extremes of these orders of consciousness can be
found a graded series of states which will be set into a structure and related to a
theory of existence.
The first step will be to draw attention to the fact that although we find ourselves in a
three-dimensional world with a three-dimensional body which is related to a stable
time rate, the experience of this world when it is taken within our consciousness no
longer remains three-dimensional and stable in time, but is multi-dimensional and
multi-temporal. By this is meant our consciousness of physical experience becomes
a package of quantitative and qualitative measurements which contains the relevant
details of the experience but ceases to be the experience itself. Now this package
can be related to other measurements from other experiences of different times in
the past and it can also be projected into an imaginary future. The process of
valuation, comparison, experimental construction and imaginative distillation goes on
within a field of consciousness which, while it uses three-dimensional imagery, is no
longer directly tied to this imagery or the time system to which it ordinarily belongs.
Eventually it will be shown that our true identity, which is centred in consciousness,
exists in other worlds which are related to the physical world and to another but
which are nevertheless discreet and functioning under differnet conditions and with
different ends in view.
Because, as previously said, the stuff of experience is multi-dimensional, basic
dimensions will have to be found to which the whole volume of experience can be
related. This is a difficult task, but it should be tackled in the hope of being able to
build an effective structure which can be criticised and improved upon. We will try
therefore to take as a basic dimension those conditions of separated unity which give
significance to all our experience and which can be thought of as the
masculine/feminine aspects of events, experiences and attitudes. These can form a
basis to experience of life and knowledge of ourself and they divide naturally into two
aspects of human nature which is the nature we are most concerned with. The
masculine aspect of consciousness and events is that which deals with the practical
manipulation of forces to bring about specific results. The feminine aspect is that
which gathers to itself and gives from itself through its sympathetic ability. The aim is
therefore to try to classify consciousness in terms of these two aspects of experience
and at the same time draw attention to the fact that it is experience of events which
our consciousness and identity is concerned with, not the events themselves. Thus it
can classify and orientate experiences in a two-dimensional field which is not a field
of occurrences but which is a field of consciousness. For, as already said,
experiences of events are the reality of existence for us and not the events
themselves. In this way the basic three-dimensional world around us is transposed
into a two-dimensional world of consciousness, the vectors of which are –
1. The practical, executive, quantiative, structural and

concentrating aspect of events.
2. The sympathetic, unifying, qualitative, content bearing, and
diffusing aspect of events.
It is the sympathetic part of our consciousness which brings us into touch with events
on an ever widening scale and it is the practical aspect of our nature which
manipulates the forces which surround events to influence them in the way we wish.
If the practical, masculine aspect of our nature is poor we fail to communicate
accurately our wishes to the field of events. If our sympathetic, feminine aspect of
consciousness is poor, there is only a small field of events we are in touch with and
we do not generate any strong wishes for our masculine aspect to be accurate and
effective about. The extreme position in each case is that we may be able to do very
little very well or do a great many things but do them very badly. We may be
extremely interested in a minute aspect of life or we may be vaguely interested in a
very wide field of experiences. It can be seen that the ideal conditions which we are
consciously or unconsciously trying to achieve is the best of both aspects of
consciousness which is to do a great many things well and to be extremely interested
in the widest possible field of life events.
However, before continuing with the construction of the two vectors it must be
understood more clearly how experiences reach our consciousness, or are formed in
our consciousness. Our consciousness does not experience events themselves but it
experiences the signals which our senses transmit which consist of coded replicas of
the ingredients of the events which are transmitted along communication systems,
the nervous systems, to the brain and thence to the seat of consciousness itself.
Experts know a good deal about the nervous systems and a little about the way they
connect up with the brain, but they know nothing at all about the relation of the brain
to consciousness except for the fact that certain areas of the brain deal with certain
types of experience and certain types of nerve functions. It can be reasonably
assumed that the information which reaches the brain is transmitted through some
further system of communication to the seat of consciousness. It is because the seat
of consciousness is intangible and the communication system to it also, that many
people have been lead to try and form a mechanical theory of consciousness in the
brain itself. Such theories are not successful for reasons that will be explained.
What concerns us as living consciousness is not the way in which information
reaches us, but the valuation and response to information after it has reached our
consciousness. If we confuse the function of the channels of communication with the
function of consciousness itself, we are in a very different position to the one we are
in if we consider that our real identity is detached and relatively remote from events
and the signals that bring us the content of events. It is most important, if we are
going to understand our real position, to realise that the time and space conditions to
which events in the world around us conform have no direct connection with the
conditions of consciousness itself. The ‘geography’ of consciousness therefore bears
no resemblance to the ‘geography’ of the field of events. It is the field of
consciousness which we are concerned with here and which it is hoped to map out
and describe. This would be the more important field for us to deal with for the
reason that it is the world in which we actually exist. We do not exist in the world of
events at all, even though most of us consider that we do.
The value of the information received from the world around us is first of all assessed
in terms of survival as a physical individual. When this factor is satisfactory we deal
with the next line of valuation which may be hunger or physical discomfort. When this
aspect is satisfied, we may value events in terms of personality satisfaction such as

praise or blame, acceptance or rejection, personal affection or personal dislike, selfimportance or unimportance. All these valuations can however be read as aspects of
survival in the physical world and in the human group. But when we begin to value
experience in terms of comfort we also begin to value things in terms of pleasing or
most pleasing, until we slip away from events concerned with survival and measure
them in terms of pleasure. At this stage we value things in terms of beauty and
lovableness and this leads on to terms of rightness, fitness, goodness, kindness and
so on. Later still we may measure events in terms of harmony, peace, serenity and
the most ideal of our perceptions. Now this series of valuations shifts from the strictly
physical position towards an ideal condition of consciousness which has no direct
connection with survival in the physical world as a physical personality. This series of
valuations will now give a third vector which is far more important than the first two
which have been described, for this third vector is not so much concerned with the
measurement of our abilities and fields of sympathy as with the direction in which
these experiences lead and the purpose for which they and ourselves are in a
condition of existence at all.
Experience of values gives a series of meanings which vary from those which are
concerned with survival of the physical body in the physical world to those which are
neither concerned with survival or the physical world as such, but which yet concern
us deeply as consciousness. Now the third vector can give a gradual blending of
these two types of significance which form a system of related experiences which we
can verify within our own awareness. It is also possible that the process of growth of
awareness consists of freeing ourselves from the attention we have to pay to survival
in order that we are able to focus attention more and more on other values which
tend towards a condition of idealism. The ideal awareness is not concerned with
survival or with personality success, it takes these for granted and concerns itself
with qualities which are not connected with time or space, but with the intrinsic worth
of the state and condition of awareness itself. This state can be called the attitude of
consciousness and it can be seen that this attitude conditions the valuation set upon
all experiecne that reaches us and upon all responses which we in turn endeavour to
communicate to others. The basic attitude is therefore like a filter and consequently
the series of attitudes we create are also a series of filters of experience and
response which give a specific world of existence at each level of attitude. While
these levels are non-tangible and in a sense unreal to us, they are in fact the closest
reality and form the universe which we actually live in, which is the universe of
consciousness. What is called the physical world is of no real importance to us
except for the fact that it is the medium through which we receive and transmit
communications. These communications are primarily definitions of moods and
states of consciousness and only secondarily statements of facts. For in the last
analysis consciousness is not concerned with any fact except with the quality of its
own state of awareness and the nature of its own filter. We are very interested in the
nature of other people’s filters for this is a way we can improve on our own attitude.
The continuous improvement of this attitude would seem to be our basic concern
although it does not appear to be like this, for the reason that we are caught up in the
processes of communication which relate our attitudes to one another.
In Map 1, the first two vectors describe the size of the field of interest and the abilities
we have to manipulate it and control it. However, these two vectors only refer to one
level of our attitudes or our filters. If we wish to describe the whole volume of our
experience, we must also include the third vector which describes the series of
attitudes to which our interests and abilities belong. Map 2 combines vectors one and
two and shows vector three at right angles to them, so that there is a plane of
consciousness at each level of this third vector. In Map 3, the three vectors are in
perspective so that they show the volume of our total experience which is partly

actual and partly potential. In Map 1 the theoretical direction of growth of
consciousness from the position of zero along the dotted line gives an ever larger
reading along vectors one and two. But to get a more accurate picture of growth, one
must imagine this dotted line in Map 3, starting from zero and moving outwards and
upwards towards the opposite upper corner of the cube of the figure (O – Z). In this
way the line of growth describes an ever growing reading along all three vectors. This
can be called a theoretical evolution of consciousness which is not merely towards a
wider field of interest and more developed abilities but also towards an ideal attitude
through which the interests and abilities are experienced. As these three vectors are
all inter-related, it is probably difficult to progress along one of them without also
making progress along the other two. It therefore indicates a type of balanced
progression which will no doubt have limits of tolerance, and people wandering
outside these limits will experience some strain of a negative type.

The position of zero on Map 3 is a theoretical point which cannot be described for the
reason that one can never be sure that any identifiable body does not possess any
consciousness at all. Human consciousness certainly does not begin at this point,
and it is very hard to decide where along the line of evolution we take up our position.
However, we know that from childhood onwards we definitely move along this path of
growth, and we remember that there are occasions when we move forward with
recognisable swiftness.

One can think of examples of development which are lop-sided and describe
characters which result from this. There is the effusive, enthusiastic and over-busy
doer of good works, who is also extremely muddle-headed and impractical. There is
the extremely clever technician who can manipulate the most delicate situations in
the electronic field, but who is lost and helpless outside his workshop. There is also
the widely interested and very able businessman who pays no attention to events in
the fields of culture or intellect, religion or philosophy. And there is the mystical
person who endeavours to escape from all contact with the physical world and action
of any sort. These extremes are unhealthy from the point of view of the ideal
consciousness, for this consciousness should be able to interest itself and be
effectively practical in the purely physical world, in the world of learning and culture
and in the world of philosophy, religion and mysticism. The ideal consciousness
should enjoy this whole volume of experience which the cube in Map 3 describes,
and yet it must feel no compulsion to be a part of any of it, for any compulsion would
indicate an attachment and therefore an aberration. One must place absolute
consciousness and absolute identity outside the vectors altogether. Real being is in
this case outside manifestation and one of the great secrets and values we have to
discover through the experience of evolution is the realisation of this fact and the
significance which it entails.
In order to make this point clearer, we will consider the physical personality and body
as a factory and compare our consciousness to the manager of that factory. We

know that normally the manager goes into the office of his factory to collect the latest
facts about sales and production in order to control the activity of the factory. But we
also know that if he is ill and cannot visit his office, he can telephone his assistant
and by asking him for certain facts control the activity of the factory as though he
were there himself. And of the manager had to go on a trip to America or Australia,
he could still get in touch with his office and control the factory. In other words, if he
were able to possess all the information he required he would never have to visit his
factory at all. He does visit the factory, however, because it enables him to
communicate more easily to more people on his staff. His connection with the factory
therefore can be described in terms of communication whether he is at the factory or
at the other side of the world. His success as a manager depends to a very large
extent on the effectiveness of the communication system he has built up between all
the part of his concern and himself. If one aspect of his business is in bad
communication with him, this is the part that he would expect to cause him trouble.
This is true of his production programmes and also of his human relationships among
management and workers.
The manager of a factory goes to the factory himself, not to improve production, but
to make sure that his channels of communication have been feeding him efficiently
with accurate information. If he could rely on the effectiveness of his communication
systems and the efficiency of the people involved in them, their honesty and so on,
he would never have to visit the factory at all. The effectiveness of his management
therefore would not depend upon any special relationship with the factory, it would
depend upon his ability to observe all the information given him in comparison to all
the information he already possessed. If the manager identifies himself with the
factory it is very likely that some aspect of production will appear out of proportion to
him. This will cause him to form a distorted picture of the situation in his mind and we
can then say that he has become aberrated and less efficient. His best position as
manager, as far as we can understand, is to be in a detached position to the
production activity in order to see it all objectively and see it in relation to what the
rest of the commercial world is doing.
Now we ourselves are like the manager in relation to our physical body and
personality. We are in fact not connected to this personality function unless we
choose to be. We can best observe and direct the function of the personality by being
detached from it and by observing the situation it is in, objectively. So long as we are
identified with the personality we must expect to experience its values in a distorted
way. We will also get a distorted picture of our nature if our communication channels
are inefficient or inaccurate. We will, in other words, only understand what we are
and what we are trying to do if we experience ourselves as managers and our
physical personality as a factory. However, even the manager is in a subtle sense
conditioned by an inner consciousness which dictates to him how he will behave in
ethical and other ways. And so with ourselves; we are detached from our physical
body whether we like it or not, and we also possess an inner essential awareness
within this detached consciousness which we may describe as a first order attitude or
filter. The detached consciousness is thus a second order filter and the physical
personality is a third order filter. The majority of people are identified with their third
order filter, with occasional sensations of the second order. But the time has come
when we can solve the outstanding problems of our civilisation by many of us
achieving a permanent second order attitude with occasional sensations of the first
order. This sensation is forced on us by virtue of the fact that there has been such a
tremendous advance along the lines of the second vector which is the vector of
practical scientific achievement among other things. If we do not match this sudden
movement by a similar movement along vectors one and three, we shall lose our
balance and heap misery and difficulties upon ourselves. The progress we must

make along the first vector will result in our sympathies bringing us into a condition of
unity with all the other peoples of the world and it will also tend to make us feel our
world a part of the universal scheme. Along the third vector, the required progress
will cause us to be more concerned with the essential meaning of life itself and with
those factors which we usually think of under the term ‘spiritual’. Of course, the
meaning of life itself is for us the meaning of our own absolute existence; we cannot
expect to understand any other reality until we understand something of this since
this is our primary filter through which everything else is experienced.
It was said previously that we have a good deal of knowledge about the function of
our nervous systems and the way in which they communicate information to our
physical brain. However, unless we identify the physical brain with thought, feeling
and consciousness, it is necessary to propose that our true being resides somewhere
other than in the physical function of the physical body. One reason why we tend to
identify our consciousness in the head is because our most valuable organs of
communication are situated there. If our eyes were places in our left arm, no doubt
we would tend to sense that we were behind them, and therefore in our left arm also.
As the ears and mouth are also in the head we feel comfortably placed between
them all and at the centre of our perception and transmission of information. When
the nature of the communication processes associated with the human
consciousness is examined, a system which is basically an electronic one is found.
This, in its coarser stages, is associated with physical and chemical changes.
Unfortunately, because men have not as yet succeeded in understanding much
about the function of matter beyond the electronic stage, they are inclined to say that
the electronic level of experience is the end of the road. The scientific type of study of
these matters is so successful up to this point, that it has acquired an authority
greater than that of the theologist, philosopher, psychologist or intelligent human
being. When the scientist suddenly stops short in his description of the universe and
of man, the temptation to stop short with him is very great. This, however, is most
unfortunate, since there is good reason to believe that the level to which science has
attained will be found to be very much on the perimiter of our true nature and our true
reality.
It must be said, therefore, that something passes beyond the electronic level of
function of the human brain and so must pass into a condition of matter which as yet
science does not recognise and which it tends to be sceptical about. The scientist,
having the authority which we have given him, tends to make fools of us all when it
comes to the understanding of consciousness itself. The scientist is not to blame for
this however. We are to blame, for the simple reason that we gave our filters to the
scientist as soon as we noticed that he was uncommonly successful and full of
‘magic and witchcraft’. We were only too pleased to find someone to give our filters
to, since we knew they were very important but that they were a great deal of trouble
to the owners. We must now face up to this situation and endeavour to create some
sort of structure in our understanding, which will bridge the gap between the level of
matter which the scientific instruments of our age has succeeded in examining and
the stuff of consciousness itself which is the stuff we actually exist in. We must break
with the temptation to allow our attitudes or filters to be governed by scientific facts
and return to a position in which we remain fully responsible for our own attitudes so
that they are the result of our own experiences, valuations and intelligence. The facts
which scientists give us are still of great value to us so long as we do not see
ourselves as identified with the world which they are taken from, for this world is the
world of time and space which is of non concern to our consciousness as such, but is
only a means of communication. We must no more identify ourselves with these
physical modes of communication than we should identify ourselves with a
telephone.

It will probably be a very long time before instruments are able to observe the stuff of
consciousness and discover the seat of it. We cannot afford to wait until they do. We
must therefore use our intelligent imagination to extend the processes which we have
examined, towards the awareness which each of us knows exists. So long as we
keep this in terms of a broad and tentative theory it cannot do any harm and may
help us a good deal.
There is some connection between our scale of attitudes or filters and the scale of
conditions of matter. The structure of matter stems from some sub-atomic level to
that of the atom, then the molecule, the cell, the group of cells, to mineral, vegetable
and animal structures. From the animal it leads on to the human and we must be
prepared to discover that it goes on beyond the human. While all matter is a living
‘substance’ the substantial part of it is, in fact, non-substantial in the old meaning of
the word. Instead of substance we find only organisation of energy. The value of
such structure lies in the fact that energy is not pure force, but a composition of force
and behaviour patterns. However, a behaviour pattern is not a mechanical function
unless we are dealing with a pure machine. If we are dealing with living structures,
then we must accept behaviour patterns as being the result of some form of
consciousness and purpose. Therefore we must describe matter from henceforth as
matter-consciousness, to remind ourselves of the fact that the old idea of substance
has been superceded and that the mechanical idea of function has little or no ground
left for it, and that it must shortly give way to a theory which allows for elementary
occurrences to be the result of consciousness, perception and response to
perception. This is an extraordinary situation for us to grasp, since we have been
used to the idea that matter is a part of the living scheme of things we call nature but,
at the same time, governed by mechanical forces in a purely mechanical situation. It
is possible to describe the consciousness of matter as being very different to our
own. To get used to this, we have to get used to the spacial proportions of the
universe as compared with the spacial proportions of the atom and electron. We
must get used to the idea that we have not yet established a definition of the upper
and lower limits of consciousness any more than we have established the meaning of
largeness and smallness in space. Unconsciously, we all like to feel that the electron
is small enough and that nothing could possibly be organised on an even more
minute scale. We also like to think that there is nothing larger than a galaxy or a
universe. This is all a part of our conditioning as human beings, through which we
like to establish the limits of our territory and the exact spot which we call home.
When, however, we begin to sense that we are individuals who exist purely in
consciousness, we shall be far more objective about our observations of the physical
universe and we shall no longer look for a place in it which we call home. Our home
will be our basic attitude. This can be a comfortable and happy one or otherwise.
It is necessary to propose some more ethereal order of matter-consciousness, which
goes beyond the level of the electronic state; which carries the forms and matrix for
communication channels which continue the process of transmitting information from
the physical senses to the individual awareness. We may reasonably suggest, also,
that this is not just one stage, but, as in the observable world of communication, a
process involving many stages and transformations. In our own methods of artificial
communication, we use the electronic impulse process in copper wires which we
transpose into modulations on radio waves for finer and more remote types of
communication. So we may well expect that the more direct impulses of the nervous
system are transformed into more ethereal signals in more ethereal conditions of
matter-consciousness during their journey to the seat of consciousness. The
remoteness of this consciousness depends on the level at which the individual has
identified himself and believes himself to exist. If he is identified with his physical

body, he will be less remote than if he identified himself with his intelligence/feeling
filter and far less remote than if he identified himself with his Absolute Being filter.
The physical nervous system, even though relatively coarse and restricted in its
function, is able to supply information to us from the surface of our skin in such a way
that we feel we are covered with a sensitive film. When this sensitivity is taken to a
higher stage beyond what we can observe as the physical system of communication
at the electronic level, the effect will be another, finer network of communication. This
super-physical network will be more in the order of radio communication and will
therefore be wider and more homogenous in its application. It is not equivalent to a
radio network, but it tends more to that order of communication of signals. Similarly,
as this network is transposed into an even more ethereal one which is nearer to the
absolute level, so the body of communication, or film, will be finer and even wider in
its coverage. This system not only makes for more efficient and delicate types of
communication, but it also makes for a universalisation of communication. This
includes incoming information as well as outgoing information and in this sense it
links up with the first two vectors in that it implies a wider field of sympathy and
interest, as well as a more developed and efficient executive ability. There is thus a
reference between the area of experience at each level of attitudes on the third
vector which corresponds to the ethereality of the body of communication. Thus, if
the physical body is associated with a number of other bodies of sensibility or
communication, they form a chain of exchanges, similar to telephone exchanges,
which enable us to be in touch with a whole universe of experiences and valuations
at each level of matter-consciousness to which they belong. Our sense of our own
identity therefore depends to a great extent on which of these exchanges we are
using and which ones we are unconsciously identified with.

CHAPTER TWO : Summary
The idea of bodies of communication is elaborated and the scale of matterconsciousness levels described in terms of frequency. The higher orders of matterconsciousness being associated with higher frequency in the structure of
manifestation. The term frequency can be taken to mean vibration or speed of cyclic
activity. This structure of bodies of communication is a difficult idea to get used to if it
has not been considered before. It may very well take a number of years for the idea
really to sink into consciousness even if the reader is sympathetic to it. This whole
geography is therefore a system that one must expect to have to adjust to and the
adjustment will have to happen in its own proper time. Gradually the system will
appear to be like a college of education where each body of communication provides
a classroom for its own level of understanding. The idea of matter which is not living
in some way, is rejected. It is proposed that the life effort starts at the most ethereal
level of creation, descends to the most dense and then returns again to the most
ethereal, gathering its harvest as it goes. This is called Involution and Evolution and
the harvest is our own fully conscious individuality. The value of the dense level of
experience is that it creates for us the greatest opposition and possibility of diversity
or uniqueness. Since there are so many units in existence we must assume that only
a very small proportion of them are truly Divine Seeds destined for autonomy.

CHAPTER TWO

Bodies of Communication
As the idea of bodies of communication is most important to this theory and as it may
be a difficult proposition to grasp clearly, it will be described further in terms of the
diagram called Map 4. At the top of this Map there is a figure of the human body. This
body which is called ‘A’ is the near physical body of communication which we know
as the nervous system and which conforms in shape to the purely physical structure.
Next there is figure ‘B’ which represents the next highest body of communication and
which is composed of a higher frequency order of matter-consciousness but which is
still close enough to the nervous system to connect into it and to conform to the
outline of the physical frame. The next body of communication ‘C’ is of a higher
frequency matter-consciousness again, but is finer and more diffused than ‘B’ and
has virtually lost the shape of the physical frame. Similarly, there may be further
bodies ‘D’ and ‘E’ which communicate our awareness to higher frequency levels and
which tend towards a wider and more universal consciousness of events. In the lower
part of Map 4, these various bodies are seen separately and also related to the levels
of matter-consciousness of which they are composed. To visualise these levels of
matter-consciousness and bodies as one above the other is misleading, since they
interpenetrate by virtue of their widely varying frequencies which may be as difficult
for us to grasp as the variability in size of atoms and galaxies. When, however, we do
succeed in visualising these bodies as being superimposed upon one another while
at the same time being discreet, we will have a picture of the human situation which
for our purposes is essential.

Our true awareness as individuals, therefore, stems from the absolute which is free
from time and space considerations. Thus the lower the reading on the third vector to
which the particular body of communication corresponds, the more the attitude of that
body is coloured by the conditions of time and space. The content of time and space
considerations in any of our perceptions will therefore be a very helpful indication of
the level of the body through which they were communicated. This body is thus the
equivalent of a filter to our perception and is also equivalent to an attitude of our
awareness. It also tends to capture completely our sense of identity. The reading on
vector 3 which corresponds with the quality of our perceptions will indicate to us the
type of body that in the main we are using and also where we stand on the scale of
evolution. It will help us to identify our possibilities of further evolution and also some
of the old attitudes which are holding us back.
It should be remembered that in using diagrams the factual side of the theory is
bound to be inaccurate and is not to be taken literally. It is not known if there are
seven or seventy bodies of communication between events at the physical level and
the seat of consciousness, but probably there are a number and the number depends
upon the attitude of the particular individual involved. Since the attitude of the
individual corresponds to the time and space content of his perception filters it can,

however, be said that the number of bodies of communication an individual is using
at any time varies inversely with the time and space content of his perceptions.
The usual or chronic attitude we have to space and time content in our lives is
therefore also an indication of our chronic level of consciousness and our position on
the scale of evolution. While our position in human society seems important to us and
we give a great deal of our attention to it, our position on the scale of evolution is far
more important even though we may not give it any thought at all. For while the
values of society are mostly man-made and of moderate significance as far as the
quality of consciousness is concerned, the values of the scheme of evolution are
based on the reality of the Absolute Awareness and they are therefore of the utmost
significance and concern our most fundamental intelligence, instinct and well being.
When we are aware of numbers, measurements, distances and durations of time, we
are caught up in the communication processes which relate experiences of qualities
to us and through which we ourselves communicate qualities to other individual
consciousnesses. Since our absolute reality is concerned first of all with the quality of
its attitude and filters, it is not fulfilling its real need so long as it is paying attention to
the means of communicating qualities rather than the qualities themselves.
Fortunately the process of evolution tends to overcome this condition by the fact that
the higher the body of communication which is reached, the more universal and
delicate is the information which it filters into its system and the more partial and
coarse the information it filters out of its system. So while the effort is required to
reach a higher level of consciousness, when it is achieved it may reinforce our efforts
and tend to establish them at a certain critical level. This level is the norm for the
particular processing which any discreet body of communication involves and it is
dependent upon the frequency of the range of matter-consciousness involved.
However, the very long and the very short durations of time, like the very vast and
very small distances, do not really penetrate our understanding, and this immunity
tends to make us aware of the Absolute state of consciousness in these types of
perceptions, which is why we sense a great significance in the experience of eternity
and of the split moment of the now. This correspondence is also true of perceptions
of the vast Universe and of the tiny atom. Experiences of this sort tend to numb the
rational processes of consciousenss and prevent us placing upon them the manmade values by which we are largely conditioned.
One of our major conditionings is the idea that there is solid substance on which our
physical world is built. It used to be considered that the atom was an indivisible unit
of substance which was built up into more complex structures to create the mineral
and vegetable worlds. It is now realised that this atom is itself a complex
conformation of energies whose paths constitute its ‘size’, but whose interior is
largely space through which various energies inter-relate. Today substance is not a
solid but a temporary structure of energy which gives the impression of solidity
because it communicates to us something of its nature. If it was not within the
boundaries of our perception of communication, then we should say it did not exist.
This sort of communication must not be confused with our own human ones for these
communications are in terms of elemental qualities and of energy and it is in these
terms that atoms are communicating to us and one another. We are also conditioned
to consider that communications which are not in terms that have meaning for us as
humans are not valid communications and do not arise from anything we can class
as consciousness. But this again is one of the things that has to be adjusted if we
wish to understand the background to human activity. We must be more objective
and open-minded about conditions of consciousness other than our own, and we
must be more aware of the possibility that categories of matter which we used to
class as non-living are not only living but retain their nature and function through very
efficient forms of communication. As was said previously, we must not only be

prepared to consider that an atom is an entity but we must also be prepared for the
fact that it is an entity with a purpose and a responsive awareness.
The position reached when reality is looked at from the point of view of this theory is
that what is normally referred to as matter is first of all essentially communication and
only secondarily a structure of energies. This is to say that the value of any particle of
matter is the quality which it is communicating. This quality is not only the important
aspect of the situation to us as conscious individuals, but also to the particle of matter
as an entity in its own right. It follows from this that we will be in a much better
position to understand the significance of matter and the general ground of the
experience we are in if we study and classify occurrences in terms of their possible
communication content, rather than in terms of their structure and apparently
mechanical function. It may be found that all matter is communication as far as we
are concerned. For we are essentially receivers, valuers and transmitters of
information and our true nature is awareness itself and in no way directly involved
with that part of manifestation which we think of as matter. As far as our true
significance and reality are concerned, matter is synonymous with communication.
So here we can also say that when we are conscious of matter as such, there is
something wrong, for we are not observing the reality of the situation; we have got
the wrong set of filters in circuit. When, however, we observe events in terms of their
real content, then we shall not be aware of matter but only communication. This
means that we are employing reasonably suitable filters for that situation.
The universe of matter-consciousness which is thought of as the universe of nonliving matter is therefore more accurately a universe of communication. However, the
subject cannot be left there since the fact that communication is the chief reality of
each individual structure of matter at each level of formation implies consciousness,
which in turn implies purposive response and rudimentary desire. But this is what
would be expected and looked for if the premise of the theory is near the truth, for it
proposes an evolution of consciousness which starts from a point of zero
consciousness and progresses from there to what is termed absolute consciousness.
We know that human consciousness is well above the zero position. We must expect
that animal consciousness will be closer to it, then vegetable consciousness and then
mineral consciousness. It would be arbitrary to stop there simply because we are
approaching the limits of our observation. Therefore it is necessary to visualise a type
of consciousness related to the sub-atomic level of matter and of levels more minute
and fundamental than this again. But here there is something of a contradiction, for
these sub-atomic levels of matter will be approximating to the high frequency type of
matter-consciousness which was proposed as a connecting link between low
frequency matter events at the physical level and individual human consciousness at
the level of frequency on which its awarensss is identified. This creates a very
interesting situation, for it indicates that somehow the processes of living
consciousness have been made to double back upon themselves, in that we as units
of the absolute consciousness are creating bodies of communication and
communication channels in matter-consciousness which itself is evolving; but
paradoxically, the higher the level of the body we achieve, the more elementary the
level of awareness is of the matter-consciousness which composes that body.
To explain this more clearly, a theoretical track of evolution will be drawn against the
three vectors. This will be seen in Map 5, together with divisions of this track into
consciousness which is sub-human, semi-human, human and super-human. The
proportions of these divisions are not important to us at present.

Now in Map 6, the level of the frequency of matter-consciousness is plotted against
this evolutionary track and the track of the dotted line which results is called the Life
Cycle. This Life Cycle represents a series of conditions of matter-consciousness
which are discreet and yet which unite with one another to form a chain of stratas of
manifestation from the highest level of the Absolute to the lowest level to which it
falls. As we see, the cycle doubles back from a certain low level towards the level of
the highest frequency. The whole of the Life Cycle in this map has not been shown,
but in Map 7 Figure 1 it can be suggested that it descends and returns along a
rebounding curve with the passage of time. If now the Evolutionary track of Figure 2
is superimposed upon the point of lowest descent of the Life Cycle, Figure 3 is
arrived at, whereby we can identify the second half of the Cycle with the Evolutionary
Track by allowing it to become curved. Similarly, the first half of the Cycle takes on a
movement of the Life Cycle which can be called the Involutionary Track.

From knowledge of physics it can be suggested that this critical point of rebound is
the experience of greatest resistance, friction, compression and limitation which life is
able to withstand. Beyond this it has not the ability to go, but at this level it
experiences the maximum opposition. We can imagine that this level of experience
has a great significance in our understanding of the processes of life. The
imagination immediately jumps to the possibility that this experience of maximum
density is in some way connected with the beginning of Self-consciousness, which is
consciousness of the Absolute, which is what is called the beginning of evolution.
This process is not unlike the process of spontaneous combustion which occurs at
high temperatures and pressures, but in terms of consciousness it would indicate an
experience of such magnitude that, although elementary, it is sufficient to spark off
the dormant potentiality of a unit of matter-consciousness of that frequency which
converts it to a significantly different unit, one which can be called a unit of matterSelf-consciousness which is the beginning of that process in which we find ourselves.
When the Absolute has thus achieved its opposite condition from that of Absolute as
awareness and purpose, to what we might call absolute non-awareness and nonpurpose, it is still in fact completely united with the Absolute but has suddenly ceased

to know it. Instead, it knows only an urge towards lessening the restrictions which
confine it.
To recapitulate, it was said that matter-consciousness descends along the
evolutionary track into conditions of greater density. At the critical point of maximum
density it is either unable to survive an increase in density, or the experience is such
that it generates a new factor which reverses the process. In terms of consciousness,
what changes is the desire. It can be imagined that the desire for greater density is
not simply a desire for restriction. This is the negative factor involved. The positive
factor is a desire for crystallisation of intention. We ourselves know this to mean that
our motives are not clear until they have been involved in action, in which case we
find that there is a content which we did not allow for or did not realise existed. It can
be suggested therefore that the Absolute is keen to observe the result of its
intentions worked out in the greatest detail in conditions of acute differentiation. It is
possible that this ‘thought’ motivates the involutionary process of matterconsciousness, the units of which process are called units of matter in atomic physics
and which it must be assumed exist also in sub-atomic states. These units have no
tendency to become autonomous and are aware only of the intention and desire of
the Absolute.
After the critical experience of maximum density, however, the instinct of autonomy is
aroused, although there is little or no room for its expression. Matter is therefore
conscious of its condition but is in no way conscious of its-self. Only much later when
a great deal more movement is available to it does it begin to achieve rudimentary
self-awareness but only in terms of identity as matter. Later again, there is a balance
achieved between consciousness as matter and consciousness as a self. This is the
stage which we become aware of as the human stage. The next part of the process
can be understood to be the elimination of the matter part of our identification
complex so that we can become more simply units of Self-consciousness. This would
seem to be achieved in the secondary section of the human evolution, the later
sections are thus designed to deal with the identification we have with many different
selves.
This is the stage that we are at and with which our science of psychology is dealing.
The levels of the self associated with here are mainly those loosely called the
personality, which are created by our tendency to be identified with our physical
response systems. There is also here some consciousness of a higher order which is
called the Soul consciousness and which creates a sensation in us of being a very
different self to the one of which we are normally aware. However, this is not the end
of the process as has already been indicated, and we must later move through an
experience of greater certainty about the Soul level of consciousenss and from that
much more evolved state begin to sense the Absolute identity which is the final and
complete experience as far as the evolutionary track is concerned.
It must not be assumed too easily that each evolving unit of matter-consciousness is
capable of that ignition experience which causes it to develop towards selfconsciousness as we know it. Little of the many factors involved in such a condition
is known even if this theory is approaching the truth, and it is also possible that there
are other forms of evolution which are not taken into consideration. It would seem
that the seeds of Divine Self-consciousness are sown, or have been sown, in
amongst the units of matter-consciousness and that the proportion of these seeds to
the units of matter-consciousness is very small indeed.
An interesting point to consider here is that it may in some way be possible to
connect this idea of evolution with the theory of creation which astronomers hold. At

the present time there are two main theories, the steady state theory and the
expansion from a single point theory and on the face of it we would expect this theory
to be associated with the expansion theory which would be followed by a contraction.
This is all a part of a cyclic programme which can be associated with involution and
evolution. However, it is possible that cycles of expansion and contraction could
occur within larger cycles of expansion only. It may thus be possible that there are
many such pulsations as this occuring in the Universe at different stages and on
different scales, so that our particular evolutionary scheme may be a relatively local
affair in which case we may look for some local contraction in our Solar system while
our Galactic system may be in a state of expansion.

CHAPTER THREE :

Summary

Each individual Divine Seed or child is engaged in making actual the abilities it
inherits as potentialities only. To try and describe this process, the analogy of the
harp is used, because it helps us to understand the significance of the blank spots in
our nature which seem to us to be like original sins but are in fact more like
unawakened aspects of our nature. This goes on to excuse us our sins and makes
them appear more like an honest endeavour to learn by trial and error. While error
has repercussions, these simply draw our attention to error and are not to be taken
as a form of punishment but more as a form of help. It often feels at the time more
like punishment but this is because we have failed to understand the long term
purpose of our existence. At the time of physical death, our physical body is taken
from us and we are left with the remaining bodies. Some of these may also be taken
from us later so that we understand better how not to identify with them. At a certain
point in this process we are high up the scale of evolution and really beginning to
understand what reality is about. This causes us to see the value of physical level
experience and we set about returning to physical birth again, for we see that in
‘heaven’ there are many things we cannot do which we wish to do and learn about.
We return to a special parent at a special time to get a special experience. Eventually
we touch upon the Christ consciousness which is the touchstone or catalyst of our
system. This gives us special help to understand.

CHAPTER THREE

The Self
Let us consider that unit of the Absolute which is engaged in the Evolutionary
process which has just been described. This growth begins from a state of relatively
little awareness and continues until it becomes possessed of the consciousness and
ability of the Absolute. Since it is in fact a portion of the Absolute all the time without
at first knowing it, some theoretical construction must be proposed which can take
account of this fact. One way to do this is to use the analogy of a musical instrument
which is composed of strings. The classic and simplest variety is that of the harp.
Let us consider that the frame of the harp is ‘given’ by virtue of the fact that some
portion of the Absolute is detached and sown into the field of matter-consciousness,
but let us assume that the frame of the harp at first does not possess any strings and
is therefore soundless. The analogy consists of likening the process of evolution to
the process of placing strings in the frame of the harp and learning to sound them
and eventually play music on them. Probably this process is very slow and tedious at
first, for until we begin to realise the siginficance of music we will not have any idea
why we are in a condition of consciousness at all. However, once we have ‘read’ and
understood the sublime quality that reaches us through music, then it is possible to
sense that we are connected with a purpose and a delightful one at that.
Unfortunately the change between a life which has to be endured and a life which is
delightful and creative is one which we have to bring about ourselves. Without the
necessary incentive, therefore, this seems like a case of the cart being placed before
the horse. One assumes then that if evolution is working among us we are in fact
experiencing higher orders of awareness which possess these attributes of delight
without always being consciously aware of the fact. This should occur through the
faculty of the higher bodies of communication which we are gradually building up and
becoming associated with. The information which these partly-formed bodies receive
will be of the highest order and will possess something of that delight which is
required for progress. The experience of this, however, only reaches us through the
fringe of our everyday attitudes and is a part of our awareness which we term
instinctive or unconscious. As far as we are concerned, this signifies the fact that the
higher order signals are largely ‘drowned’ in the noisy lower order signals which are
not unlike the jamming devices used in radio broadcasting. If we wish to hear what
these higher order signals are saying, we must therefore train our lower order bodies
to be quietly responsive instead of noisily responsive. This is a way of saying that we
must not let our more physical channels of communication become over-excited, for
if they do they run away with us and we tend to become completely identified with
them.
In the analogy of the harp, the strings which we have to build into our instrument
represent an ability to respond from the level of the Absolute to a certain category of
experiences. Where these strings are missing, we are consequently weak in our
response and likely to transfer the whole occurrence to another part of our harp
where strings are in operation. It must be expected that the preliminary part of our
evolution will be full of mistakes concerning values and identities for the reason that
we simply do not as yet possess the understanding to cope with the situations. The
result of these mistakes will be some form of pain and suffering and this seems
inevitable unless some direct conditioning or supervision is received. This raises a
most fundamental point which concerns our autonomy. Common sense and
intelligence tells us that our real value lies in a separate unique identity, even if this is

still only at the stage of potentiality. If the scheme of things was not concerned with
this individuality, then the ordering of the human world would be much simpler for we
would all be puppets or automatons and do precisely as we were ordered. If God or
the Absolute Cause did not choose this way, then it is either because our uniqueness
is important to Him or because He enjoys our suffering which is the result of our
autonomy. The latter proposition cannot be held seriously. Our intelligence naturally
assumes that the attitude we have towards our own physical world, families and
children, is not just a chance affair, but stems from some supreme attitude on the
part of our Creator. It can be imagined, therefore, that our relationship and value is to
our Absolute Parents something like that of our children to ourselves, but since it
occurs at a much higher level, it must be more ideal and detached from space/time
considerations.
The analogy of the harp, taken with the fundamental idea that the purpose of
manifestation is to preserve as well as to bring to life separate individuality as a selfconscious experience, gives us some reasonable cause for the fact that God allows
suffering and evil to exist. It also explains why so many mistakes are made and why
it is so hard to believe we possess Divine instincts. It can be suggested that there is
some sort of Divine permutation taking place, through which all or many of the
qualities of the Absolute are being mixed and re-mixed and that the results are to be
established in Reality in terms of living individuals. This would be a fair assumption
and would account for many of the facts but it would pre-suppose that there is some
continuation of experience after the occurrence of physical death. However, we have
established a reasonable system which can take care of this in our theory of bodies
of communication at various levels and frequencies of matter-consciousness, for
while the physical body of communication obeys physical laws of disintegration the
next higher body is not subject to the same laws and we can expect it to be not only
different in attitude but also different in time scale. Similarly, the body of
communication which is more ethereal than that again, we must expect to be more
ideal in the nature of its filtering processes and less subject to our concept of time.
The number of abilities of response possessed in our True Being or Harp is therefore
connected to our level of evolution and the type and number of bodies we are filtering
experiences through. When the physical filters are dissociated from our identity at the
change called death it will be natural to gravitate to the next highest body of
communication and to identify with its attitude and worlds with which it is in contact. If
the chronic attitude is relatively low, then one must expect to remain attached to
bodies and conditions approximating to the conditions of Earth. If the attitude is
relatively high then one can expect to gravitate to a higher body of communication at
the level approximating to what is called the Soul level where our ideal and spiritual
inclinations will be given means of expression and fuller and more responsive
conditions. If, however, experience in the physical world is not complete in that it has
not enabled us to build in those responses which can only be gained at the physical
level, then it is possible, consciously or unconsciously, to wish to return to Earth
conditions and be drawn to a certain type of situation depending on what one merits
and what one is attracted to. If the evolution is not very progressed, almost any
situation will do, but if it is well progressed then the type of parents and type of
opportunity available will be most important because we will be attempting to master
certain specific experiences and abilities. It can be understood that we will tend to be
associated more and more with a certain group of people who possess certain
qualities. If these people illtreat one another, they will take it in turns to bear the brunt
of such treatment until they learn better. Similarly, good parents will attract higherlevel children and give to them high-tone potentialities of which the children are able
to make good use of. Although it would seem right for all children to have the best
parents, this is not possible and would in any case be a wasteful process, since it
would reduce the quantity of experience available. Children who are not highly

evolved are not able to take advantage of certain conditions which more evolved
souls are able to do. If, of course, a large number of ideal parents were available, this
would be the best possible thing, but we know that this is not the case. While all
children look much alike and behave similarly, it cannot be allowed that they all have
the same potentialities available. The potentialities are there in every case but if they
have not been made responsive, they appear not to be present. Only so much can
be done in each life time and we are only able to educate responses which in fact
have begun to show life.
The idea of evolved and more ideal families must not be confused with human
aristocracy, or with wealth, for these are only a measure of certain values which do
not relate to True Reality at all. But probably nature produces an aristocracy of its
own which is measured in terms of evolution and has none of the conceit and pride
which is a part of any human aristocracy. The true aristicracy is measured in terms of
understanding and responsibility and may appear in any level of our human society.
The process suggested, whereby responsive abilities are built into identity at the
Absolute level which can be called the True Self, will enable us to understand and
accept more easily the concept of sin. Whether we admit it or not, the sensation of
sin affects us all profoundly and if we are to accept the teaching of original sin which
the western churches give out then we are in danger of putting ourselves in a very
wrong and negative position. The process of learning by mistakes, which in science
and engineering is called the process of trial and error, is confused with the notion of
sin and wickedness. This presupposes that we are either put into the world as perfect
beings who should know better or we are put into the world by a sadistic God who
knows we are imperfect but who punishes us for being so. In the first case there
would seem little point in going through the process if there is nothing to learn. In the
second case one is confronted with a dichotomy which is so absurd that it could only
be the result of human aberration. Instead of the teaching of original sin, it might be
well to substitute the teaching of original fallibility. The difference between fallibility
and sin is that the first is expected to be indicated by suffering imposed by our
surroundings, but the second is expected to be indicated by suffering imposed by
God. Obviously the two are liable to be confused and if the second is chosen, the
person concerned is in a most difficult and hopeless position, for he is confronted
with a Divine example on a cosmic scale of his own immature understanding and
development. We cling to the idea that God is concerned with us as individuals who
are responsible for their own actions and we cling to the idea that we are not perfect
but are in the process of attaining perfection. Yet we cannot bring ourselves to
conceive of the fact that we were born with shortcomings instead of sins. This idea of
sin is perhaps applicable to those of us who deliberately repeat actions which we
know are wrong and which we know will harm other people and which we are in a
position to prevent. But if we have reached the stage of knowing an action is wrong it
may not be realised how it is harmful to others and even if so, we may not be in a
position to prevent it. If, on the other hand, we do something harmful and wrong
because we know no better and are unable to respond with Absolute Awareness to
the situation, we can hardly be blamed and we would certainly not have opened
ourselves to something akin to Divine wrath.
The main trouble with the idea of original sin is that it consciously or unconsciously
causes us to associate the very core of our being with something rotten, and this
something in turn is unavoidably associated with the act of our creation on the part of
God. Since the core of our being is where our Absolute potentialities lie and since
this highest and truest part of our nature is the source and mainspring of our effort
and ‘salvation’, the idea of original sin replaces that part of our nature which should
be looked to for the solution of all our problems, with some negative and evil

presence. If this doctrine is seen from such a point of view, it becomes apparent that
instead of influencing us to become humble and repentant and aware of our natural
shortcomings, all the teaching of original sim does is to make us bitterly aware of the
unjust and hostile attitude of the source of Being. Since it is realised now that the
unconscious and deeper consciousness of our nature has a profound and overriding
effect on all our conscious deliberations, and since it is also discovered that this
unconscious part of our nature has a very strong sense of justice, right and wrong,
sin and punishment, virtue and reward, one can see that this fundamental
conditioning aspect of our awareness is thrown into a hopeless and distorted state by
prevalent religious ideas. Until the idea of sin is replaced with the idea of
shortcoming, we will be destroying effectively the very purpose of religious and
spiritual effort, which is to become trustful of and acquainted with, first of all the
Divine qualities of God and secondarily the Divine qualities of our own real nature. It
is quite obvious why God is described as forgiving our sins before we commit them; it
is because He realises only too clearly that we must continually make such mistakes
before we can be of any value to Him or to ourselves. It is not God who has
suggested to us the idea of original sin and the necessity of being punished for the
results of such sin, it is our own superstitious and unintelligent interpretation of the
world around us that has led to this state of affairs. It is our own lack of forgiveness
and our own inability to feel responsible for our actions and efforts that have led us to
this point of view.
Our indolence is fully borne out by the fact that we link the idea of inborn sin to the
idea of Divine intervention (in the form of Grace for our salvation) in such a way that
we put the whole process of our qualitative and spiritual development firmly into the
hands of outside agencies, so that we can sit back and do nothing for ourselves and
still blame someone else for whatever happens. Unhappily, in this respect the
purposes of our Creator would appear to be just the opposite, for in order to become
and remain true and autonomous individuals who are alone capable of sustaining
anything but mechanical values, we have got to develop through the results of our
own spontaneous actions and desires. Whereas we are quite willing to believe that,
in the world of our western civilization at the physical level, we will only acquire what
we want through taking a businesslike advantage of the opportunities that arise and
by seeking to create such opportunities if they do not arise, when it comes to spiritual
matters, our attitude is totally different and passive. We even wait and hope for
‘something’ to happen to us in this respect without even having a desire for such a
happening, so that our ‘hope’ is in a peculiar way an inverted one. This inversion is
very significant, for it seems to stem from the fact that spiritual and religious effort is
associated with pain, suffering and punishment, for the image of such a life is
founded on the fact that we try to believe that God tortured and punished His own
Divine Son for the sake of our spiritual progress. If God would do this to His own Son
who has actualised His Divinity, how much worse will He not do to us who have
actualised very little of our Divine potential. Again it does not occur to us that it was
we ourselves who punished this Divine Son of God, as we continue to do so in
ourselves and in others, when the fact of its ‘difference’ to our normal attitude comes
to our attention. The fact that God ‘allowed’ us to torture His Divine Son is the true
significance of the crucifixion symbol, for it indicates clearly to us that the principle of
non-interference must be somewhat more than a little important, and that this
freedom we are forced to possess and keep, even though many of us would gladly
shed it, is the basis of our intrinsic value. It also shows that this principle allows us
not only to attain our Divine potential but it also allows us to destroy this Divine
potential. The choice will constantly remain ours whether we like it or not.
The nearest it is possible to come to an understanding of the idea behind the
teaching of original sin, is to understand that the shortcomings of each generation are

built into civilization in terms of habits and attitudes. These create an atmosphere
which we are born into and which we absorb before we can criticise and reject it. In
this way we do indeed act as though our wrong behaviour was in us at birth, but in
fact this is the result of the distorted atmosphere of our way of life combined with the
natural weakness of our True Being which has only partly actualised its potentially
Divine capacities. Wherever situations of physical experience should have been dealt
with by a portion of our harp which does not possess strings, there we must expect to
find wrong response and apparent sin. Those who have a relatively full set of strings
can fight against the wrong attitudes they are born into and overcome them. Those
who have very few strings are bound to become victims of these wrong attitudes.
There is one more factor which must be considered, although it may seem at first to
be rather involved. This is the factor which concerns the term of existence or life of
the lower bodies of communication and their possible influence on a recurrring life at
the physical level. This factor rests upon where our chronic attitude lies on the third
vector and how much aspiration we possess towards ideal values. If our chronic level
of consciousness is low and our aspirations feeble, then at the transition of physical
death we will gravitate to a level of matter-consciousness almost identical with the
physical level we have been used to. In this case we will continue to live and
experience much the same conditions and the same wrong attitudes and emotions. If
all our attention is given to such low-level bodies of consciousness they will be
greatly vitalised so that when the next transition occurs, which is caused by us
requiring to return to physical level experience, these lower bodies will still be active
and the new-born child will tend to become associated with them and carry on the
more automatic responses which are also associated with them. Ideally, when death
at the physical level releases us from the physical body of communication,
aspirations in the physical life should have been strong enough to enable us to
gravitate to the level near that of the Soul or higher. In this case, the lower bodies of
communication will be de-energised and will have time to become dissociated and
return to the background material from which they were made up. Thus the individual
involved is able to shed all those wrong attitudes which are rife in the world and
which act as a perpetual barrier to progress. Consequently, when another physical
life is entered into, it is done so with comparatively unhindered bodies and with a
greater chance of making progress. This idea reflects the Eastern Doctrine which
concerns the wheel of life and death to which we are tied. When looked at in this
way, it is possible to understand how in fact one can become enslaved by this
process and that the cure for it is to attain an optimum level of consciousness,
idealism or aspiration through which enough time is given the lower shackles,
between births, for them to become deactivated and harmless to our next physical
life. In this respect, we can become almost unable to help ourselves, due to the fact
that we are steeped in wrong modes of thought and emotion from which no respite
can be gained through what should be a natural course of elimination. When the tone
of a whole civilisation sinks below this optimum level, it signifies that to a large extent
evolution of consciousness has ceased, even though the evolution of the man-made
culture concerned may continue. This man-made aspect of culture can become very
wide and complicated as well as seemingly sophisticated without the consciousness
involved moving either upwards or downwards on the third vector. As far as reality is
concerned, a Saviour is a highly-developed individual who is capable of showing and
infecting us with high-tone attitudes. If we absorb these attitudes, they do in fact save
us from what would otherwise be an endless, painful and useless situation. Such
rescue operations would not be necessary if a large number of people had not at
some time consistently chosen wrong attitudes, so that the force of their way of life
became strong enough to amount to a psychological infection and disease which
later spread to the whole world. For fundamentally, the potential consciousness
which we possess is pure, in the sense of being free from conditioning circuits and is

just as capable of developing towards an ideal way of life as towards a distorted and
conflicting way of life. The difference to us is most important, since it indicates
whether we are going to progress with great suffering or little suffering. It can be
understood that the natural background of our world is designed for progress in
evolution, so that if we resist such progress, the tensions we build up at all our levels
of consciousness will grow progressively more severe and uncomfortable.

CHAPTER FOUR : Summary
When we follow through the processes by which physical sound reaches our nervous
system, our brain and then our awareness, it becomes obvious that we must expect
a large number of transpositions. This change of one type of signal into another must
continue to some final stage which we call the Absolute and it is here that our real
identity resides and it is from this identity that we get our true understanding and
response to events. If at some stage there is a fault in the linkage of the signals, then
the message does not reach the real individual and a preconditioned response is
substituted for a real one. Such a fault and its automatic response is called a false
circuit or short circuit. If many of these circuits build up, due to unpleasant things
happening to the person or due to some malformation of the bodies, then these
circuits can interact between themselves to build an entire false personality front. The
real self is unable to break through this and often gives up trying. To the outside
world, the false person can appear to be the same as a real self because the real self
makes mistakes too, but not automatically. In psychotherapy we must bear this in
mind and talk to the real self in a high tone way, in order to entice it back into the
bodies and circuits it has given up trying to control.

CHAPTER FOUR

Circuits
An example of the complexity of the transformation of signals which communicate the
content of events to consciousness is shown in the construction of the human ear.
Instead of being able to hear sounds directly, what we discover is that there are at
least six distinct phases in the communication process between the sound waves in
the air and the physical brain. How many further processes there are between the
physical brain and our consciousness we do not know, but the number is in direct
ratio to the degree of idealism which the particular individual has achieved which
results in the chronic level of awareness.
These phases are:
1. Sound waves are channelled through the trumpet of the outer ear to the ear
drum.
2. The ear drum vibrates against a structure of three very small bones in the
middle ear composed of what are called the hammer, the anvil and the
stirrup.
3. The stirrup, which rests against the inner ear, transmits the vibration to the
liquid which fills the shell-shaped
inner ear.
4. The liquid transmits the vibration throughout the inner ear to the nerve ends of
the auditory nerve.
5. The auditory nerve ends translate the vibrations into electro-magnetic signals.
6. The auditory nerve transmits the signals to the brain.
This process is shown in Map 8 and is further complicated by the fact that there are
three mechanical movements in the bones of the middle ear. On reaching the brain,
the signals enter into the structure of brain cells of which there are a great many and
about which relatively little is known. Only after the physical brain has dealt with the
signals do we eventually hear the sound being transmitted. But of course we, as
consciousness, never hear anything. All we are really aware of is the signal stage of
the signals which indicate to us that a sound has occurred at the physical level. If
there is some distortion in the channels of communication, we will thus get a distorted
impression of the occurrence. If the signals are side tracked or if they are dealt with
by some sort of automatic response, then our real consciousness may not be aware
of them at all. This process applies to all the other senses as well as hearing, but it
applies in particular to that type of hearing which is concerned with the reception of
speech communication and that type of visual communication which is concerned
with our personality level of experience, for these particular communications we tend
to label and sort into categories which are covered by automatic and compulsive
responses.

Psychologists have discovered that a great many responses to experience or
occurrences are dictated by mechanical activities in our nature and that such
activities cannot be said to be under the control or valuation of the real individual
consciousness concerned. What has happened is that at some time the individual
has had to deal with a type of happening which has been associated with a strong
sensation of pain or pleasure or some such basic valuation. The occurrence was
such that the factors involved prevented the individual from making the response in a
confident way from the centre of awareness, according to inherent capacities. The
response was in some way enforced and was valued as the safest or most reliable
response, whether painful or otherwise. Because this process occurred without true
valuation but was the result of enforcement, there was no suitable place for it to be
stored in the nature of the true consciousness, for this can only store intelligently
understood responses. This intelligence stems from the nature of absolute
consciousness itself. Therefore this enforced reaction was stored as a source of
response somewhere in the system of circuits themselves. This reaction can be
likened to an enlarged and overactive channel, which not only connects directly into
some response pattern but also tends to channel stimulus which is not connected
with the original occurrence or even with closely related occurrences. The size and
sensitivity of this particular circuit tends to cause it to be activated by and
consequently to interfere with a host of unrelated occurrences.
Let us try and clarify this point by looking at Map 9. In Figure 1 is shown a point C
which represents the individual consciousness against a certain reading along Vector
3. The base of the figure represents the passage of time and the point A represents
an occurrence at the physical level whose content is transmitted along channels of
communication in matter-consciousness of different grades until it reaches
consciousness at C. The content of the occurrence is then valued by C and a

suitable response formulated which is sent back along the communication channels
to the physical level at B. This could be a normal unaberrated response to a physical
level situation. However in Figure 2 is shown what would appear to an observer to be
the same situation as Figure 1. But in this case the transmission of the content of the
physical occurrence has stimulated an automatic circuit which is energised into
operation at S.S. and thus translates the stimulus into a conditioned response which
returns to the physical level at B and appears to come from the True Consciousness
at C. This, however, we understand to be a false circuit, and it is in fact a short
circuit, for it has cut out the real individual consciousness from the situation. If there
are many of such false circuits in the bodies of communication of the individual, then
these form a personality of their own which is not directly connected to the true
person and not under the control of the individual. In Figure 3 are plotted a series of
types or categories of experience from 1 to 7 against readings along vector 3. In the
vertical column of each of these categories is drawn a line or lines which represent
barriers or false circuits and the size of these barriers indicates just how much of that
category of occurrence they filter off into an automatic response. Type 1 is half
filtered at a low level of matter-consciousness and attitude, which also indicates that
it is diverted to a mechanical response close to the physical level of occurrence and
remote from the chronic level of awareness of the true individual consciousness at
C.C. Type 2 is badly affected but at a much later stage in the process of
communication nearer to the level of proper consciousness, and Type 3 is a clear
variety which is dealt with from the true centre of consciousness and which produces
relatively high tone responses. Type 4 has a half block half way towards the chronic
level. Type 5 has two circuits which come into play at two different stages of
transmission and which between them cause a complete blockage to consciousness.
Type 6 has three such distorting circuits and Type 7 has a very heavy and complete
block at a very primary level of communication close to the physical level, perhaps in
the very nerve system of the physical body itself, which would produce very basic
distortions. The ideal is to have very clear channels of communication in all seven
categories of occurrence. But even when these channels are undistorting, the true
consciousness itself has still a partly undeveloped response system, since it has not
yet built in all the strings into what has been called the harp of its Absolute identity.
We are thus able to visualise just how far away from the truth of any situation we can
get, when not only the attitude of our consciousness is wrong but, in addition to this,
the circuits which bring information to this consciousness fall down on their job and
produce distorted and garbled versions of what has occurred.

To explain further what is meant by Personality, Soul and True Self, there is in Map
10 Figure 1 a diagram which suggests for our purpose the position of Personality.
This is a transforming and communicating set of bodies which are a combination of
the physical body and the Absolute consciousness of the individual identified with the
physical body. This brings together the physical flesh and bone structure, the nerve
system, the brain and the lower frequency order of super-physical matter (This has
not yet been identified with scientific instruments.) These lower order bodies can be
called the lower emotional and lower mental bodies for the sake of convenience, but
too much importance must not be attached to any of these labels, for one must
expect them to be found to be incorrect in practical detail. Figure 2 is an indication of
the Soul complex which is made up of the middle frequency bodies of
communication. These are formed by the interplay of True consciousness with
Personality. This means that the individual is identified with a strata of attitudes and
qualities which express the idealism of the Ideal and Divine levels of consciousness
as a compromise with physical world requirements and habits of thought as they
appear to the everyday experience of the Personality. It might be said that the
attitudes of the Soul represent the Quality of the Absolute expressed in terms of

physical level experience, so that they lose something of their innermost meaning
while gaining ease of application to physical situations.

What is termed the Absolute Self or Real Self can be represented for this purpose in
Figure 3 of Map 10. While this shows the position of the complex of bodies of
communication at the higher levels of vector 3, it does not explain that the Absolute
exists outside what is considered to be manifestation, so that in this diagram it is
either consciously or unconsciously still identified with manifestation. However, if the
position and nature of the Absolute individual were explained further, there would be
no means with which to do it and for these purposes the diagram shows what is of
practical interest. This Absolute self is in a position on the Ideal vector to experience
and express the highest qualities and attitudes without distortion or compromise, for
the nature of matter consciousness at this level is extremely fine, responsive and vital
and almost devoid of the density and friction which is associated with physical matter.
The experience of existence at this level of manifestation must consequently be
blissful, exhilirating and free in the sense that will be explained later. Since time is the
result of friction, viscosity and inertia which results in opposition to movement,
communication and adaptability, and since the actual experience of time as it comes

to us is the same experience as space, it is the essential content of movement and
the experience of movement. If we, at the physical level, cut ourselves off from all
movement in the world about us, we will cease to get any sense impressions and
shortly experience the feeling of ‘being’ as distinct from ‘living’. This sense of being,
without time or space considerations or movement, is close to the true condition of
Absolute consciousness. For while we still get some sense of continuing identity in
some form of time sequence, this time sequence is not linked to anything which we
can identify. The result of this experience is that we are made more aware than usual
of the fact that the innermost consciousness is concerned with qualities and attitudes
which it has to learn to generate on its own without outside stimulus. When it has
learned to do this, it has also learned to be truly creative and may be said to be God.
Figure 4 is a diagram which represents the chain of the three main transformer
complexes and thus the three main sources of identification which are available to
the individual when he is in touch with a physical body. It is misleading, however, to
imagine these bodies related in this drawn out fashion since they are amalgamated in
a far more subtle and interpenetrating way, but for the sake of clarity, their relative
structures must be indicated in some distinct way.
To go one stage further, in Map 11 these three complexes are shown in terms of their
partial development and partial reactive conditioning. If the dotted lines are the
possible development of each body and the firm outlines are the actual capacity for
response of each body, then the shaded area in each actualised body is the amount
of response which is liable to be governed by false circuits. The unshaded area
shows the relatively clear and unhindered capacity of each body. The higher body
may be relatively undeveloped in relation to the lower body and consequently more
tenuous and divorced from lower order experience. Also, each body, while it can be
more or less developed, can also be classed in terms of conditioning which results in
compulsive and mechanical activity. The Personality can therefore be called the True
Personality if it is clear of compulsive circuits, or it can be called a False Personality if
it is largely conditioned by compulsive circuits. In the first case, the personality is an
appropriate and very valuable part of the whole individual. In the second case, the
false personality is not only a distorted aspect of the individual but can either cut itself
off from the True Consciousness or so enslave this True Consciousness that it
virtually has no more control over the situations it is in.

As Evolution proceeds, so the higher bodies become more developed and free from
false circuits and perhaps the lower body eventually becomes smaller again. But to
begin with, the individual consciousness believes itself to be identical with, firstly, the
physical body, then the physical personality, the the Soul personality, then the Soul,
then the Divine Soul and lastly the Divine Self. However, throughout all this process
of changing identity, it belongs in fact to the Absolute level of consciousness without
being aware of the true situation. The process of awakening and Self discovery is
one which we are not unfamiliar with, but the extent to which this process goes and
the scale on which it exists as potentiality are something which is hard for us to
believe. It is hard enough to grasp the meaning of the astronomical discoveries which
scientists are making. The tremendous distances and numbers of enormous galactic
systems are things which our rational minds cannot really take in, for these quantities
do not have any experienced significance for us as human beings. Similarly, faith in
the potential of our own Divine Nature does not have any sufficient meaning for us
until we begin to have experiences of higher orders of consciousness. However,
once the more sublime responses in our nature are sensed, then this does not help
us to feel also that, through the scale of the atomic universe and the astronomical
universe is numerically and physically fantastic, the qualitative significance is not so
great as that which we have access to within our own living consciousness. This
experience helps to reverse the domination which the physical universe has over us.

Another, more graphic, way of showing the position and function of false circuits and
the way they create a False Personality is found in Map 12. Figure 1 is another
expression of Figure 3 Map 9, in which circuits on several categories of experiences
or events are shown in their state of severity against their position on the the third
vector. In this particular case, there are several more false circuits but they are
focussed on to the position of the True Centre of consciousness at C. The false
circuits are indicated by the lines cut short. The whole is outlined in a triangular
shape to indicate the outline of the personality-soul complex which is more
developed the lower it relates to the physical level. If it can be imagined in Figure 2
that these false circuits can reach a stage of complexity and sensitivity whereby they
begin to activate one another through the cross connections lined in on the drawing,
it can also be imagined that they readily make up a comprehensive reactive unit
called the False personality which takes over a portion of experience and response
from the True Centre at C. In this case, the outline of the personality-soul complex is
shown with a restriction forming towards the apex. This signifies the beginning of
separation of the True Consciousness from what had previously been its proper
personality under its proper control. Figure 3 goes a stage further and indicates an
almost entirely separated Soul and Personality. When this happens in life, that life is

wasted from the point of view of evolution since the valid centre of consciousness
has been divorced from life experience and may as well not be present at all. Worse
than this, such a divorced personality still appears to others to be valid since its
responses seem to come from some centre of consciousness within. However, the
diagram shows that this is not the case and that such a personality is virtually dead.
A personality of this sort can be understood to have a very bad effect on its
surroundings, in that it destroys other people’s faith in the validity and possibility of
human nature. It would not be difficult for such a person to commit atrocities, since its
proper qualitative judgement simply does not exist. This type of separation can be
called compulsive or accidental, but there is another type which is the result of the
Soul consciousness deciding to withdraw or separate from its personality
deliberately. This can be due to a false circuit forming in the Soul complex itself. It
can be readily seen that the higher the level of the false circuit and the higher the
body of communication it forms in, the more severe and comprehensive is the effect.
This severity relates more to the individual consciousness concerned and is not
always obvious to other observers, since they only see the physical results. The
habits of the physical personality can maintain it in activity long after the higher and
True Consciousness has been cut off. When dealing with cases of psychological
illness, it is difficult to tell whether the condition is an effect of the higher nature
deliberately refusing to participate in the life of the physical personality, or whether it
is the result of physical disease or false circuits. If the difficulty is the result of a
higher-level decision, then this may not be anything more than a wrong valuation
from the process of trial and error, but since it occurs at a higher level, such a wrong
valuation has a very sweeping effect. This sort of condition is one which responds
well to therapeutic discussion, but if it is treated as a form of illness or ‘insanity’ it may
lead to this condition as a result of shock and as a result of the treatment implying
‘insanity’. To treat a high-level decision as a form of insanity is bound to be the worst
possible thing to do. When we realise that a whole civilisation can be suffering from
certain delusions, then we must be very careful not to confuse normality with sanity.
The decision to opt out of the physical-plane life is not always the result of wrong
decisions as such, but is more likely to be the result of powerful emotions of injustice
and futility which may have a very reasonable basis. We must not allow ourselves to
think of a physical personality which has become aberrated or peculiar as being the
outward expression of a wrong mode of consciousness. It may be the outward
expression of a very powerful feeling of revolt which is based on noble and high-tone
values and a sensibility to perfection and idealism which have been found too rare in
the physical environment. One must expect, on occasions, to be able to rehabilitate
such a consciousness through tactful approaches. It must be remembered that any
low-tone behaviour shown to such an individual will only reinforce the correctness of
the decision in question. It would be true to say that much of our treatment in these
sort of cases is low tone and mechanical because we cannot believe that there is a
proper consciousness present which is valuing our behaviour towards it.
Unfortunately, there are many conditions of a similar nature which are the result of
physical and brain abnormalities which need a great deal of study before they can be
separated out from one another. Until we have far better facilities for dealing with
mental illness, we cannot expect the time and effort to be available for such
treatment. One of the many problems we have to face in dealing with any condition is
to assess the workings of the unconscious which may be either of a higher level or
lower level order compared to the level of the conscious rational nature. This problem
will be studied through a closer understanding of the bodies of communication with
which consciousness identifies itself either correctly or incorrectly.

CHAPTER FIVE : Summary
In thinking of matter and consciousness as united, we come to the structure of the
hierachy of units of this combination which are called Entities. Entities function as
individuals within groups which themselves become entities, so that control and
responsibility is fully portioned out in a unified system. At a critical stage in the
process of involution and evolution, some of the entities become more than units of
matter-consciousness and we can refer to them as units of matter-selfconsciousness.
These units seek greater and greater autonomy and de-restriction. As they achieve
this, they rise up the scale of the third vector and change their status. Some of these
become human, some remain part of an entity evolution which we might think of as
nature spirits of various degrees. The physical body is built up of these entities of an
unself-conscious nature who work together to help the whole organism function
efficiently. They also help us at the psychological levels and do everyday chores for
us. The basic structure of an entity is suggested which incorporates memory banks
and a computer-like ability to repeat known patterns of behaviour. They can be a
mixed blessing to us because they can also live our life for us if we let them. When
we are incorrect in our psychological response to life, we can damage the working of
these entities, so that they too are crippled by false circuits, punishment and blame.
Therapy tries to remove wrong pressures of blame, fear and apathy from the vital
centres of our physical and psychological bodies. This may be better done if we enlist
the support of the subjects highest nature, by offering high tone communication to
him. The higher part of the person’s nature may then be able to understand in a
moment what the lower levels of consciousness would always find very difficult to
cope with, thus quickly sorting out tangled and aberrated circuits. We are faced then,
with the knowledge of how little we know, understand and control in what we fondly
think of as our own nature. But at least at this point we are in a position to do
something about it. Until we understand the situation, we are living in a fools
paradise.

CHAPTER FIVE

Entities
The fact is now accepted that the single biological cell is the primary form of life
which combines in many and complex ways to produce vegetable and animal forms.
It is said that the living cell is born and dies and also divides. It also has a purpose of
some sort, which it fulfils in different ways, depending on its type. One must,
therefore, in allocating life to this cell, also allocate consciousness of some sort. *
But while, as has been said, matter at the atomic level and at other very fine levels is
also associated with consciousness, in cellular consciousness it is possible to
differentiate between the condition of matter-consciousness and conscious matter.
For while atomic bodies are not associated with separate consciousness, in that their
consciousness is classed with some sort of absolute control from the level of
Absolute Reality, the living cell indicates some new and important factor present in
the situation which allows for a certain autonomy and a certain separate function of
intelligent purpose and ability. The level of molecular structure seems in a peculiar
fashion to be a compromise between the separate life of the cell and the universal
controlled function of the atom. While the consciousness of the atom is possibly the
consciousness of the Absolute in a permanent and rigid form, deliberatedly restricted
for its own purposes, the consciousness of the cell would seem to show signs of an
individual awareness which only become obvious at later and more evolved stages.
The molecular level of manifestation achieves the highest possible degree of
complexity and qualitative content able to be manifested by the method of
universalised and complete control from the level of Absolute Origin. This molecular
condition of matter produces those multiple expressions or communications of
qualities which are, as it were, permutations from the atomic qualities which pave the
way for cellular life and carry units of matter to the brink of elementary selfconsciousness. The cell is beyond that brink and must be placed by us upon the
upward or evolutionary part of our life cycle.
_______________
* The Virus is possibly a more elementary unit in this respect.

By self consciousness in this context is meant that there is some sense of instinctive
function and self-preservation, but in no way implying that there is present anything
remotely as developed as human self-consciousness. The implication here is that
there are degrees of self-consciousness ranging from zero to maximum and that the
cell is close to zero but not identical with it. It would not seem to be wise to make an
arbitrary boundary to this field of self-consciousness somewhere in the animal or
even vegetable kingdoms, because this boundary is based on our ideas of human
consciousness and is therefore not an objective definition. It must be expected that
the phenomenon of self-consciousness tails off very gradually to the condition of
matter-consciousness which is, as was said, a manifestation of Absolute
Consciousness in a highly restricted but highly efficient form. To make this relativity
of self-consciousness clearer, it must be realised that in our own condition of human
self-consciosuness the process is still only partly complete. Thus we are as far from
full self-consciousness as the vegetable kingdom is from human self-consciousness,
for full self-consciousness is the realisation of ourselves as individuals at the
Absolute or Divine level of consciousness. This is only achieved through the
development of higher bodies of communication and by the elimination of false
circuits from these bodies. The way is then clear to engage in life at any level with

undistorted communication to and from the fully responsive awareness. Until this is
achieved, we must swallow our pride and accept the fact that we are incomplete,
subject to error, subject to mechanical responses, not in a position to make proper
judgement and in need of all the assistance we can get which does not take away
from us our own initiative.
The single biological cell combines with other cells to create larger organisms or cell
groups. These groups combine to create larger groups again and so on. This process
is another which seems to continue endlessly and one which we should again be
wary of fixing boundaries to. When cells combine into a larger group, to make this
group a proper one, a combination is necessary which is more than the mere sum of
the parts. This means that the congregation of a number of individuals can merge
into a group or remain a number of individuals. If they merge into a group, a
combination of consciousness and function takes place in which part of the
individuality of the members is given up to create a central and dominant
consciousness, which is more than and different from, the sum of the parts. This
collective consciousness can be called the group consciousness and seen as a form
of life and consciousness which has come into existence because of the
amalgamation of the members. However one can also reverse this thought and say
that the group consciousness existed prior to the amalgamation and was the cause
of the amalgamation. In this case, the consciousness which becomes that of the
group can be visualised as a unit of evolving consciousness similar to or identical
with that shown in the maps as being the evolutionary species of self-consciousness
working on the evolutionary cycle of life. Whether the group consciousness is the
cause of the group combining or whether the combination of the group results in the
group consciousness need not be decided here, but the resultant consciousness
which has authority and purpose can simply be called an ‘Entity’ for the sake of
convenience.
This entity is essentially a monitor which supervises the function of the group of cells.
Such groups are a part of larger groups which must be under the influence of a more
developed and more authoritative monitor, and this process must continue not only
up to the level of the human physical frame, but beyond it, in ways which are difficult
to imagine. Therefore every group, whether in the microcosm or macrocosm, can be
expected to possess an associated consciousness which can be called an entity. The
Human Being is thus a specialised form of entity, functioning along its own line of
evolution. But there are other lines of evolution that entities are engaged in which are
non-human. It is these entities which not only create and maintain bodies of
communication for us as a part of their own purposive function, but also function
instead of us if we refuse to take the initiative.
Therefore we are not only liable to be ousted from our true position of conscious
valuation and response in life by false circuits, but also by the monitors who are
associated with the many and complex groupings in our make-up. These are bound
to act if we do not take the initiative ourselves, as manager of our own individual
universe. While many functions are best left to these group monitors or entities, some
of these functions are a vital part of the understanding and expression of our True
Self and as such we must capture and maintain our authority in these fields or lose
the opportunity of proper experience and progress.
The monitors concerned with the building and maintenance of physical bodies we
should value and leave to their work unhindered, for they perform their task better
than we could do and this leaves us free to develop our own special capacities. But
the entities which are concerned with the building and function of our Personality and
Soul bodies of communication we must monitor ourselves, and see to it that the

function of the entity is confined to its proper field and does not overlap into those
experiences and activities which call for our own evaluation and response. If we allow
this, we will again arrive at the position of atrophy indicated in Figure 3, Map 12, only
this time the cause will not be false circuits but over-dominant and monitoring
entities.
In Map 13, a diagram suggests the theoretical make-up of an entity. Here the
essential consciousness of the entity is separated out as the Monitor. But this Monitor
is also connected to a computer type of consciousness, which in turn is connected to
a memory store where patterns of behaviour and their causes and effects are kept
and can be played back or recalled. This memory store is divided into two
compartments which divide off the memories which are in constant use and easily
recalled, from those which are not often used and not easily recalled. Connected to
the Monitor and the computer are a higher and lower transmitter and receiver of
signals and communications. These latter can be used either by the Monitor or the
computer and enable the entity to combine with levels of matter-consciousness
above and below its own frequency and with other entities larger and smaller than
itself. The True Individual Self, which is the true identity of each Human Being,
identifies with one or several of the more advanced entities by dominating the
Monitor and connecting its own consciousness through the Monitor to those worlds of
matter-consciousenss which the particular Entity is in touch with and concerned with.
The Self is a unit of Absolute Consciousness and it attaches itself automatically to
whatever level and nature it believes itself to be. The Self is none of these Entities or
levels of matter-consciousness but, until consciousness is more complete and
stronger in Self-identity, it is bound to compromise and identify to some degree with
the Entity Evolution.

When the particular body with which an entity is concerned is finished with, the
particles break down and return to their natural background of matter-consciousness.
But the entity itself belongs to that order of matter-consciousness which does not
disintegrate but which is on the evolutionary track. The entity gravitates to a common
pool of such entities as its own level of matter-consciousness which in loose terms
can be said to be a part of that atmosphere of life which surrounds our physical earth.
This common atmosphere of entity intelligence possibly functions as a whole and
evolves as a whole and is monitored by highly evolved and individualised entities in
its turn.
The highest monitors associated with us as human beings are those in charge of our
higher mental and spiritual bodies of communication. These Entities we can expect to
be individuals and in the process of growth as we ourselves, but along a different line
of development. The lower level entities will not have become individuals but will
work and exist as a group function, even while attached to a particular cellular
structure. The higher entities will resemble ourselves more and more as they
approach the Ideal level of matter-consciousness and thus we will expect to find
ourselves associated with what are virtually Brother Beings, whom we are destined to
know and understand more completely and work with more consciously. However,
this side of development will not affect us yet as we are still at the stage where our
contact with this evolution is likely to be unconscious and completely unsuspected.
To return to the structure of the entity itself, a very important part of the function is
that which is governed by the computer. This is a mechanical part of life which runs
the structure of cellular life it is in charge of according to its recorded experiences

and patterns of response which the monitor has valued as good and reliable. The
ordinary running of the cellular body, such as a gland, which the entity is responsible
for, is thus done automatically by this computer through its higher and lower
frequency receivers and transmitters. Normally, the monitor will not be attached to a
‘Self’, as shown in Map 13, but will be monitored by another entity of a higher order.
The Self only attaches to a very few entities; the main ones being the one in control
of the physical body, and the ones in control of the bodies shown in Map 4 which are
those of the Personality, and the Soul. When, however, something unusual occurs in
the field of responsibility of an entity, then the monitor has to take over from the
computer and resort to unusual responses and perhaps ones which have not been
tried before. When the whole physical structure of the human body is under stress,
then all the monitors are brought to a condition of active work which is governed in
the last analysis by the major entity present. The concern here is not so much the
detailed knowledge of how the various parts of our make-up function, but the fact that
there is a hierarchy of entities which normally function very efficiently but which are
within the effect of the psychological attitudes. This means that if we will live with and
value the function of our entities properly they will work together very well, but if we
ourselves become aberrated or wrongly identified, then we can force on to those
entities our own psychological stresses and wrong valuations and consequently
upset their work and their well-being. When this happens, they object to us by
sending us messages of pain and discomfort of one sort or another. If the situation is
not remedied, it can deteriorate until the responsible entities are paralysed and put
out of action. An example of this is when a limb of our body becomes useless
through some psychological stress. The limb can appear beyond hope of remedy but
can be restored to proper function by recalling the situation which started the trouble
and revaluing the elements which composed it and which caused the feeling of grief,
anger or futility to arise and to be transferred on to a physical limb as blame or
punishment.
This is a simple example of wrong identification and interference with entity work, but
there are many more which result in physical and nervous disorder and which are
caused by giving orders to entities which are outside the proper field of identification
and experience and which are mostly below such fields. But when a wrong
identification occurs at a high level of consciousness, then the effects can be very
severe and far reaching, because of the number of entities which it in turn is
supervising and which it can therefore wrongly direct as well. It is not uncommon to
be angry with one of the entities, for example the entity managing the emotions of the
personality, and to punish it by withdrawing from its circuits or by pushing it out of its
circuits. In either case, the personality responses to emotions are inhibited. An
obvious case is to be deprived of affection as a child and to punish ‘the need’ for
affection by trying to destroy the activity of all affection in the nature and even
replacing it with hostility. In this way we not only stop our conscious affections but we
will also prevent unconscious affections functioning which are not merely a means of
communicating to people but are a vital network which binds all our many parts
together into an harmonious whole. When this unifying feeling is lost, all our many
functions will tend to separate out, thus causing us to be aware of many separate
indentities which all try to be ourself but which all want different things. The resulting
confusion will destroy our psychological nature. The remedy is to release the entity
which is controlled by the decision to withhold proper emotional and affectional
responses. This can only be done by getting the True Self into conversation and
communication and revising the decision at the highest possible level. To try to cure
this position by communicating with the personality level will do no good since the
decision was made and can only be understood at the level of the real Self. The
essential problem with a large proportion of these situations is not so much to change
the decisions and attitudes, as to contact the Self which formulated the decisions and

attitudes, for this Self may have withdrawn a great deal since the harmful attitudes
were taken up and made automatic.
One way of helping stress as far as false circuits are concerned is to rest such
circuits for as long a period as possible. In this way they are not re-energised and
their inflamed and exaggerated function can subside. But if such circuits are the
result of decisions of the Self, then this remedy will only be a respite and the circuits
will shortly build up again. However, sometimes if the rest is accompanied by a
complete change of environment the cure may be complete, since the stimulus of the
false circuits may have been removed and the habit patterns forgotten. But to rest the
person so that these circuits are not activated is a very difficult task and requires very
careful nursing. The chemically induced coma is the well known example, and the
electric shock treatment a short cut which we can visualise as being a drastic
interference with delicate psychological circuits, which may break up cross linkages,
but which also ‘blow’ vital fuses and connections. Today sedative drugs are generally
used.
Ideally, the perfect treatment is one of conscious discussion which can result in
revaluation of wrongly assessed experiences. Such discussions, however, require
experienced therapists who have the right type of personality approach and who
have plenty of time to devote to their cases. Unfortunately, this is what we do not
possess, so an effective alternative has been found, by which the cases are brought
together as a group and encouraged to enter into group communication. In this way
the sometimes abnormally keen insight of suffering patients is brought to bear upon
each other’s problems and is able to probe with an effectiveness and immunity to
opposition into matters which would take a therapist a very long time to reach. It has
been found that such group work can have very helpful results.
Many inharmonious conditions of personality are the result of physical disease which
may or may not have been induced by the attitude of the Self but which is, in any
case, so far developed that it can only be treated in physical and ordinary medical
ways. But when the stress is caused by less physical situations, then the primary
objective is:
a. To increase communication between the patient and all levels of
consciousness and experience.
b. To reassociate the Self with its chronic level of awareness, to validate this
awareness and, if possible, to raise
the level of this awareness.
To accomplish the first objective, all types of occupational work can help, as well as
social and artistic experiences. In this context, it is necessary to treat the patient as a
high tone Being as far as possible and put qualitative experiences before him which
are higher than the average or higher than those chosen by people who are fit and
busy simply enjoying life. For instance, a person under stress may get a great deal of
value from a fine picture or a fine piece of music which under normal conditions he
would get no value from at all. Similarly with conversation subject matter. The patient
should be, if possible, confronted with high-tone concepts, morals and ideals which
would be far above what is normal for the ordinary person. This focussing on hightone values is the only way to get the high-tone part of the personality into effective
communication and through this aspect of the personality to get some
communication with the real Self which the patient may not realise exists but which

the therapist must believe exists and which he must court. If communication with the
Self is achieved, then some real progress is possible, for there are potentialities and
responses latent in this Self which are of the Absolute and carry with them the
understanding of the Absolute. If this understanding can be liberated, then an
impossible situation may be seen through and reappraised in a moment, thus
releasing the whole complex of associated entities from some crippling distortion. But
let it not be thought that all people under stress respond well to high art and hightone conversation. Disturbed personalities are difficult to communicate with in any
case, but there may be more occasions than are imagined when some such hightone attempts will succeed where ordinary level approaches will fail. This is because
the True Self of the patient may be attracted to and tempted by qualities of thought
and aesthetic experience which are out of the usual run and which may, as it were,
contain some elements of deeply significant Self-recollection which act as a saving
grace. The patient may realise that such communications imply a sensitivity in others
which has been so shocked, for some reason, in himself. Where the chronic level of
the patient is low, one cannot expect a great deal from conscious therapy for the
level of being will be that of the Personality itself and consequently the higher forms
of intelligence associated with the Soul are not available.
What has to be faced up to is the fact that we possess very little proper identity, self
control, freedom or choice; for what is normally thought of as our own activity is either
the activity of false circuits or the activity of entities. This is a hard situation to accept
or get used to. It hurts our pride to contemplate it, and it damages the idea of
purpose or effort and takes away from us the sense of having a will and being able to
use it. Nevertheless, a clear realisation of this situation can result in a rewarding
change of attitude which can restore in fact what was previously only possessed in
fiction.

CHAPTER SIX : Summary
Each of our main bodies of communication is also ‘run’ for us by an entity. The higher
bodies are being built up by highly evolved entities all the time, and they endeavour
to see that suitable experience for this building comes our way. Although help is
available to be given to us at any time, help which constitutes the weakening of our
own individual autonomy, endeavour and self-valuation is seen to be not real help at
all and that is why it is often not forthcoming when it is asked for or expected. The
only help we should expect to get is that which helps us to help ourselves and remain
real and responsible individuals. The purpose of creation is not to evolve puppets,
automatons or even servants but something much more difficult and more valuable,
namely friends. We thus find ourselves working in groups more and more as we
evolve. These group members get closer and more concerned with one another as
they build up their ability to further the purpose of higher life and bring help and
guidance to the world. The members of such groups will most probably only be
subconsciously aware of their connection with one another and the real relationship
between them is at a high psychological level, but recognition is always immediate
though wordless. Bringing our whole nature into line with a unity of purpose with life
and a group of fellow humans is not an easy thing to do. Very high level Beings help
it to come about and inspire the groups. The ‘religion’ of such groups is also very
natural, unconditioned and wide.

CHAPTER SIX

The Problems
Map 14 represents a more complete version of Map 10, only this time the three
entities are shown associated with the three bodies of communication which to us at
our stage of evolution are those of most concern. It will be observed that each entity
is connected through its transmitters and receivers to higher and lower levels of
matter-consciousness and that the Self, which is the individual true identity, is
connected to the monitor of the Soul level Entity. This self is shown as being outside
the boundary of the individual’s body complex which indicates that it is an element of
the Absolute and consequently not able to be designated in time or space as we
know it. The Self however does not consider itself to be of the Absolute Nature
neither does it consider itself to be of the Soul level of consciousness for most of the
time it is identified through the Soul Entity with the Personality, which in turn is often
completely identified in its conscious attitude with the Physical Body Entity. This map
shows clearly the nature of the problem confronting us if we wish to know ourselves
and to understand the significance of the position we are in, for we not only have to
correct our identification with the physical body and the ordinary psychological body
which is called the personality, but we also have to aim eventually at detaching
ourselves from the Soul body in order to identify ourselves properly with THAT, which
is the Absolute Nature within us. This Nature is designated as THAT because the first
sense of it gives the feeling that it is someone outside and beyond. In fact there may
be at first a confusion between the True Nature and its activity, with God and with
God’s activity. Very often even the experience of the Soul Nature seems to be Divine
and to be an experience of the presence of God and the end of all endeavours. Later
this higher consciousness is found to be relative and to belong to one’s own identity.
This does not mean to say that the experience of the presence of other Beings is not
possible but that often it can be the experience of our own Being.

Map 14 is an over-simplification, but what matters here is not that this map is
incorrect in detail but that it may be correct in principle. If this principle is accepted it
will create something to go by and something to commence work on if there is to be
an endeavour to reorientate our attitudes. From previous discussion of groups and
group functions it can be suggested that we ourselves are not only a part of a
recognisable group system at the physical level, but that we are also a part of group
systems at the psychological and spiritual level. This is the level of the Personality
and the Soul. When we make some effort to evolve we are therefore bound to be
involved with a hierarchy of groups and group effort at this intangible level. The
difficulties of improving the level of consciousness are so many and great that it
would be impossible to achieve this on our own. Yet the paradox here is that
although help and guidance are necessary for progress, this help can only be given if
we ourselves are prepared to use the maximum of our own initiative. For upon this
Self-motivation depends our intrinsic identity and the ultimate quality of our Being.
What seems to happen is that when we express the desire strongly enough to
understand and enter into the deeper meanings of life, some agency puts us in touch
with the efforts of the group most suitable. One may think that such contact is
accidental and fortuitious but this does not matter one way or the other. What matters
is that the beginning of the next step is seen. The problem now is to take the step
ourselves because any further help received will tend to usurp our innermost
directive ability. If, however, the next step is taken with our own effort, then further
passive help can be offered. At times active help is received but this is on the whole

reserved for situations for which we are not fully responsible and for which we are not
properly prepared. If any of us begin and continue to make real effort towards Selfknowledge we will perhaps never be alone or without supervision. But at the same
time this supervision will alow us to burn our fingers if we have to learn something in
this painful way. What happens when some progress is made is that the nature
becomes stronger and shortcomings are thrown into strong relief. The ridiculous
pride which we all suffer from is one of the obvious factors which will always require
some sort of painful experience to reduce, for we are born into a world which
pretends that the personality is the creator and governor of its fate so that we pick up
and believe the notion that we are important and valuable as personalities. This is not
the case. The personality is only valuable in so far as it can act as a channel of
communication for the Divine Self. This aberration is now so common that it is
accepted as a form of merit and encouraged as a means of helping one to get on in
the world.
These groups which can be contacted are very likely to be unaware of each other
directly and the members of a particular group may not even know one and another.
What is found is that the members of a group are engaged in work in the world which
has the same quality of outlook about it. Some may be doing practical work in
medicine, some in science, others in education, while others may be engaged in
theoretical, philosophical or religious fields, creating works of art or writing books.
They all function as a group, however, as they stimulate and inform one another in
roundabout ways since they are expressing the same quality of consciousness
through a number of different methods and forms. It must not be expected that a
group meets once a week in someone’s drawing room, although one must not rule
out the possibility that part of the group may be conscious, with some sort of
membership and organisation. On the whole, organisations are dangerous if it is
wished to make strong and healthy progress for they stimulate false personality and
reduce the power of Self-direction. Added to which, the organisation invariably
becomes more important than its purpose after a period of time. Since most of us are
not strong to begin with, we have to accept compromise and limited help in an
organised form. The obvious case is that of organised religion. This assists the focus
of attention on to spiritual and unselfish ideals and emotions, but at the same time it
restricts, at a certain stage of growth, by the fact that it takes away valuations and
assessments of experience without which we cannot stand on our own feet in the
world of pure Being. For this world of Ideal Consciousness is the kingdom of heaven
which organised religion talks about but at the same time tends to put outside our
reach. The fact that religious organisations do not really intend us to achieve the
object of their existence is observable in the way they react to someone who says
that he has found and entered into such experience, for they view such a claim with
horror and suspicion. But to be cynical about such matters does not help and only
shows that there is no understanding of the system of relativity which runs through
every aspect of life and without which much of the richness of experience would be
lost and upon which one of the highest values depends. This value is the sense of
respect and appreciation for the struggle of living consciousness in all situations and
under all conditions. This attitude is the result of realising that all these conditions
stem from one Nature which is our own Real Nature or Absolute Consciousness.
Before we can become remotely aware of the True Self, there must be freedom from
many very powerful misconceptions, the most important of which are those based on
the sense of identity with the physical level Personality. This Personality, which is
indicated in Map 14, is meant to be nothing more than an agency which transfers
communications to and from the physical level of existence for the benefit of the Soul
Entity and through this Entity to inform the real person, the Self, and to express its
responses from the Awareness of the Absolute. By identifying carelessly with the

physical Personality the possibility of responding from the level of the Absolute is
destroyed and instead there is a response to events from various sources within the
structure of the Personality which have nothing to do with the real identity. These
sources of response are not only the reactive circuits which have been allowed to
build up, but also the Personality Entity itself and various Entities associated with it.
These entities are partly computers themselves and can repeat patterns of behaviour
indefinitely with the best of intentions. Once that we have shown them a variety of
behaviour patterns through the engagement of our real Self with life, the Entity can
use these to go through the motions of living long after that Self has ceased to
participate. This is something we can all observe. When we lose control of our
Personality we do not lose it to one wrong centre but to many. This means that most
of us are many people and that we have no stable indentity to refer to or to act by.
Until the stable and true identity is partially reclaimed, we are in no position to
consider the real values and purposes of life and ways of making progress towards
higher levels of consciousness. It is therefore no good expecting miracles to happen
through the following of traditional and man-made organisations if we mean to
achieve something in Self-knowledge. The intention to do more than dabble requires
the whole intelligence and emotional nature to be in a condition of unity of purpose.
Study and observation in every field of knowledge and experience, with the basic
condition in mind of our own ability to motivate endeavour, is all important. Our own
valuations and good sense must form the basis for our own building. Such things as
knowing when to push ourselves a little and when to rest and reduce effort are
necessary and will become clearer as the sense of balance becomes stronger. If
there is no sense of inner balance and reasonableness then one had better not begin
to initiate processes which will require such control; but at least these ideas can be
given consideration without any necessity for further involvement.

CHAPTER SEVEN : Summary
The levels of our being and attitude are now described in more detail and attention is
drawn to the ‘sitting on the fence’ experience of the central intellect which views the
higher and lower man with equal discernment but is unable to come down on the side
of one or the other and therefore cannot move forward or backward. The highest men
amongst us will not be recognisable to us unless we are already approaching their
attitudes. These higher attitudes and higher abilities enable such leaders to work on
us and with us through the direct means of the psyche. They are the proper teachers
of mankind and do not necessarily require a physical body in order to do their work.
Our real identity is of the nature of the Creator and is therefore of the Absolute,
whatever that can mean for us. It resides ‘all the time outside manifestation’ but does
not know this and is not meant to know this. The entity evolution helps to maintain
the worlds for us to learn and play in and Angels attend the religious services we
employ to focus our attention on higher awareness. Ritual takes our mind off worldly
concerns but ritual also endangers us since it opens us up to the automatic
responses of our computers and this stops our real responses being actively
engaged. For us, quality must take precedence. Ten seconds of whole hearted
endeavour is better than ten hours of automatism. The entity evolution enjoys its
experience, but we, through our painful sense of detachment, are able to digest the
significance of it objectively. This learning, which requires us to make serious
mistakes, means that we mess up the universe. The Angelic evolution repair the
damage we do. If they, too, were open to such mistakes then the systems of
manifesation would be put at too much risk. The prodigal son must learn to be
grateful to his non-prodigal brother for the suffering that he has been privileged to
bear and profit by.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Levels of Consciousness
It is now necessary to begin assessment of the levels of consciousness along the
ideal vector, so that these levels can be more easily recognised. If the spacings
along this line are numbered from zero to ten, the first half can be called the realm of
the ‘lower’ mind and emotion and the second half the ‘higher’ mind and emotion.
From the level 6 and 7 the world of ideal values is entered, and beyond this ideal
world there are higher spheres which can be called Divine.
In Map 15 are seen the relationship these readings along vector 3 have with the type
of outlook and interest associated with men in our society. What is called the field of
cultural activity is seen together with certain other levels which may have special
significance for us. The position of the intellect is of major importance and its
similarity to what is described as the dead-centre position will be explained.

On the right hand side of Map 15 is a list of men which begins just above 2” with
Lower Man. This must be thought of as the most primitive type of man in relatively
uncivilised societies. Between 2” and 3” is found average man who can do a good job

of work and who can manage a family together with all the complexities which are
involved with this today. Above this level again is the man who is in charge of others
and bearing more responsibility. This man also begins to feel a real need for culture
and some of the nicieties which make the relationship of man to man a graceful
affair. This level of consciousness also enables the man or woman to stand apart
more from other people to the extent that they form more individual judgements. This
feeling of not having to conform in ideas and valuations makes possible the
manipulation of forces, which at lower levels condition us, in such a way that we are
able to condition the surroundings instead. It is a beginning of the reversal of the
dominance of the surroundings and the society over the individual, so that the
individual uses these processes in reverse to do the dominating himself. This factor
makes him what can be called a creative individual. At the next level a continuation is
met of the creative and more responsible man, but here there is an emphasis on
learning which enables the individual to be aware of a wider variety of experience
and of past cultures. The relativity of values is more clearly appreciated and the
dichotomy between the demands of the physical world and the ideal world more
keenly felt. Because of this balance or the two-way pull of these basic sets of values,
the individual is apt to live his life comparing the two in a more and more delicate and
subtle way. Thus he is often led to a position of cynicism whereby he endeavours to
get the best of both worlds. This is the special realm of the intellect, and because the
emotional pull of the higher and lower values are balanced, it can become an
emotionless phase in which the brilliant analytical quality of mind is given full sway at
the expense of the rest of the nature. In this condition man can create enormous
structures of ideas and systems of thought which are perfect within their own terms of
reference but which are cut off both from the practical experience of living in the
world and from that higher world of ideals to which there is a striving to relate. The
result is that such a person becomes divorced from both forms of reality and overindividualises in this intellectual world of his own, which appertains more and more to
his own person and less and less to the rest of the creation and to other people.
Such a position is very hard to get out of and very hard to move through. That is why
it is designated the Dead-centre position. It is the position where there is danger of
losing impetus although the consciousness may still be very active.
Above the level of the sophisticated man there is the type who begins to sense
through the higher emotions and the higher aspect of mind those more universal
qualities which are concerned with the good of the whole and the perfecting of the
whole. These perceptions are sufficiently strong to enable the person to devote the
greater part of his life energies to this task in one way or another. He is the idealistic
social worker and the politician, the idealistic teacher, doctor, surgeon and artist. The
next type of man is more difficult to define. He is that person who senses even more
strongly the beauties of the ideals of consciousness, but he also senses them in a
more collective or synthetised form whereby a whole series of higher values is
perceived at once and together thus enabling the person to know an overall texture
and quality which would otherwise be denied if the values were perceived separately.
This sense and experience enables the person to know and describe to others
through words, music and other art forms as well as by his general attitude and way
of life those more sublime overtones, harmonies, attitudes and sympathies which
emanate form the ideal levels and which make for optimism where there would
otherwise be drudgery and endurance. While this level is called the poetic, one must
remember that it describes the poetic spirit and attitude rather than the level at which
most poets live and work.
The next level is the level of the Mystic. Here the individual has ‘gone over to the
other side’ in the sense that he lives naturally in the world of values which belong to
the ideal and he is more at home with these than the values of civilised culture. This

is the man who is able to take himself off into the wilderness and enjoy it because the
loneliness leaves him free to commune with the ideal world. The mystic does not
sense a loss when people and things are taken from him for he knows he can lose
nothing and that he has already begun to enter his true estate where he owns and
enjoys everything. The Higher Man is beyond ordinary understanding because he not
only lives and works from the ideal level of values but he also works with ideal means
which are not apparent since they consist more of the activities which occupy the
highest levels of matter-consciousness and to most people would be too ephemeral.
It may be supposed that such men are able to effect their purposes directly into the
consciousness of other individuals thus avoiding the misconceptions and
inefficiencies which arise when lower and more obvious levels of communication are
used. These higher men may act as guardians in our midst, but we will never be
aware of them or know who they are until we also are nearing their understanding
and condition.
The true consciousness of the individual therefore resides within the absolute
condition of awareness and being which is ‘beyond’ and ‘previous to’ the highest
level of matter-consciousness. This means that it is in a dimension beyond anything
described in Map 3, but it does not know this and consequently believes itself to be a
variety of beings at a variety of levels within this field of experience. The basic level
which the individual consciousness believes and feels it belongs to can be called its
chronic level. This level changes, or should change, slowly to a higher and wider
position and represents what is normally thought of as the condition of the Soul.
Against this are all those fluctuations which take place every day, hour and minute
which are the conditions of the outer nature or personality. As the personality is a
partial and temporary extension of the consciousness of the Soul, so the Soul in its
turn is a partial and temporary extension of the true consciousness or Self of the
absolute. There is no reason to believe that the individuality of this Absolute Self is
ever lost or ever becomes invalid, even though it must achieve a high degree of
integration with other selves at its natural level of consciousness.
There are many schools of psychology, but the climate of thought which surrounds
these schools at present is surprisingly ‘concrete’ and therefore sceptical about
anything associated with the ideal or Divine level of consciousness. It does seem, if
this theory is along the right lines, that there will be very many problems which will
remain unsolved by these schools so long as problems stem from wrong
identification with our system of entities and their associated bodies of
communication. The solution to these problems can only be reached through reeducation of the patient. Sedation and rest will never cure any but the mildest forms
of misplaced identity. The basic identity pattern is the result of the patient’s
background, inheritance and social experience. All of these are generally directed
away from such an attitude as has been described, even though the experience
supplies the needs of the physical and personality entities. It is only the strong and
well-formed Souls who enter into the field of true culture, and only the very
determined who find their Self. Most of us are looking for our identity exactly where it
is not and never will be. Because of this the process of seeking identity can become
itself the cause of failure and the cause of maladjustment and illness. While evolution
is at the primary stage, up to the level of the self-conscious personality, we do not
seek our identity because we feel the physical body to be it. But as we become more
sophisticated we refuse to accept identity with the physical body and so all these
pseudo identities and facades are formed behind which we are still lost. The more
desperate we become to identify ourselves the more likely we are to warp and
destroy the work of our entities unless by some happy chance we begin to take a
spiritual view of things. If we spiritualise our attitude we immediately lift the
dangerous pressures off the entities who communicate and act for us so that they

can continue their proper monitoring function. Needless to say, if the spiritual attitude
we take up is itself the result of confused and distorted thinking and feeling, as it
often is, then we shall be jumping from the frying pan into the fire, for these
distortions will again upset the harmony of our intellectual, emotional and physical
entities and we will not be free to experience the intuitive consciousness which is our
saving grace. Clearly, even in our most respected forms of religion there are dogmas
and attitudes which contradict and which are not in tune with our highest instincts.
Such attitudes become positively lethal if we try to progress into the intuitive state of
reality, even if they do not do much harm at the level of the lower intelligence and
lower emotions.
It would be helpful to give a good reason why the Divine-Human evolution should be
dependent upon other forms of evolution of the Divine-Entities and not be simply the
same evolution. It can be put this way. The Divine-Entity evolution consists of these
entities BEING their Divine Nature in the form in which it is given them. The DivineHuman evolution consists of the True individual UNDERSTANDING the significance
of the Divine attitude and the Divine qualities. The first form of evolution, which is that
of the Entities, is what can be called (so far as these words can describe such
delicate and relative conditions) unselfconscious and instinctively perfect. The
second form of evolution, which is the Human one, is self-conscious, considered
(non-instinctive) and inevitably imperfect. It passes through the ‘valley of death’, the
dead centre position, where it becomes detached from manifestation and completely
self-centred. But it can develop beyond this stage of supreme imperfection to
experience and KNOW the meaning and significance of manifestation simply
because it can view it from the detached position it has learned and been forced to
take up. Now the Entity evolution does not pass through this uncomfortable phase of
detachment and it always remains in harmony with the processes and purposes of
manifestation, but because of this it never gets OUTSIDE this process, however
wonderful it may be, and is never in the position to know and value with detachment
the ultimate SIGNIFICANCE of all this experience. It is possible to simplify this
statement by saying that the Divine-Human evolution digests its evaluations, while
the Divine-Entity evolution enjoys its evaluations. The results of the two forms are in
the end very different. The first has taken upon itself the pain and struggle of The
Divine Aspiration. The second has manufactured the ground for this struggle and
witnessed it, and enjoyed and delighted in the Aspiration, but it has not passed
through the phase which enables it to view the Quality of the Aspiration objectively,
and therefore will lack the basic valuation which the Divine-Human has obtained
through knowledge of imperfection and the consequent suffering it has had to
endure. We may think of the Divine-Entity evolution being that of the Elements,
Elementals, Nature Spirits, Angels and Gods, in that order. But this gives a wrong
impression very often because we confuse such names with myths and fairy tales
which are very garbled versions of some of these functions. But most of our religions
and mystical writings do recognise the possibility of such a different form of
consciousness from our own. We make use of this knowledge when designing
rituals, although we still remain rather sceptical in our minds.
This ritual can evolve when individuals are trying hard to keep their consciousness
tuned to the intuitive and ideal levels of awareness in the face of low-level attitudes
which are prevalent in the world about them. Ritualistic behaviour prevents attention
of the individual wandering on to other things such as the hundred and one practical
issues which arise in physical level existence. The physical action of the ritual
enforces the desired focus upon high ideals and does not leave room for other
physical perceptions to intrude. But the repetition of the riutual is also dangerous for
the reason that it enables the computers to take over the process which lends itself
perfectly to the task for which the computers were designed, namely, to do repetitive

work. So while the adherent to ritual is closing his consciousness to outside
interference he is also likely to numb it altogether since there will be nothing for it to
do when the computers have once got hold of the ritual. This would all be fine if we
belonged to the Entity form of evolution because entities are meant to enjoy such
repetitive behaviour and no doubt this draws them to the ritual. But this is a complete
disservice to the human evolution unless it is on a very small scale, for while it may
enable something of the ‘angelic’ attitude and presence to be sensed, it does at the
same time invalidate the main purpose which is to achieve Self-conscious
understanding of Divine nature and Aspiration. A few sincerely felt moments of deep
concern for this Divine Aspiration are therefore of far more value in the end than
hours and years of partly felt and partly mechanical request for help, forgiveness,
undeserved benefits and ultimate safety. Religious ritual often degenerates into a
sort of Spiritual insurance scheme. Even worship, when it is not a high and natural
form of love, we can see creates dichotomy. For how can we consider ourselves in
our own Divine right when we are worshiping that right? The very basic of worship is
to keep the object of our worship at a respectable distance in deference to its
untouchable qualities. We cannot therefore be expected to enter into these qualities
and at the same time worship them. We can only enter into them if we Selfconsciously and simply love them.
Apart from the theoretical reason why one should expect the Entity form of evolution
to exist, one is led to expect this by the recorded experience of all types of people
who have at times witnesed the presence of the higher orders which are called
Angels. Very little may be known about this evolution but the possibility must not be
ruled out that after a certain critical level has been reached ‘Angels’ can enter the
Human evolution for the sake of the experience it can give and also perhaps in order
to assist evolution and alleviate some of the suffering it entails to humanity. And
similarly we ourselves may eventually enter the Entity stream of development after
our own critical point has been reached, which is the point where we have entered
into and come out from the isolated and detached position of ‘rebellious autonomy’
which is our great and ugly ‘sin’ but which becomes in the end our most valuable
experience and gives us that autonomy over manifestation which the Angelic
evolution does not achieve.
There is one very good reason why these forms of evolution have to be different. Our
right to and experience of autonomy is a very destructive and dangerous process in
that it is paved with ugly and inharmonious desires and ideas. If the Entity and
Angelic evolution was also open to this reactive phase the result would be total
destruction and collapse of the necessary field of experience. So while we Humans
make the great sacrifice of suffering and pain to achieve an Autonomous and
Individual Divine nature, so the Angelic Evolution makes the great sacrifice which is
to create and maintain the necessary ground for our Human Experience, the fields of
matter-consciousness at all levels, and clean up the mess we make in the course of
this experience; which work requires them to remain for ever in harmony with the
Divine purpose and Aspiration and so does not properly allow them the experience of
objective valuation which ultimate understanding requires. Such is the interpretation
this theory would give to the Christian parable of the Prodigal Son. He is the Human
who is bound to sin for a reason he does not understand which in the end gives him
knowledge of very great value. His brother who does not sin and who does not
venture off into the wilds of poverty and hunger does not experience the pain and
misery of this hunger and does not value that which is hugered for in quite the same
way. He is never lost and never has caused to be rejoiced over, for he never returns
of his own accord with this priceless treasure and His Father in heaven never has
anxiety about him.

CHAPTER EIGHT : Summary
In order to relate the highest level of matter-consciousness to the lowest level,
together with all the intermediate levels, a model is proposed which shows
inductance forming another inductance in a chain of the ‘stuff’ of manifestation. This
is a simplified idea but it contains the seed of a very subtle idea. In simple terms, a
‘line’ of the force of this ‘stuff’ creates a field ‘around’ it which in turn creates another
field around itself and so on. How or why induction really works is still a mystery to
us. But the subtle part is that the initial shape of the primary force conditions all the
others. This shape could be complex indeed and this complexity could be passed on.
It could be the initial creative ‘sound’ which serves the purpose of the Creator. We
must therefore learn to observe what is being said to us through the many forms that
this primary saying results in, stop chattering to our background and pay attention to
what it is trying to say to us. The main inductions or transformations of this ‘stuff’ are
the main carrier waves of manifestation and the main levels of our worlds of
experience in matter-consciousness. There must be many minor ones as well. We
feel we live in these worlds, but in fact our real self is all the time ‘beyond’ them and
has to learn to become objective to them to witness them accurately. We must learn
to read meaning and value in forms while not allowing ourselves to get hooked by the
forms themselves. Awareness of matter as dead or empty forms is our failure to
communicate and observe efficiently.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Relating Levels of Consciousness
There remains a very difficult part of the problem which is to suggest some method
by which the ‘material’ of the ideal world is related to that of the physical world. To
begin with there is less problem over the physical side of such a system for physicists
have for many years now described to us just how little is known about what used to
be comfortably taken as building bricks or atoms. Not only is very little known, but
what is known points to the fact that atoms are largely space within which are very
fast moving phenomena termed electrons and other particles. These particles could
themselves never again be equated with the idea of solid particles, they are more
nearly to be thought of as points of energy which possess distinctive properties. Or
perhaps these are waves of energy of differing types which pass through one another
and in so doing create resonances which become heightened temporary
phenomena.
Map 16 is a diagram of an atomic sphere of influence. It has a boundary D which is
the outermost effect and within which can be imagined the waves of differing sorts
such as A and B. A point of interference or amplification due to resonance could be
at the position C. These points, while being a very definite source of qualified energy
are not really there as objects in their own right, they are induced. The most practical
discovery that has been made about the use of electrical energy has been the
discovery that when a current flows in a wire a cylinder-like field of force is created
around it and along its length. By reversing this process a cylinder of force can
induce a line of force along its axis. This process is not understood by anyone, but it
is used in almost every piece of electrical machinery that is made.

In Map 17 a diagram illustrates the proposition whereby an energy following track AA
induces around itself and along its length a screw shaped track of energy BB. This
track in its turn induces another smaller track around its length which is marked CC.
This process can continue indefinitely and there exists no reason to limit either its
largeness or its smallness since the hypothetical energy has no size.

It can now be suggested that if an induced system of electricity-like energy was
required to maintain a series of amplitudes such as that shown in Map 17, all that
would be needed would be an energy charge to follow the line AA in a suitable
medium; an unlimited number of related and reducing systems would follow as
indicated. Similarly, if the smallest track such as CC were to be described in all its
complexity, which is not shown in the diagram, then the larger tracks would be
produced by an induction-like process. If this idea of series can be imagined then it
can be taken as a tentative suggestion of the way that higher and lower levels of
matter-consciousness are related.
Since the amplitudes and frequencies of this structure are related in a simple fashion,
it is possible to talk about high frequency and low frequency levels of matterconsciousness. It can now be considered that only matter which pertains to a
common wavelength or frequency can be explained as solid. As our physical bodies
are constructed of the same type of matter as the world around us, so therefore do
we get the experience of solidity in the world around us. If, however, our physical
body were absent, then another frequency of matter would be sensed as solid to us.
This would be the plane of matter-consciousness of the next highest body of
communication. The physical plane would then become ephemeral or even nonexistent for us.

From this series an idea can be held which can begin to account for the various
levels of manifestation being apparently discreet yet related to a unified system.
Together with this idea will be another possibility to consider and that is the fact that
our actions and responses to events at the physical level are continually influencing
higher levels and expressing themselves at higher levels. In this way, although we
are unaware of the higher frequency levels of matter-consciousness, we are probably
effecting these levels, the amount of this affect depending on the development of the
individual and the responsiveness of the higher bodies of communication. The
converse may also be true, which is that the higher levels of matter-consciousness
will be influencing us at the physical level without us knowing it, thus creating moods
in us which we cannot account for.
The third vector will now be seen as the vector describing this complex of interrelated but discreet conditions of matter which are associated with their own type of
consciousness, and while the vector analysis implies that they are one above the
other, it is most important to remember that this is not the case. More correctly these
differing states must be realised as existing one within the other, or one through the
other. So far as our real journey in the Universe is concerned, this means that the
beginning and the end are both present here, and here is where we are at any
instant. What we are looking for is not further from us but closer to us. We do not
recognise who we really are.
To return to the range of induced energy tracks of Map 17 an interesting possibility
must not be allowed to escape. This is that the creative act in such a system would
be to know the shape of the smallest and most complex track. If this shape were then
to be followed by a form of energy, this energy would induce all the other amplitudes
of energy. Although no such energy or matrix is known, the principle of this
fundamental complex pattern which contains the potentiality of all the others and
which, in a sense, also contains the possibility of many dimensions, is a most
interesting one and may give some insight into the meaning of such a term as the
creative word or creative sound, for such a sound contains within its resonances,
dissonances, desires and intentions manipulated and formed by Absolute Being.
It is possible to imagine the main levels of matter-consciousness as being such as
the levels described on the third vector and each one corresponding to its own
induced energy track. The plane of communication associated with each of these
tracks can then be considered as a complex created out of modulations on this basic
track, such as modulations on a carrier wave. In this way the atomic particle and
atom and molecule may be formed in the same type of way at each level, but as
each level rests on a carrier wave which is basically different, the results will be
different also in the same degree. It is not a bad thing to remind ourselves that what
we consider to be a very small atomic particle is just as likely to be an enormous
particle and a single living cell a gigantic cosmos. Our minds recoil from such ideas
and yet still appreciate the fact that there is possibly a great deal of truth in the story
of Gulliver and his experiences of giants and midgets. What we forget also is that the
physical bodies we are associated with now are, within our own scientific knowledge,
vast concourses of atoms organised to a fantastically small degree of tolerance and
carrying within them energy forces which have enormous potential.
But again what strikes us when the physical situation is viewed objectively is that
although the organisation of the physical body is a hardly believable miracle, it is still
as nothing to the phenomenon of consciousness, which is indeed so miraculous that
it escapes our attention altogether. What this theory is trying to do is not only to

observe the physical situation more objectively, but to observe our various states of
consciousness objectively also. In doing this there is an unavoidable sensation that
behind all experience there is a calm, patient and undistortable observer; most of the
time over-ridden and certainly only sensed consciously in moments of great stillness.
One may spend a great deal of energy pin-pointing the exact nature and composition
of a drop of pure water and one may even know exactly what it is (which is
something not known yet) but this knowledge may have no bearing at all on the
experience of a rainstorm and the significance of being a physical being in a shower
of rain among trees, flowers, grasses and shafts of sunlight. Knowledge of the factual
make-up of the physical level of matter-consciousness is quite another thing from the
experience of living as a wide awake observer and experiencer of that level of
matter-consciousness. It is a little wonder that our increasing fascination for the
factual side of the physical medium of communication leaves us in a state of morbid
and pessimistic futility for it is exactly like dissecting a rose to find out what it is. A
rose will tell us what it is, but only if we allow it to communicate in its own terms. It
seems we must approach it on its own ground with a knowledge of how little we
understand, only then may we be aware of what it is ‘saying’. Unfortunately far more
often all our effort and time is spent in chattering away at our background, telling it
what it is. This is not audible chatter, but the chatter of recognition in the mind
whereby every item that comes to our attention is labelled and pigeon-holed in the
belief that this is ‘experience’ and ‘living’ but in the knowledge that it is only continual
repetition of a few stock situations, and tedious and boring in the extreme.
Map 18 repeats the list of types of men which was first described in Map 15. It was
brought in again here to indicate that recognition and understanding of one level of
being by another level is limited to frequencies that are not too dissimilar. The range
of understanding may only be two degrees above the chronic level, so that
individualised man at 3” may be able to recognise and understand level 5” quite well,
but level 6” hardly at all and level 7” not at all. Thus intuitive communications are a
closed book to the man of level 3”. Similarly, responsible man may be able to grasp a
little of intuitive or poetic man but be unable to understand or accept him when he
approaches mysticism and the higher consciousness. There are always exceptions
to such ideas, but the principle in general appears to hold good.

The situation which human beings are in seems to suggest that there are major
carrier waves of matter-consciousness connected with evolution which are the
physical, the mental and the ideal. If these three main influences are shown to
overlap as in Map 19, the boundaries of each circle describe points of specifity which
can be equated with lower, responsible, intellectual, poetic, higher and ideal levels of
consciousness. Entering into, fully experiencing and moving out of the influence of
the mental plane at 5” seems to be the object of evolution for man as we know him
as a human being. At point 3 in Map 19 the purely physical influence is overcome. At
point 4 the dead-centre position is experienced. At point 5 the influence of the Ideal
plane is entered and at point 6 the individual is freed from the limitations of the
mental plane influence. These are reasonably well marked points of differentiation in
human society. As a general principle it is also possible to notice here that the three
main planes form what can be thought of as a Father, Mother, Child relationship with
one another. This is a phase, the significance of which will move as the individual
moves higher on the third vector. This central plane is called the mental plane, but
this is only a label and does not imply that there is no emotional content. There is no
stage at which the emotions are not present but the quality of the emotions alters a
great deal between point 2 and point 6, and at point 6, the emotions are a much more
integrated part of consciousness and are no longer separable as they were at lower
frequency levels. As indicated in the first Maps, the emotions are the vital part of the
sympathetic ability of consciousness which is very often the chief factor in the
widening and heightening of attention and understanding. The difficulty with a verbal
theory such as this is that there is always a danger of forgetting the importance of the
emotions since much of their meaning is lost in verbal discussion rather than person
to person communication. It is not uncommon to find people studying esoteric life
with their emotions set on one side or almost completely inhibited. It should be made
very clear in consequence that the basis of this whole proposition is that the
emotional understanding be considered as of equal importance to the intellectual
understanding and the two phases of consciousness be kept in an harmonious
working partnership. Needless to say, the emotions as well as mental concepts must

be continually observed, controlled and refined but not inhibited, if consciousness is
to be widened and deepened.

However, one of the most important parts of this theory is now to be proposed and it
is one which has already been tentatively brought in. This is the major idea that the
seat of consciousness is in the Absolute and not in what is ordinarily considered as
manifestation at all. The proposition is that the function and purpose of manifestation
is to create the ground for experience and the communication of experience. The
experience itself is only valid when it is a part of this absolute consciousness which
we ourselves are not normally in a position to be aware of and properly identify with.
The manifested worlds are consequently no more than the ‘stuff’ of communication
itself. To put the idea very simply, the whole of manifestation is a communication on
the part of the creative cause. Manifestation with its many universes and planes is
something which God wished to say. We are the individuals that God wishes to say it
to. Thus the real significance of every instant is the response being made by us to
events . . . not the events themselves. This suggests that the world we live in is the
world of absolute consciousness and that the worlds we are identified with are
statements, are communications of qualities and principles. When we look around us
what we are really seeing is a prolonged lecture, but the language it is given in is not
the one used in man-to-man communications but an infinitely more complete and

efficient language. This language is the one of the rain and sunlight, trees and
grasses, children, mountains, clouds, colours, scents, sounds, responsibilities, loves,
dangers, mothers, fathers, wives, lovers, friends, facts and foods, happy times, sad
times, beautiful times, absorbing times, boring times and futile times. To try and
equate reality with the physical worlds of communication and to try and equate
human consciousness with the human body, which are both very common attempts,
is like trying to understand and identify the reality of a book by measuring its
proportions and analysing the paper and the ink. Such an attitude could only arise if it
was not realised that a book was meaningless as a physical phenomenon but
meaningful as a communication. While the book is a real phenomenon and capable
of physical analysis, the secret of understanding it is to realise that it is a continuing
statement of qualities and attitudes of consciousness. To know what a book is one
has to let it speak, and speak to one’s real Self. If this is not done, the most
searching analysis of the paper and the molecules and atoms and atomic particles
and energies and proportions of the paper, will completely fail to explain the reality of
the book as a phenomenon. We may gather a very impressive knowledge of the way
that the universe is built, but this will be as nothing to understanding what the book
and the universe is saying. The stuff of the physical world we live in is thus no longer
to be considered as ‘mere stuff’, if we ourselves are to be more than ‘mere clever
things’. If we are to discover ourselves as significant living consciousness, we must
accept the world we live in as an important communication. A tree must not only be a
potential source of timber and money. A tree must be one side of a conversation, the
language of which we must take the trouble to learn and respond with.
The sort of statement that has just been made will not be understood by anyone
unless they want to understand it. It is a statement from outside the accepted culture
of our day and would be easily ridiculed by any person wishing to do so.
Nevertheless it is intended to be a serious factual suggestion as to why so many
people find so little meaning in life. The painful part of failure to observe and read the
communications that are continually being made to us through natural phenomena is
the experience of extreme boredom. If the theory is correct the boredom arises
because the valid and most real part of the individual feels itself to be fulfilling no
purpose, in fact it feels ignored and forgotten. It knows it is something of great value
and potential, but for some reason it is unable to become responsive and alive
except in a few minor ways. Without knowing it, the individual is creating this misery
for himself because he is living in certain restricted categories with which he has
classed earlier experiences and has long ago ceased to let events speak for
themselves. The person lives in a world of labels of his own making, perhaps in the
grounds that he thinks he will be unable to cope with real events themselves and
perhaps be unable to make the significance of the events fit into his ‘safe’ but
‘uncomfortable’ philosophy of reality. Because of this situation such a person is
extremely aware of the apparently concrete unalterability and stony-faced aspect of
the world around him. He is very aware of matter seeming to be dead, heavy and dull
and monotonously unalterable, in fact the walls of a prison. When, however,
responsiveness is felt within his being, then immediately the situation alters. The
boredom ceases, the unalterability is not noticed, the prison vanishes and time goes
quickly. Meaning and purpose creep back into life and the question of what it is all
about seems partly answered and, indeed, only an important question is thought of
as ‘what can be done in co-operating with life?’
This sense of being aware of matter as a prison, as the beginning and ending of
something hopeless and meaningless is not uncommon, particularly among people
who have grown beyond the first hectic and unconsidered flush of youth. The world
of physical material becomes part of a ‘solid’ identification which, for the purposes of
this argument, can simply be termed matter. This is not the matter of the physicist but

matter as experience. Not the matter that is measured but the matter that is felt. Not
analysed but identified with.
In this context the following statement can be suggested as a verbal equation:
‘Awareness of matter is failure to communicate.’
Non-awareness of the materiality of matter is thus the result of success in
communication. Matter as materiality only exists in the experience of human beings
who have ceased to remain responsive. To the rest of nature materiality presents no
problems. It is consciously or unconsciously accepted as a most interesting and
absorbing communication of qualities related to survival at the lower end of the third
vector or related to beauty and idealism at the upper end of the third vector.
Matter can also be thought of as space and time experience. In the imprisoned mood
of materiality, time drags and assumes very obvious characteristics of its own. It
intrudes. Together with this the size and number of phenomena becomes over
important. The daunted observer reflects on the littleness of his own body and the
insignificance of his own single identity among so many thousands of his fellows. He
looks from the world out into the universe and his senses are numbed at the thought
of the vastness of the cosmic system and the distances that are involved on every
side. The background of his whole existence becomes unmanageable by his
consciousness. It does not even appear hostile for what is worse is the fact that it
appears indifferent, quite unaware of him.
Solidity of life as an experience, or matter as an experience can now be related to a
degree of responsiveness of the true Being. It can also be related to the level of
consciousness of the individual Being. When matter in this sense obtrudes into our
life, it indicates that we are not being our Self. When matter does not obtrude,
whether we are at a chronic high level or low level of consciousness, we are being
ourself as much as we can be, responding with all we have available. This healthy
state also indicates that we have not allowed many false circuits to come between
Self and events. A false personality has not been allowed to form and insinuate itself
between our Self and the world of communication.

CHAPTER NINE : Summary
The relative nature of our philosophy can be seen in the nature of the Schools of
Thought which range from logical ones to illogical ones. It is as though man rose
from a level of primitive instinct through a process of deliberation and non-instinct
which we call human culture, to a higher level of intuitive instinct. A process of
immediacy with life which becomes second-hand in our culture and sophistication in
order to reach immediacy again at a much higher level when man becomes mature.
The whole field of manifestation is united to a developing purpose so that it is not
necessary to call it materialistic or spiritual, to us it is all relative. Nothing can be
shown to be totally without some form of consciousness. However much we think we
know, we know very little, for the system of relative knowledge points to the fact that
we shall only know what anything is when we know everything and understand
everything. We should take up the humility of Socrates, then we might be told that we
were becoming wise. We should try and understand events by trying to understand
what the elements in them are ‘saying’. Yet we must respect our self more highly
without allowing it to breed conceit, for we are far more valuable than we think we
are. We are of the nature of the Absolute, our Divine Parents. The Person of Christ is
the Aspiration and Prototype for us and is thus also a catalyst since we can
recognise instinctively in Him what we lack . . . if we are that interested. If we are not
interested, the system waits for us.

CHAPTER NINE

Relative Philosophy
If this theory is accepted, of the Prodigal Human relationship with our Divine Parents
(this phrase assumes that if we have a Divine Creator He is not all Father, but Father
and Mother in keeping with the Masculine and Feminine quality of manifestation), it
allows for us to develop our individual nature in a psychologically detached way so
that it is not dominated by the much more powerful Personality of our Creator which
would detract from our true individuality and tend more to make us an extension of
His personality. The basis of individuality is not merely that we grow without this over
dominating presence, but we also grow into and out of a state of consciousness
which is one of self-conscious analytical mind, which feels it belongs neither to the
natural physical world not to the natural ideal world, but to a world of its own making
and of its own responsibility. This would seem to be true and proper Humanist
Philosophical position. It cannot give itself to nature or to God, but at the same time it
respects the information which either stems from or points to these levels of reality.
This is the true position of the Human Being proper, but while the ‘Stoic’ Humanist
values his position and the honesty which causes him to take it up, the position is
valued even more highly in the light of this theory which sees in this central position
of human experience other and ultimately more valuable reasons for experiencing
this state of consciousness.
The beginning of this phase thus generates the Logical Positivist attitude, it leads on
from this into the Humanist outlook which later becomes an Evolutionary Humanist
Philosophy. Beyond this again it steps out from the rather analytical attitudes of the
above to the beginnings of what is classed as the Intuitive and Poetic state which can
be called the Intellectual form of Existentialism. This is followed by a higher form of
Existentialism which comes close to Zen Buddhism, in that it is neither philosophy
nor religion but the beginning of true ‘Beingness’. Now this true Beingness is what
has been described elsewhere as the beginning of that order of consciousness which
is based on our Self Nature which is a form of Divine consciousness and which gives
us the ability to play upon our ‘Harp’. In other words, to respond with our highest
instinct and discover that awareness is symphonic and universal and relatively
sublime. This Universal Symphonic response is the ‘music’ which we eventually find
our True Self embedded in. It is the state of consciousness which, when it is
achieved, makes sense out of the process of becoming wherein we ‘string and tune’
our nature. But this process of becoming is itself hard to understand and hard to live
through and full of paradoxes so long as we are in it.
The philosophical implication of this theory of Evolution is slightly different to the
ordinary theories of evolution in that it starts with the Divine Frame which is ‘given’. In
this way it recognises that the evolution is already conditioned and that any fortuitous
behaviour or sense of freedom we find will only be in operation between given limits.
We must even recognise the fact that although the ‘music’ eventually made will be
unique and creative in the positive sense, it will have to be true to its own nature, part
of which is already conditioned by the number and length of the harp strings.
However, the order in which we discover these strings and learn to play them will be
very much a part of our individual uniqueness and will no doubt reflect in the type and
expression of the final music.
The reader will note that in order to express the spirit and philosophy of this theory of
consciousness, very definite statements are made which are later qualified in an

equally definite manner. This is bound to be irritating but it is due to the fact that one
cannot express this theory without shifting the viewpoint of our general outlook and
without using a common form of language to indicate views for which it is not fitted. It
will also be found that the value of the theory should never be taken at the factual
level when attempting to describe the workings of consciousness. The principles
behind the facts are the only things which really matter for in every case the facts
themselves will be found eventually to be wrong. For instance, a scale of awareness
levels is described and compared with types of people. There is suggested the
number of the main carrier waves of consciousness and the number of Entities
involved in the average person’s make-up of bodies. It must be realised that these
‘facts’ will be wrong even if, as is hoped, the principle behind the facts is
approximately correct. As scientists are finding now, facts can be very misleading,
however simple and concrete they may seem. Not only do strictly factual statements
fail to express the conditions within which they are true, but they also fail to express
the level of consciousness from which the facts are being viewed or stated. It is the
old problem of learning anything. If we learn to drive a car, the instructor will no doubt
tell us that we will only be able to drive well when we have forgotten everything he
says. Or if we learn to play the piano, we will understand that all the theory and
practice we plod through, as though it were very important, is as nothing to the sense
of music we will reach, towards which sense the theory can only point. We know that
a master of any of the arts consistently breaks all the rules of his subject. We know
that all the factual knowledge absorbed to pass exams is relatively useless if we wish
to become composers of music or pictures. The facts learned can positively get in the
way if one attempts to understand what lies behind them. So it is with this theory and
philosophy of consciousness. It must all be taken as mere tentative suggestion. It will
be wrong. But behind it there may be a spirit of understanding which is correct
enough to get us to a position from which things can be seen more clearly.
The theory talks of Angels, Elementals and Entities. Such things are ridiculous in a
discussion which is meant to be taken seriously by intelligent people. It is felt one
should apologise or recant if one does not wish to offend. And yet this aspect of the
theory has not been arrived at through unreasonable speculation. One can arrive at
this position by simply following through, without too much prejuduce, the basis of
thought concerning the two fields of experience, matter and consciousness. The
theory will be seen to be neither Spiritual nor Materialistic in essence, for these two
aspects of experience, which we can all verify for ourselves, are observed in such a
way that matter does not have to be divorced from consciousness. The position is
neither materialistic or spiritualistic or even religious in the general sense of the word.
One has merely accepted the fact of our own consciousness and (limited) ability to
observe and value and respond to events. Together with this one has accepted the
fact that the awareness which we feel to be our own is only connected with events
and never identical with them. However hard we may try we can never become
identical with events, though we may ‘consider’ that we are. To consider that we are
identified with events is to fool ourselves. Above all, one has accepted that the
physical body and the psychological body and any other body which awareness is
associated with, are all a part of the field of events and of matter, however
responsive and aware this field is in its own right. This leaves us in the position of
belonging essentially to an order of consciousness which is Absolute or Divine. One
has accepted too, the fact that scientific law or physical mechanics neither explains
nor accounts for the remarkable integrity of matter at all levels which shows a degree
of responsiveness in extremely complex situations under continually changing
conditions which reflects an efficiency level that can only be accounted for by some
form of very high awareness, even if an extremely ‘limited’ one. It is said of this that it
appears also to stem from the Absolute level of consciousness and ‘knows’, within
the narrow limits of its function, all necessary things. So the fields of matter are called

the combined name of matter-consciousness to remind us that no longer can these
fields be considered ‘dead’ matter or ‘merely’ matter, but are a manifestation in
relatively rigid form of life and awareness. In other words one has accepted, and
gone a little way beyond, the thought and experimentation of contemporary
scientists. This acceptance of the fact that there is consciousness associated with the
Sub-atomic particle, Atom, Molecule and Compound, leads up more easily to the
point where it can be accepted that the living cell has consciousness. This breaks
down the artificial barriers set up between living things and non-living things. If the
cell is accepted as a form of conscious life, then again this leads on to accepting
more complex forms of cellular life as being associated with more capable forms of
consciousness. This is a process of evolution of consciousness which, for
understandable but obviously unfounded reasons, is considered to develop only into
man, not parallel to man or beyond man. This head in the sand outlook forbids us to
accept the possibility that life can evolve beyond the condition of consciousness we
call humanity. It is bound to do this because it is the process of identification which is
evolving to higher and higher forms; as the awareness only communicates through
these forms it must belong to a level of consciousness which is ‘beyond’ or ‘previous
to’ manifestation. This is called the Absolute or Divine consciousness. In this respect
true consciousness is not becoming Divine, but realising that it IS Divine, even if still
limited in the way it can express this divinity.
The theory has failed, as it should, to explain what Absolute consciousness is. It has
not tried to know and explain the simplest factual thing in the field of events because
it realises that there is present this Absolute form of consciousness in however a
limited and restricted way in every event at every level. Instead of identifying events
in terms of ‘how we use them’ and mistaking our knowledge of their function for a
knowledge of their nature and significance, it faces the fact that we know nothing real
about anything. We will not know what anything really IS until we know all things
simultaneously. This is another way of realising the relativity of all valuation and
manifestation, and perhaps the fact that the most relative thing we shall ever be
aware of is the awareness and response which we identify vaguely as our Self, but
an unknown Self, and a Self which can only be entered into if we recognise how little
we know about it.
When we eventually come to understand the nature of ‘events’ instead of merely how
‘events’ are related in their function, the significance may very well be entirely
connected with the communication content. ‘Events’ here signify all functions of all
forms of life and include physical functions of matter and energy. At the present time
we observe carefully that hydrogen combines with oxygen to form water. We
understand and use this knowledge of the gases but we know nothing about that the
gas is. We say it is composed of atoms and their atomic particles and we talk about
the electrical forces and charges of these particles, their weight and mass and
position. But we have still said nothing about what any of it is. We define the nature
of force in terms of what it does. We define the nature of electrical charges in terms
of what they do. We are unable to define anything in terms of what it is except
consciousness itself, and consciousness is not being itself unless it is
communicating. Unless it is active. The activity of consciousenss can only be
communication. A person may only be communicating to himself, sensing or feeling a
part of his nature or memory or aspiration, but this is a vital form of consciousness
just as much as communicating with other people. If the person is not communicating
with himself or others, then he is completely dormant and only exists so far as he is a
potential communicator. Communication in this sense includes the reception as well
as the transmission of information, which transmission is the reality and purpose of
the physical world about us and all forms of matter-consciousness. The degree in
which we can receive and perceive this ‘messge’ from matter conditions its

significance. When we are not perceiving what matter is ‘saying’ to us it appears to
be inert stuff and the space and time dimensions which it occupies appear to us to be
its main aspects. When we are getting the message, our field of observation tends to
unify and transmit to us a quality or series of qualities. The field of vision becomes a
living theatre and we sense that we are not only enjoying the ‘play’ but also in some
way responsible for it, both in creating it and maintaining it. And of course we are, for
we only get the message when we begin to observe from our True Self, and this Self
recognises the Divine nature in everything, both in the extremely limited forms of the
elementary aspect of life, and also in the very developed forms of the highly evolved
worlds of plant, animal and human life and landscape and background within which
they are orchestrated.
The sort of message that matter is communicating depends upon its level and the
order to which it belongs. Just as the significance of time and space alters almost
beyond our understanding when we change from the human world to the world of the
atom, so also the type of message being communicated will differ and belong to
other orders of significance. Nevertheless however hard it is for us to grasp, it is the
content of communication which must be looked for when we wish to understand the
nature and responses of matter at any level.
This theory will have a very muddling effect upon some readers because this attitude
towards the great mysteries of life is very different from the ones to which we have
been accustomed. The objective has not been to complicate and confuse, but it is
bound to seem so because it had to alter the position from which we usually view
these phenomena. The purpose has really been to deal with the problem of identity,
which is a pressing, very fundamental and often painful part of existence. It has tried
to show a possible reason why this most fundamental essence of experience upon
which our confidence and peace of mind is built is so often unsatisfactory. It has tried
to understand why ‘nature’ has left such an important part of our awareness in the
air. The theory explains that this is because we are still in a preliminary stage of
development which is necessary before we can experience a unique and creative
identity at this fundamental level of consciousness which is called the Absolute or
Divine level. It is a shock to find the theory pointing to the fact that our true nature
(what there is of it in a responsive state) is already Divine and that all the significance
we attach to this level of consciousness we must also attach to ourself. It puts us in a
position which is bound to be uncomfortable and even weird, for we are conditioned
to believe in almost any form of identity but this particular one. We must stop thinking
of the Divine as being something beyond and something other than our Self. We
must learn to accept and enjoy it and not be in too much awe of it. We must learn
that we are a part of the Absolute, but that we do not know what the Absolute is. We
must experience it to know it and this is the only way we shall know anything. We are
what we think of as That consciousness and That cause. And that is always here and
now. The problem of identity is only solved when we cease to fear to let go . . . of the
identity we have consciously or unconsciously decided to make do with. By losing
ourself deliberatedly and without fear, we may sense and experience the True Self.
Some cannot do it suddenly in this way and have to complete a gradual course of
intellectual metamorphosis which must extend in time. But in the end, what is time?
Neither long nor short and not of any consequence; only the result of one
individualised aspect of this Absolute consciousness wishing to communicate with
another. This desire resulted in time and also in space, in all their related forms which
in the end cannot be compared to anything that might enable us to know if they are
large or small, long or short. Logically speaking, even the qualities which remain in
our experience when we have absorbed them from the quantitative aspect of events
are themselves only aspects of one overall quality. This is ‘The Quality’ beyond
comparison and is the ultimate standard of what is called the Absolute

Consciousness. If an Ultimate God exists, this quality of attitude is what this God
values most. Speaking poetically, however, it is the quality which we will all find
enthralling, and perhaps unconsciously do already. It may also be thought of as the
Aspiration or as the Beloved (depending on the attitude of the reader) of God. This
theory is not concerned with the basic problem of most religious philosophy, which is
the reality and nature of God. The problem does not really exist in this way, for one
can go ahead now with the realisation of True Nature without having to decide for or
against a Personal or Individual Parental Creator. One may use the system of
consciousness and manifestation that is, and when this is used successfully, one will
have learned to operate consciously and deliberatedly at many different levels of
awareness and experience and be in a position to discover if this God exists and
what He/She is like. And again if one has faith and instinctive knowledge of this
Absolute God, nothing said denies this. The theory only suggests possible ways of
accepting our closeness to such a Creator, and discovering ways in which we are
preventing ourselves experiencing the ‘Hearts Desire’ and our Divine Parents
presence.
One thing is apparently certain, and that is the fact that the scheme of consciousness
we are in has made ample provision for us to become and remain autonomous. And
if we ourselves were such a Creator as this system requires, we can understand that
the reason for this is that He prizes, as we do, the true and unique individual identity.
God feels, as we do, that He can only have a limited and temporary friendship with a
machine, a robot, a computer or a person who insists upon being a slave or a
worshipper. There is a great difference between being enthralled by a quality and
worshipping a quality. And yet with this freedom which individuality requires there are
limitations which prevent us growing into the wrong species. But this is not a
limitation in the last analysis. It is intended to ‘guide’ us into that species from which
consciousness springs and in which it has the best chance of expression. So the
limits set upon the initial stage of development are only a means whereby we can
eventually become limitless. This is something we experience in bringing up our own
children and is the expression of our desire that they should be free of things which
we as more experienced people know would limit their chances of survival and
balanced development.
When we become more detached from our bodies of communication and their
informing consciousness or Entities, we are then able to view the situation and
valuations from the Absolute level of consciousenss, which level is free of fears or
desires which might be inclined to warp our judgements. When we sense this
innermost knowing which tells us what is better and what is best, it also enables us to
take the pressure of fear and desire off our bodies and Entities so that they can work
more accurately and efficiently. We have a series of garments to fit every level of
manifestation, and we learn to put one on and another off as we wish. These
garments or bodies are like beads on a string, and the string is our Individual
consciousness and the powers which are inherent in it. Unless our attitude to these
bodies is correct we do not stand a chance of relating them correctly or using them
correctly. Now the only attitude which can achieve this harmony and co-operative
response from the Entities is the one which in the Western World is known as the
Christ Consciousness and which in the East is sometimes known as the Buddha
Consciousness, or the consciousness of Universal Love and Concern. The reason is
this. The Entities consist of the Divine Consciousness itself and this nature working
within them recognises the ‘Voice of the True Master’ which is the True Self and
rejects the voice of the False Master which is the make-do or false façade. The only
way a false façade can keep the Entities working together is by taking their place
and/or dominating their consciousness. But we make an awful mess of the work

which the Entities do very well, so that the result of this wrong attitude is stress,
numbing, and displacement of control leading to breakdown.
The Christ Consciousness we see now to be the result of the recognition and
realisation of the unity of all things because, from the highest to the lowest, they all
have their basis and purpose rooted in the Absolute or divine level of consciousness
and are therefore a part of our own nature and a part of our well-being. We cannot
have our own well-being without also having the well-being of our Entities and all
those levels of matter-consciousness with which they are in touch. But it may be
more than this. It may be that not only our well-being is related in this way but also
our aspiration and enthrallment. In religious terms we might say that God’s aspiration
and love is represented as a quality of consciousness which is built into our nature as
the frame of our harp. It is given and not within our ability to alter. Whatever or
whoever formed the basis of the system of manifestation covering this part of the
Universe in which we find ourselves, which is the Galaxy called the Milky Way, the
expression of this aspect of consciousness may well be the key factor which gives
purpose and integrity and unity to it. So that the understanding of this outlook and the
acceptance of it is a condition of growth since Nature and the Entities we are
involved with take this as their basic concern and identity because they have no
choice. If this is so, then whether or not Christ lived as it is written in the gospels, the
principles and the attitude and teaching given do, in fact, perfectly symbolise this
prerequisite to growth and attainment of Self-realisation. Not only this, but if Christ
exists as a particular Individual then He/She is also the embodiment and pattern of
the Divine Aspiration through which Divinity becomes Creative and goes beyond
Itself. This Pattern in our midst, while it may not be absolutely copied by us, gives us
the most valuable clue and insight into our own true nature, and therefore brings us
to life as nothing else could do.

CHAPTER TEN : Summary
Our Loves and Longings come to us from the conditioning which has been
deliberatedly worked into the system. The Conditioner is not mechanical. He-She is a
living reality and the best of our culture as a whole points to the values this Creator
has in store for us. We cannot get what is offered if we try and snatch it for the wrong
reason, for the reason is part of it. We should endeavour to make the most of what
we already have, only then perhaps will we be given more. Our leaders and guides
are those who are able to interpret to us the values our nature needs in order to truly
become itself. Not any values are sufficient, only the ones which our nature is
designed to employ. Wrong values must be rejected by our real self recognising that
they are indigestible. How these higher values come to us through certain people can
be very involved. Sometimes the process is conscious and sometimes unconscious
or mediumistic, its ‘highness’ is also relative. To become free-will individuals in this
involved world is much harder than we think. In fact freedom is not really what we
want. What we are really in need of is more like fulffilment. Freedom of choice should
not exist except in unimportant matters. Real freedom is freedom from the need to
choose by being fully aware of what is best and correct.

CHAPTER TEN

Conditioning Factors
Our human nature and situation is not fortuitous and could not have come about
without a certain design being present in the system of manifestation. This design
stems from the level of Absolute consciousness which exhibits all the signs of being
a very knowing and efficient state of awareness which is not limited in its abilities by
the function of the communication systems which affect the lower orders of
consciousness and which are, relatively speaking, more viscous, more of time and
space. It suggests there is a motive behind things being what they are, behind the
fact that human nature is such and such, and seeks to know and understand its loves
and desires and longings. This motive comes from the Absolute and one can name
the consciousness which conditions this Absolute by any label one likes, as long as it
is remembered that one knows very little about it and does not jump to unnecessary
conclusions. It can be said to be the Architect of the Universe, Allah, God, Our Divine
Parents, The Ancient of Days, The Supreme Being, but it appears that one should be
very wary of considering it as a mechanical function of consciousness like a giant
computer. For either a thing is conscious or it is imitating consciousness. However
complicated and clever the imitation is, it is limited in respect of consciousness as
such, which in turn may be very poor and full of aberrations. There is a stream of
consciousness in human culture which unknowingly describes the orientation of the
whole species. It cannot be represented by one person and we can only observe it if
we study the lives of many people. One aspect is represented in one individual and
another in another. But the result of understanding all these together is more than the
sum of the parts. It represents a striving towards another dimension of
consciousness and it is this which gives a clue to the design in which we grow and
develop with less and less restraint as we cease to be in need of it. Like the rest of
the phenomena we are able to study, the ability to choose depends upon a vast
complex of conditioning and unconditioning factors which make the process a part of
a relativistic system.
If we could combine the attitude and motive of the great artist, scientist, philosopher,
mystic and political leader, we would begin to approach a vision of the idea towards
which consciously and unconsciously we strive. But the sum of the parts of the vision
do not give the true quality and purpose of the vision. This can only be obtained by
the instinctive and unconventional experience of the intuitive state of consciousness.
The problem of relating this intuitive vision to the normal ‘rational’ attitude is
extremely great and it is the problem confronting this theory of consciousness.
Without some apprehension of this pattern of growth one is not in a position to tackle
the problem of freedom of choice. This problem is sometimes referred to as the
problem of ‘free will’. But there is another function apart from the process of Selfmotivation for which one should more properly reserve the term will-power. For those
who have had the opportunity to study the direction in which the finest lives in our
history are oriented, the overall drive seems to be an experience of an ideal state of
consciousness, which signifies this more fundamental quality or attitude of which we
are hardly aware, but from which the virtues of loving kindness, serenity, optimism,
beauty, knowing and aspiration stem. However, the quality desired is the result of a
state of living consciousness one ‘dimension’ beyond these attractive virtues, which
virtues will never add up to this condition of consciousness itself, however hard they
are manufactured and collected. This realisation is the cause of the passivity found in
many religious teachings. In one system it may be explained as the doctrine of

Grace, which is given and never deserved. In another system it may be considered
as the philosophy of sudden attainment. In another system it is merely referred to as
genius. In another system it is called insight or revelation. But in whatever way we
have come to recognise this principle the general impression is that the process
involved is not one which works according to the normal idea of cause and effect or
which fits into the normal sense of what we are as human beings.
The disquieting thing about all great men and their work is that they themselves give
the impression that the key factor in their creative function is always something which
arrives in their consciousness ready-made as it were, and which thereupon enables
them to motivate themselves to digest the significance of the new arrival and reorient their attitude about it. The key factor itself never seems to be within the field of
what they consider to be their own command. It is not they, but we, who insinuate
that the great men themselves give us the fruit of their lives. They would more
generally say that their part in the work was one of interpretation and that the ‘thing’
which they found within their consciousness was what they tried to express. No man
of this stature ever feels that he has adequately translated the full significance of his
‘thing’. No man of this stature ever feels that his work has been to create the ‘thing’,
he only feels his work to be the interpretation of it. Now if such an obvious source of
motivation as this is considered by those closest to it to be given, then the Selfmotivation of the man involved consists only of his acceptance and study of this
‘thing’. It appears that in this way we do not have control over the source of
inspiration, but only over our own acceptance of it. If we don’t accept it someone else
may very well do so. Therefore so far as the species is concerned, the race of man
will receive and be conditioned by this new ‘thing’ because it will be received by one
great man if not by another.
If this is correct, then every human being is conditioned by the type and quality of
thought, attitiude, sense of beauty and so forth which natural leaders feel comes to
them and which they thereupon interpret and express to us. The greatness of these
leaders is not so much in their vision, which is often ‘given’ them, but in their ability to
communicate it. A great many people must have experienced valuable visions and
insights, but we have never heard of them because they did not have the type of
personality which could communicate. So there are two important points here, the
one suggests that we are conditioned by the perceptions made available to us by
natural leaders of thought and feeling and sense of beauty, but that these leaders are
also in their turn conditioned by these perceptions which arrive in an unpredictable
way within their consciousness. If this is not always correct, it is correct often enough
to make us consider just how completely we are controlled in our experience of free
choice by the material available for us to choose between. If, for instance, there are
ten baskets of apples for us to choose between, the law of averages would suggest
that out of a hundred people the number choosing from each basket would be
approximately equal. But in practice we find that the situation is quite different for
only one of the baskets has sweet apples in and the rest are sour. By tasting the
apples and telling other people about the taste, we discover that what happens is that
all the sweet apples are quickly chosen and eaten, and most of the sour apples are
not touched. The point here is that if there is some informing consciousness beyond
the level of our own awareness, which we think is very probable, then this
consciousness can control the whole of our human existence by the type and quality
of the perception it lets fall into the consciousness of the human race. If this informing
consciousness has control over the nature of the ‘things’ which our leaders pick up
and interpret to us, then it also has control over us. This is in fact how many people
feel the situation is. They know they have the ability to choose, but they also know
instinctively that they cannot choose just ‘anything’. They are in fact conditioned as to
what they choose by the quality of the things available from which to choose.

The second important point is that what we often admire our cultural leaders for is not
truly their creative ability but is more accurately their ability to communicate. The
value of such a person is in his ability to take to himself and to relate efficiently a
number of communication bodies with their associated Entities who monitor them.
Such an ability as this is certainly not within the conscious nature of the individual, he
merely discovers that he has the ability to do such and such a thing better than other
people can. The problem thus stated makes us wonder whether a Beethoven was
the communicating personality or the informing consciousness or both. It is possible,
according to our theory, to be both but it is also possible not to be either, in that the
informing consciousness may deal directly with the Entities, and that the merit and
value of the individual human being consists in bringing together and maintaining in
an harmonious and responsive condition that series of bodies of communication
which are necessary to transmit from the level of the informing consciousness to the
level of the physical world or whatever level is siutable for its expression.
This way of looking at human events may help us to understand the many and
differing factors involved in the lives of great men. It is found that every often the
personality of an artist is hardly related to the value of his work. It explains the idea of
the Muse who informs the poet, of the God, who informs the prophet, of the master
who informs the disciple not only in religious fields but in all the cultural field as well.
While this may be the case on occasions, very often the informing consciousness is
the higher nature of the individual himself who has obtained the faculty of his true
Divine Self, while at the same time ‘descending’ to lower and lower levels of
communication and stringing together the appropriate bodies for this extended
translation. In this process he may be cut off from the direct knowledge of his own
Divine Self, and his work may be accomplished instinctively.
This informing consciousness we now see may be of many kinds and of many levels.
It is obvious from the study of mediums that they have the ability as human beings to
make their communication bodies and circuits available to an informing
consciousness which they ‘consciously’ know nothing of. But we sense in the results
of such activity that the informing may be done by a part of the medium’s nature
which he is not aware of, and that this part of the nature need not be a high level one
even if its awareness can perceive things which seem uncanny. Also we are inclined
to accept the fact that at times a medium may channel information from a relatively
high level of consciousness, and while it may seem uncanny its merit will be an
integral part of the communication. The informer who uses the circuits which the
medium is able to supply may also be another individual, a human being who has a
physical body of communication or who does not possess one. The informer may be
an Entity, whose proper job is to monitor the building and work of bodies. It may be
an Entity that has evolved to a high level of consciousness, or it may be a Human or
Entity who has reclaimed his Divinity and so become a ‘God’ in relation to us. In
cases it may be He/She who dominates the Absolute level of consciousness, who is
the God of Gods and who we think of as our Christian God. Or it may be such a
person described as being the Embodiment or the Aspiration of God, who we call the
Christ or The (particular) Son of God.
This is the complexity of the situation which may exist when one tries to determine
whether or not one posseses the power of self-motivation. The simple answer is that
it is impossible to be self-motivated. The best we can achieve is a relatively large
amount of conscious motivation mixed with a number of unknown and unrealised
motivations. There is probably a degree in which we are all ‘mediumistic’ and there is
probably a larger degree in which we are controlled by one of the Entities with which
we are associated. We are acting mediumistically when we channel our unconscious

motives as well as when we channel our higher nature. We are also at the mercy of
the ‘things’ which other people are receiving and translating into the world around us.
To be independent and in command of all our motives in the face of all this would be
a victory indeed. One thing seems fairly obvious however and that is the fact that we
can only hope to cope with all these factors if we salvage the ability and awareness
of our own individual Divine nature. For without this overall attitude of our highest
consciousness, we are not even able to see what the problems are which beset us.
So we have a certain amount of freedom of choice, but we are in a situation where
we do not necessarily gain what we want by using this freedom. Rather do we profit
best by sensing which are the sweet apples and which are the sour apples and
accepting the fact that we have no control over what is in the baskets. At the moment
our idea of freedom is the ability to make ourselves miserable and ill by eating all the
apples in the first basket we choose. We don’t like people to think we have made a
mistake and we feel that to possess and to consume a larger number of apples than
other people is a measure of our success and intrinsic worth. Freedom is far more
subtle than that, for it involves the ability to choose that which is most fitting for the
nature we possess and the situatiuon in which we find ourselves. Since we hardly
concern ourselves with what we are or what the significance of the Universe is, it is
not surprising that our concept of freedom is nothing more than a tribulation to us and
a mockery of our potential responsibility and aspiration.
So not only is it virtually impossible for us to have freedom of motivation, or as people
call it, free will, but neither is there any particular point in possessing it since it will not
bring us to what we really want but only bring us to what we think we want or what
we think we should want. The little motivation we have should all be concentrated on
the very light touch necessary to manipulate the helm of a ship. We must realise that
our job here is to learn to sail our ship well, then and only then to make a journey in
it. We do not control the wind or the water and it does little good to pretend to be a
type of boat which we are not. We must take a good look at our ship and our sails for
they are already there. We must study the wind and the sea and learn to use them to
move about safely and efficiently. We must ask and seek to know what lands are at
hand and we must decide which are most favourable to the capabilities of our craft,
and the direction of the wind and state of the sea and visibility. We must reckon on
how much food we can take and how well we can sail. By the time we have done this
there will be no choice.
To make a journey in a craft which we cannot handle to a destination we are not in a
position to reach, just for the sake of feeling we have made a free choice, is a form of
insanity which we are all inclined to indulge in but which has no place in the scheme
of things. The sooner we understand this the better and it will save us the time and
energy we waste in talking about freedom, for what we are really doing is trying to
avoid the experience and understanding which is beyond the verbal level and beyond
the level of prestige and self-satisfaction. This is the poetic and intuitive
consciousness which enables us to begin to have a true knowledge of what is. From
this time onwards the idea of freedom of choice or freedom of motivation no longer
concerns us, for we will be too busy living our true nature.
What freedom of choice really means is the ability we must develop to sense the
whole of the situation in which we are involved, both in our own nature and in the
world around us, and then to take the best course available. Freedom is not in
choosing, it is in seeing the irrelevance of choice.

CHAPTER ELEVEN : Summary
While there is in us the feeling that we should not sin and also the preference for
feeling virtuous, the fear of making mistakes is one which is against life. For life
depends upon us making mistakes and correcting them. We would not grow if we did
not do this. We consider evil to be a deliberate sin aimed at making other people
miserable. But even evil may have a partly justifiable cause and the evil doer may not
be sufficiently in charge of his nature to prevent it. While society must make rules to
protect the rights of the majority, and while it must inhibit those who break the rules, it
cannot be in a position to know how far any individual is to blame for his actions. The
conditioning of parents, social background, education and all the complex pressures
brought to bear on children cause them to grow into people who cannot cope. We are
then apt to punish these non-copers. We should also be wary of being too virtuous if
it prevents us ‘living’. Not trying to live is the worst thing we can do. Purity is not
goodness, it is having clear and undistorted communication with all our levels of
experience. The idea of original sin is crippling, since it sets something rotten in the
heart of our being where in fact our Divine Parents have set the best of our nature.
Original sin is what we get when we catch the sickness of wrong living from the
society we are born into. Between death and rebirth we should reach up high enough
in our being to throw off the bad responses of the previous life. If we do not aspire to
a sufficiently high level of consciousness, then we come back quickly into the world
with our bad habits still clinging to our lower psychic bodies, with which we again
become associated, becoming imprisoned by them. This is why Saviours try to help
us by teaching us to aspire to higher values. There is a natural way of religion built
into the nature of all things. Man-made religions fail us so long as they lose sight of
this. Everyone is engaged in the religious life no matter who or what he is.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

Sin
This theory suggests that we are only in a state of preparation for the experience of
consciously becoming a Divine individual. We are at this time a potentiality which is
slowly becoming actualised. A part of this potentiality is already given us in what is
called the shape of our harp, but the music which this harp will eventually play can
only be played by us, and in this respect we are uniquely creative. However, during
the necessary long and tedious experience which we endure, life after life, in order to
generate self-consciousness and to prepare the strings in our Divine Instrument, we
do (and we are expected to) make repeated mistakes. Because we are bound to be
wrong in our preliminary valuations and because the system we are in must expect
this, then such mistakes cannot carry the serious implications which much of our
theology would have us believe. If we did not make mistakes and were not prepared
to continue to make more mistakes then the process of evolution would come to a
halt. Since this evolution of the Divine Nature in each of us is what we have come to
accept as the purpose of manifestation, then the refusal to make mistakes in this
sense would be a refusal to take part in life and would be a negation of our purpose.
As we use the word sin to represent the idea of resistance to Divine purpose, then
the fear of making mistakes and the refusal to live life are themselves sins.
At this point it is necessary to differentiate between what we think of as sin and what
we think of as evil. If sin is equivalent to bad, which is the necessary opposite of
good, then it is no more and no less significant than the process of trial and error
which are used in the sciences and technologies, and in this sense it can carry no
stigma or punishment other than the natural repercussion of making a mistake in any
situation. Evil is in a slightly different class in that it is a deliberate making of what we
know to be a wrong action in the knowledge of why it is wrong and the harm it may
do. While this can be described as deliberate wickedness, here also there must be
care not to judge the situation hastily, for what may be a position of conscious choice
of wrong action to us may not be so to another person for the simple reason that the
‘person’ concerned may not be in control of the situation.
What was referred to as sin a hundred years ago can now be regarded as
psychological illness, and clearly it is difficult to know where the responsibility for so
called sin lies. In the sense that the true individual should be responsible for all the
activities of his bodies of communication we have all failed to achieve this; and in the
sense that what is not under our proper control will take its image of behaviour from
the surroundings, we are all controlled to a large extent by the environment.
Since there is a very good reason why we should make mistakes and also a very
good reason why we should force ourselves, through an honest and proper
realisation of our autonomy, into the dead-centre position where we become the
apotheosis of estrangement, we must not allow the concept of mistaken action and
valuation with its accompanying suffering to deter us from following upon the
evolutionary path. It seems, however, that all too often those who succeed in
reaching this uncomfortable phase of conscious separateness from all things, fail to
understand the significance of the pain involved and the efforts cease. Instead of
continuing to the conclusion of the detachment, aloneness and lostness, (from which
position we are able to deliberately take up again the life we have rejected) we
compromise to the extent that we put up on the surface of life a personality that is

‘with it’ and socially acceptable while remaining underneath empty and afraid of that
emptiness.
This aspect of experience which leads to a total divorcement from other individuals
and from nature, is something which has not been dealt with in this way before, and
yet in religious terms it may well be a significance of the symbol of crucifixion. People
have, of course, dealt with suffering to the extent that we are all tired of the subject,
yet to see it not as ‘payment’ of some kind, but as a positive and creative act of
honest objective valuation makes of it a very different matter. Psychologists are
already dealing with it along these lines but the theory which lies behind the value of
the dead-centre position is not a common one. The name dead-centre describes well
the symptoms of this experience. If now is added to it a creative context which
suggests the extreme value of this detached and objective view point, we will take
much of the sting out of it and perhaps enable more people to live through it
successfully. The context is simply this, that in gaining the sensation of being an
island on our own, we feel the horror of too much conscious self-determinism and we
at the same time appreciate the value of the group. We have emerged from the
‘pack’ with the thought that this was the objective of greatest value for us, but now we
are made to understand that life cannot be lived alone, that like music and art it has
no value in isolation. We therefore have to surrender our new found autonomy to a
group, but in deliberately selecting those whom we wish to share with, we overcome
the limitations of the pack and take on the responsibilities and pleasures of shared
objectives with all the possibilities for communication of individual view points which
this opens up. But this is not the only significance of this position of aloneness, by far
the greatest one is beyond words to describe, for it is the sensation of being without
the instinctive feeling that we are a part of ‘something’. Which means we feel what it
is like to be a part of ‘nothing’. Verbally this may not mean very much to the reader,
but in the philosophical sense in which it is given it does in fact signify a great deal. It
does, above all, teach us a little humility, for the pain involved is of a very particular
sort, for it is the pain of negation and not only does this tell us that we value
consciousness above all else, but it teaches us as nothing else can the truth of the
fact that consciousness is not only shared but that it is given. After this experience
we will no longer neglect to put into life what we take out of it, for we will sense that
consciousness and life are the same thing and that our own life is an integral part of
this. Like breathing, we must immerse ourselves in the medium for which we were
designed. Like a God to execute our highest intentions, but like a wise God to realise
the limitations of those intentions.
One of the chief effects of the idea of original sin which the Christian churches teach
is common experience to us all. It is to take away from us the source of initiative.
While we must be wise in the estimation of our limitations so far as autonomy is
concerned, without the desire to enter into life and gather its experiences we will
undoubtedly fail to actualise our potentiality through the course of evolution. But with
the idea of original sin the mainspring of life is broken, for we associate with this idea
the fact that there is something rotten at the core of nature, and of course it is from
the core of our nature that we must draw if we are to enter fully into life. Therefore the
suspicion insinuated into us regarding our essential nature not only destroys, to our
instinctive intelligence, the value of our nature and ability, but it also destroys in our
instinctive understanding the value of any god who can take over where our own
ability has been invalidated. For who can value a god who has created us rotten at
heart and who thereupon makes great play out of saving us from this wretched
condition?
It would seem that the whole conception we have of sin and punishment comes to us
from the pre-christian era and while we have had ample opportunity to change our

views on this we have unfortunaltely failed to do so. It is only recently in the
atmosphere of modern society where the religious view of life has been partly lost
and forgotten that men have once again begun to take life at its face value, and while
this is sometimes a shallow affair it at least has the merit of being an honest affair.
The old idea of sin is based on superstition surrounding high frequency teachings
that higher men bring to the world from time to time. These high frequency teachings
tell people not to do certain things because the teacher understands that such
actions will cause one part of nature to war with another part and thus cause
suffering. This leads to the assumption that certain actions cause suffering and thus
in superstitious terms invite punishment. Now it is a short step from this to the idea
that if God uses punishment we should use it also, in fact that we might please this
God by doing the punishing for him or even by doing it when it is not deserved. We
come to the conclusion that this God enjoys punishment and is largely concerned
with dealing it out to us. In fact better still, he creates us full of sin in order that he can
punish us all the time. He only stops punishing us when we have given up all right to
life, to enjoyment, to initiative and to individuality. He only stops punishing us then
because we are no longer present as a valid person and so God would be punishing
himself.
Now it is a long step between this sort of conception of life and of God to the
conception that God sends us teachers from time to time, not to punish or judge us,
but to explain to us (so far as we are capable of receiving it) that certain actions and
attitudes destroy the harmony in our living parts and cause one of our entities or
natures to interfere with and upset another. The teaching of purity and simplicity as it
implies directness is essential from the point of view of this theory. For this allows us
to feel directly on the innermost understanding of our being which is our Divine
Nature and which we cannot reach if the channels of communication are cluttered up,
diverted or short circuited. Until we act and value from the level of this Divine part of
our nature, we are not able to make sense of life or intuitively feel our purpose in it.
Without this basic knowledge we are lost. Whatever we build or value will be arbitrary
and unsatisfactory. The teaching of purity and simplicity is therefore not an attempt to
narrow down our life and experience, it is not a type of punishment, it does not
invalidate our individuality neither does it bring special dispensations with it from
God. It is nothing more or less than what is understood in scientific terms as a law of
condition of nature which we must accept and work with because it is not within our
ability to change. To be pure is not to be in fear of making mistakes which will make
God angry with us and thus punish us. It is rather to eradicate from our attitudes the
hesitations and suspicions which prevent us acting and experiencing with intensity
and conviction. For true intensity only comes from the level of high voltage or
potentiality which is the highest frequency level of the Divine Self.
The nearest thing we possess to original sin is the heritage of wrong attitudes in the
society into which we are born. This is a very real obstacle to us in that it upsets the
balance between the higher nature and the lower nature since our society is biased
to observe and value life from the low frequency position. This acts on us like the
teaching of original sin and causes us to believe that there must be some truth in it,
but we can now think of this as being nothing more than the habit of centuries which
one generation passes on to another in the very atmosphere of its consciousness.
Sins are all those habits we grow into from our childhood which we pick up from our
parents and our surroundings which put first things last and last things first. In that we
only truly live, whether we wish to or not, from our inner consciousness we learn
either to shut off this consciousness with its instinctive knowledge of what is right and
wrong for us, or we go to sleep inwardly and go through the motions of life only on
the surface of our consciousness. What we have to learn to do is to reassess the

values of society for ourselves and hinge them on what we feel to be the qualities of
deepest and most enduring value which we experience for ourselves or which we
find in oursleves. We have to accept that we cannot experience everything and that
we must learn to gather and judge some experience through the communications of
other people. But this is all a part of the function of the proper group with which we
choose to associate when we have got beyond the stage of wishing either to be a
part of a pack or an independent island. This is the dead-centre experience. But we
must not expect this to stand out as clear cut experience on its own, for this is not the
way life seems to work. What we find is that many aspects of experience are jumbled
together and come and go at different parts in our life. We may have a few days of
the dead-centre position which does not occur again, but which causes us to
reassess many other experiences that we have had. On the other hand we may
experience the sensation of this detached position at intervals throughout our life.
Apart from the wrong habits we pick up from our environment, there are all those
wrong assessments we make which we have now come to think of in terms of
psychological illness. These also are often interpreted in terms of sin when they are
no more than the result of unfortunate circumstances, or the wrong valuation in the
process of trial and error through which we are bound to go. These wrong and often
destructive reactions we build into our nature are also capable of being considered
as overladen and fear-ridden circuits which run around and cut across the proper and
healthy circuits which we should normally possess. The result to the casual observer
is often deliberate wrong doing which should be rewarded with punishment. The
result is often the apotheosis of sin so far as we can judge the situation. But we are
not in a position to judge the situation properly and so the use of the term sin and
punishment we would give are both meaningless. It would appear that the only
corrective punishment that works is the punishment that is given by a loving parent to
a loving child. When this condition is not present, then the value of punishment
decreases rapidly in proportion to which the ideal relationship is lacking. Real
punishment is always an act of love. The rest is revenge.
In the analogy of the harp which represents the building in and sounding of the
various responses of our true Divine Nature, the strings that are missing represent
potential weakness in our make-up. If we are born into an environment where the
characteristics of this weakness are required, we will be at a disadvantage and
inclined to misbehave. In this sense, so far as it refers to the slow and relatively
timeless awakening of the Divine Nature, the blank areas in our harp represent areas
of potential sin and can be considered in certain ways as original sin because we are
born into the world with them. However, this weakness through lack of experience on
the part of the Divine Self, is not a planting of actual sins in our nature which would
be a positive act, but it is simply the lack of actual knowledge of how to behave which
is a negative factor. This negative factor is necessary if we are to be given that most
valuable right to develop as unique and real individuals. If the system did not allow
for this the whole process would be mechanical and nothing we represented or
expressed would have any value and the idea of evolution would be pointless.
Another factor when trying to understand the nature of what we call sin is that a
certain time is necessary when the process of physical death occurs and the physical
body of communication is vacated, for the other higher frequency bodies to be
‘shuffled off’ also. These bodies require a certain time to de-activate and return to the
matrix from which they were composed. If the time required to decompose is not
allowed, then they will still be in some state of composition when the True Self takes
up another physical life and all the bodies that are associated with it. This means that
instead of starting with a clean sheet of paper to work on, the unfortunate individual is
liable to pick up where he left off and find he has attracted to himself some previous

body or bodies of communication with all the old circuits still active. He is really up
against it in this circumstance because he finds he is doing things without any
knowledge of the reason behind them. In this sense there is some truth in the
concept of original sin, but again it is not the doing of any other but the person
involved. The only safeguard against this vicious circle of pointless birth and death
which tends to repeat old lives and mistakes over and over again, is to turn our
attention to high frequency considerations and experiences, for after death these act
as a draw to our true nature and enable us to spend sufficient time at the higher
levels of consciousness between lives for the lower bodies of communication to
neutralise and return to the common condition from which they arose. This may be
the teaching of the Buddha regarding the wheel of birth and death from which we
must learn to free ourselves. It is also more loosely implied in the teaching of Christ
in terms of ‘losing our Soul’, for if this process of picking up old and mistaken
responses from one life into the next continues, the lower nature does indeed
become incapable of communicating with the higher and truer nature. The lower
nature may be very clever on earth and very rich also, but it may lose the whole point
of existence which is to relate experience to the Divine Sense which is the only way
to overcome that deep and grief laden fear that, in spite of everything, life is nothing
but a part of some odd dream or nightmare.
There may be some truth behind the idea of original sin, but it is not the sort of truth
that we have been used to. Similarly, there is some truth behind the teaching of
salvation in the sense that ‘waiting for Grace’ to accomplish the transformation to the
higher nature for us puts us into a passive state of consciousness. This not only
prevents our lower nature reactivating too many false circuits in our bodies but it also
tends to put us into that condition of quiet in which we can sense something of our
own higher nature. This was present all the time but overlaid with the noise and
confusion of a too active lower nature. While it is not suggested that there is no
Divine intervention on the part of God or on the part of our Divine Brothers, it is
possible that in dealing with these matters we do infact accomplish far more than we
think by the working of our own nature. It is this true and proper working of our
nature, at all its levels and in complete harmony, which is the crux of our training and
preparation. This is why so many religious teachings, which are half truths, fail us.
They fail because they consider only one part of the process and by taking it out of
context they make the process unnatural. What is suggested here is that there is a
natural religion woven into the nature of things which alone can succeed where the
man-made religions are bound to fail. That the purpose of religion is on no way a
repayment to a God or the worship of a God, but that it is primarily the discovery of
our own worth and ability. If we envisage a creator he would be very ‘small minded’ if
our worship and service were all that interested in Him. The truth may very well be
that He/She enjoys bringing up independent individuals who can delight in the many
experiences which are available. In other words, the relationship is much the same
as with good parents on earth. They wish to give their children a good healthy start
which will enable them to mould themselves according to their nature and not simply
as copies of their parents. Parents enjoy the fact that the children are enjoying
themselves, but at the same time they have to indicate to the children that there are
right ways and wrong ways of doing everything. The idea of over-devotional worship
would be as wrong between us and God as it would be between us and our children.
What one wishes to arrive at with one’s children is ultimately a spontaneous
friendship when they come of age.
In religious terms, mistaken attitudes are not the same as deliberate evil and what we
think of as sin has no basis in reality and therefore does not require forgiveness. If
we accept the existence of Divine Parents or God then we must accept that this God
expects us to make mistakes because this is a necessary part of our intrinsic value.

This is the value of an independent and autonomous individual who chooses to live a
more and more creative and beautiful live as he understands the significance of
timeless and unchanging values within the framework of his Divine ‘Harp’, which is
given him and not chosen.
There is a natural way to the discovery and enjoyment of our True Divine Nature and
this way is built into the very structure of the universes since it is the ceative purpose
behind the whole project. While it may be necessary to indulge in man-made
concepts of religion at an early stage of development because our climate of thought
has wandered too far from the high frequency tone, this man-made religious structure
will become a positive barrier to later understanding since it tends to cut out all those
natural processes and responses which are inherent within us and which are there
for this very purpose. The lower order idea of what man is and how he relates to the
structure of nature is far from the true one and we can see this for ourselves if we
study the findngs of contemporary science. Unfortunately, most of us do not study
these findings or relate them to our systems of ideas or philosophies.
This theory is not trying to discount the concept of Divine help and intervention, but
would lay it down very clearly that when this help comes its nature will be to enable
us to help ourselves and not to take the initiative from us. It will not be in the nature of
a ‘joy ride to heaven’. It would be a farce if our Creator designed us in such a way
that He lived our lives for us, but this is the very thing which many of his devoted
servants wish for. They do not realise that in taking up this attitude of wrongly
interpreted faith they are in fact serving their God the most cutting and hurtful insult.
For they are implying that creation is a cunning swindle in which God creates them
only in order to take away that Individuality of consciousness of which He gives them
a taste. Any help received from the Divine Nature will more likely be teaching which
we can absorb to enable us to get out of a hopeless rut of repeated lives. We are
trapped in this process of rebirth, because our aspiration is not strong enough to free
us from the patterns of our old attitudes between physical lives. However, so long as
it is not appreciated that we can return to one life after another we will not take this
seriously. But at the same time we will not take our Divine possibilities very seriously
either if we feel we have only one Life in which to generate them. We can believe that
we do this in some after life, but the degree of this later development may well be in
direct proportion to the amount achieved in this physical world.
The teaching of sin is therefore likely to be one of the most destructive religious
forces at the present time, as the way that it is interpreted to us is that we are rotten
at heart. This idea invalidates the main spring of our nature and destroys our image
of God and our conception of our purpose and possibilities. It is unlikely that we will
turn to the source of our salvation, which is our inner nature, if we are taught that it is
here that God has planted weeds and caused them to flourish.

CHAPTER TWELVE : Summary
As well as the justice we make for ourselves in society, there is a deeper justice we
are aware of in the field of what we more often think of as good and bad luck. The
situation we are born into, how the world reacts to us, how our schemes work out,
how other people behave towards us and the nature of the opportunities afforded us.
This justice we find very difficult to understand. But if we recognise that all nature and
all things are made up of countless lives which also think or feel to some extent then
we can begin to account for this deeper and more far-reaching justice that comes to
us. If we learn to value and use the rest of life rightly then we will find it trying to help
us along on all sides. If we value all these lives wrongly they will become hostile to us
on all sides. This situation affects our bodies as health and outside us it affects us as
well-being and satisfying fulfilment. The higher entities associated with us try to steer
us into better ways of living for our sake and for theirs. The group of humans we
become associated with in our lives punish us or help us to the extent we punish or
help them. God has already forgiven us before we make any mistake, but the other
lives are not in a position to forgive us if we continue to impinge on them in the wrong
way. There is thus a natural justice built into the structure of manifestation.

CHAPTER TWELVE

Justice
Another subject to be studied in the light of this theory is one justice. This is not the
sort of justice which is insinuated in our systems of law. It is that idea and sense of
justice which we relate to ourselves in the cicumstances we are born into and the
fortune and luck we experience in our lives. Because the theory indicates that we are
already individuals before birth, this individual nature is not sown at random into any
situation on earth. It is not fortuitious the way some are born to good parents and
others to bad parents and this is not some Divine blank spot. We must clarify our
ideas concerning the nature of the working of justice as it affects the structure of our
lives and the experiences that come our way. It must be decided if we are in a purely
mechanical system of reciprocal effect, or whether we are in a system of conscious
intelligent effect or whether we are in a system which combines both.
The superstitious attitude assumes that there is some cunning and perverted
consciousness presiding over all our acts and, if we fail to keep to the special and
secret rules, this presiding entity causes unpleasant things to happen to us and to
our loved ones. This sort of thing concerns touching wood, sitting thirteen people at a
table, spilling salt, breaking mirrors, putting up umbrellas in the house, wearing
certain colours at a wedding and many, many other peculiar activities. These are at
first harmless and childish thoughts but they do become more serious when they
enter the field of religion. The examples one can give in this context are many. They
start with offerings and supplications and they finish up with the idea that
dispensation can be bought from God for hard cash. There is no doubt that the
teaching of the fear of the Lord has much to do with this, but there is still a great deal
of pagan and demoniac thinking behind a lot of outwardly religious observances and
ceremonies. This type of attitude leads into the one which considers that God is not
only capable of knowing and judging our smallest act and thought, but that He
considers each one important enough to merit separate and distinct response in the
form of applause or rebuke. Then there is the attitude which considers that if our acts
are secret enough they will not come within the realm of any sort of judgement either
from man or God. There is also the attitude of science which sees everything as
‘mechanical’ cause and effect. Lastly, there is that vague frame of mind which many
of us are in which accepts that we have runs of good and bad luck.
Most of us oscillate between the idea of luck and the idea that somewhere along the
line we get what we deserve, but we have no picture in our minds of how these
processes can work. We must, if we are going to attempt to understand seriously our
position in the scheme of nature, try to construct some system of reciprocal effect
which is neither purely mechanical nor dependent upon the constant personal
attention of God.
This structure of ideas which concerns the Divine Individual, matter-consciousness,
bodies of communication and Entities, does in fact resolve itself into a reasonable
system of response which goes a long way to satisfy the needs of a philosophy of
justice. While many of the hypothetical processes will seem too weird and peculiar for
serious consideration, they not only fit into the picture of the world which science is
giving us, but they also fit into the experience we have of our own psychic nature and
the instinctive knowledge which this nature seems to possess.

The basis of this theory of justice must rest upon our attitude to life. This attitude,
which is our position on the vectors and which also represents the volume of
experience we are in touch with, causes us to value events in a particular way and
also to experience events in a particular way. While the position of development
described by the three vectors is one of the factors involved in our attitude, the other
is the nature of the Individual Self which we are not fully aware of and which has not
as yet fully actualised. So that all the events are conditioned in some way by what we
consider our self to be and unconsciously by what is in fact our self. Because the
conscious image of what we are changes from time to time and because we are also
changing more slowly at the essential but unrealised level of being we must therefore
be in a constant state of change in relation to the happenings which occur around us
and those which we ourselves initiate. If our sense of justice depends upon our
attitude and this attitude is not static, then natural justice will seem also to be in a
state of change. The condition of justice cannot by its definition change if it exists at
all, therefore what is changing is our own valuation of events. If this is the case one
cannot expect to find any system of justice in being which is capable of being
understood until we have more nearly reached the end of evolution and are able to
value occurrences from the highest frequency level, which is the level of
consciousness least likely to fluctuate. While, however, it is impossible to understand
true justice, it is possible to consider some of the principles that this universal justice
might be governed by, for in the light of this theory it would seem very unlikely for
such a thing as luck to exist.
Perhaps the simplest and most important single factor to realise in trying to
understand why we are sometimes surrounded by pleasant happenings and at other
times by unpleasant happenings is that the matrix from which all these happenings
arise is not mechanical but is consciousness in some form or another. This is not
taking the literal considerations of pure physics or mechanics to task, but treating of
the broad issues of consciousness itself. What is being defined is the ‘attitude’ which
the rest of creation seems to have towards us and which makes us seem either lucky
or unlucky. In superstitious terms or even religious terms, one sometimes considers
that one is going through a phase of losing or winning, in that things seem to be
going wrong or going right. This is put down to the fact that we have either been
behaving well or behaving badly and are getting our ‘just’ deserts. However, instead
of thinking that these conditions have been created by ourselves, it is thought that
someone is weighing up our good and bad points and creating the conditions for us.
This, of course, is where God is brought in again. He is the one that is giving us
heaven or hell. A more accurate picture of these ‘just’ deserts is that the thoughts
and emotions we generate are continually radiating out from our bodies, at all their
various levels of matter-consciousness, and impinging upon other lives or units of
consciousness. If these radiations are of an irritating nature then we are creating
unpleasant conditions for these other forms of consciousness in our proximity and in
our own bodies of communication. These other entities and forms of life, like
ourselves, resist influences which upset their functioning, they therefore tend to act in
concert to remove or neutralise that influence which is irritating them. This influence
is our own consciousness, in particular our attitude, and this attitude feels that the
world is becoming hostile to it. This is so, but not a bit the way we think it is so. There
is no one above working our punishments for us to suffer, but only friends and
neighbours in the form of teeming millions of different units of life and consciousness
(all the entities we are associated with) giving us a bit of our own medicine. Not
because they wish to punish us but in order to indicate to us that we are putting them
under pressure and interfering with their proper work which in any case is largely on
our behalf.

Our own life, at all levels, exists in a matrix of other lives. We can only upset these
other lives at our peril. These other lives are not only human acquaintances but also
the entities we are associated with and all those minute forms of life which these
entities govern and control for us. While many of these are at the physical and near
physical level, others are at the level of the psyche in its higher and lower forms.
What it adds up to is the fact that living experience comes to us as the result of an
enormous group effort. If we wish to live with this group we must be aware of its
needs as well as our own. The group is not only the human one which we
communicate consciously with, but is also that which we label the world of nature, the
elements and the psyche. Normally one thinks of these areas as being a neutral and
a mechanical background to our activities. It is perhaps time that they were
considered more carefully to see if they are in fact either neutral or mechanical. If
they are not, they themselves will create the sort of conditions which we associate
with our fortune and our luck. The matrix of existence is a living composition of
millions of lives which, while they are different from our own, are still in some way
conscious and responsive. If we upset their consciousness then we must expect their
responses to upset us, and this is what seems to happen. The concept is the saying
‘do as you would be done by’. While this saying is true of the human relationships, it
has not been considered true of the whole natural background of our lives,
particularly in the real of consciousness. There is nothing mechanical in nature
unless we ourselves have made it so. What appears to be mechanical in the function
of the universe is the computer aspect of the individual units of consciousness.
These computer functions work in our own world of experience and identification as
well as in the rest of creation. While we consider our own computer activity to be
consciousness, we deny this to our background because this conscious activity is
one which we do not recognise as similar to our own. There have been many
assumptions of this sort which have been discovered to be wrong. There seems
every reason to think that this one is wrong also.
A very simple example is that it is accepted that if we cut off the leg of a live bird, the
bird feels pain and distress. But if we cut off the branch of a living tree, the tree
neither feels anything nor is aware of anything. While it is accepted that the tree is a
living ‘thing’, it is not considered a living ‘creature’. This is because the tree cannot
communicate its distress to us. But the fact may be that we are simply incapable of
receiving the tree’s communications. This may seem a frivolous example, but it
indicates quite clearly the sort of assumptions which are being made. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that out of the thousands of these assumptions made
about our natural background, many will be quite wrong and a lot more partly wrong.
Whereas the activity of the tree is limited in the way it can affect our consciousness,
the activity of the entities which live and work on the hyper-physical levels are far
more able to communicate their distress to us. Not only can one expect them to
communicate their distress, but like all forms of consciousness they will also tend to
communicate their pleasure. We have denied real intelligence to most of the animal
world, but species like the dolphin are found capable of a high degree of intelligence,
playfulness and co-operation with man. This has not been recognised before
because we have not tried hard enough to develop communications with the dolphin.
It was too readily assumed that lack of communication implied lack of consciousness;
but never in ourselves, always in what we failed to communicate with. While it is not
suggested that we can talk to stones, there is some sort of communication which
links us with everything. This ‘talk’ is not the conventional way of communicating
which is only a very partial and inefficient form. If the structure of nature is conscious
of us, even if we are not properly conscious of it, this structure will express its
friendship or hostility which will be based upon our own attitude to it. This expression
will not be anything obvious because we are in the habit of taking all background
phenomena as being insignificant. The beauty of a lovely day in natural surroundings

is assumed to be accidental and not intended. It never occurs to us that it is a definite
communication in another language. Because we do not get the messages from the
background the onus is not put on ourselves. We are not the ones who are failing to
communicate. The background is failing to communicate and must therefore be
without intelligence and consciousness. When we suffer from savage storms, the
savagery does not originate from ourselves. Superstitiously some God is angry with
us. One does not consider the more reasonable possibility that we ourselves have
upset the structure of the natural background of which we are an integral part through
the more intangible aspect of our personalities. If one did consider such a possibility,
one might at first be inclined to think of it as pagan or as another form of superstition.
But the teaching of Christ suggested that the lilies of the field and the birds of the air
are a concern of God, as we are.
The burden of all this is that a great deal of our ‘luck’ may be caused by the reaction
of our background to the quality or attitude of our own consciousness. As this is a
collective phenomenon in most instances, we may find ourselves conditioned by
unpleasant effects which are not the result of our wrong attitudes but of the attitudes
of our fellow men. This sort of luck or background conditioning falls equally upon the
deserving and the undeserving.
This sort of luck is not luck at all, it is the result of our collective behaviour. To put it
into a few words, it is a rational proposition to say that if we lived more harmoniously
with one another as well as with our background of ‘natural phenomena’, then this
background would become more harmonious to us. This would not be caused by the
intervention of God, but as a direct result of the unconscious effect our attitudes are
in creating in the structures on which they impinge.
It is easy to see at this point how we have come to possess the fable of the fairy
godmother and the semi-fable of the guardian angel. This system would place the
fairy godparents and the guardian angel together at the level of our higher bodies of
communication at the reading 5” or higher. In this case these beings would be the
entities in charge of the function and building of these higher bodies. Being
comparatively highly evolved in their own line of evolution, they will have attained
some comparatively high degree of identity, understanding of reality and values, and
sense of responsibility. Their intelligence will be acute and their work, which they will
delight in, will be in direct line with the purpose of creation at whichever level they are
‘at home’ in. Those associated with us will very likely see their work as being not only
to build finer bodies of communication for our present and future use, but also to
guide us in situations which they can forsee and understand and which we cannot,.
This is not simply in order to save our personal selves from injury or pain, although
this may be a side product, but it is to guide us into situations which will provide them
with the material they consider they need for their building activity. In a nutshell, they
must influence us to obtain ‘better’ experience if they are to build for us ‘better’
bodies. Our reactions to experience provide them with the ‘stuff’ with which these
bodies are built. It is important to emphasize here that like most things in nature, the
bodies of communication which these entities are building are fulfilling many
functions and are not only there for our own service and convenience. They are no
doubt providing some qualitative and structural service at higher levels of matterconsciousness than we are aware of, as well as being a focus for creative experience
on the part of the entity evolution. Our ‘fairy godparents’ and ‘guardian angels’ love
us as expressions of God’s qualitative expression through humanity. They help and
guard us as centres of this Divine activity, but they are not the slightest bit interested
in our personality which is the concept of ourselves we have come to give all our
attention to and which is often so dreary and pointless in its way of life.

Another aspect of natural justice which is hard to understand in the present climate of
thought, is the one which conditions who we are born to, when and where. This time
and place aspect of parentage is as important as the quality of those parents, for
while parents give us the vital security and lift into life experience, the time and place
condition the type of experience which is available. None of this comes under the
heading of chance or luck or even Divine intervention but the cause may be the
nature of our own development and the nature of that group of humans with which
we have come to develop.
To understand the argument it is necessary to return to the part of the theory which
concerned the nature of our function after the process of physical death. We
gravitated at this transition to a level of consciousness which was dependent on the
level of chronic awareness. If this awareness showed a degree of aspiration towards
the ideal, then the strength of this would enable us to reach and enjoy higher worlds
of matter-consciousness. However, until a critical point is reached in development we
will have to return again. We will wish to return again to the physical world in order to
build in basic experience which is also used in the construction of higher bodies and
of the ‘strings’ in the Divine Nature. Gradually one integrates in this way with a group
of other humans who have interests in common. This will not only be family and
friends but also people who have work in line with us which they wish to accomplish.
The quality of this group conditions the environment we are born into in each physical
life. If the quality is high we will have a good start to life and consider we are lucky. If
the quality of the group is poor we will have a poor start to life and consider that we
are unlucky. It goes without saying that the value of such a group is not measured in
terms of its financial wealth or aristocratic connections but is measured in terms of
the love, interest and understanding they have one for another. To be a part of a
group who consistently ill-treat one another is to be in a position of one’s own making
and subject to one’s own correction. This correction only comes as a result of acute
discomfort of some sort. One does not necessarily help such a group by giving them
better conditions unless at the same time one can improve their attitude. But there is
often a direct link between physical conditions and attitude. One can also be in a
small group which is high tone within a larger group which is low tone. In such an
instance, the lower will tend to destroy the value of the higher. But again, one cannot
measure the tone of a group by the outward success of its technical civilization for
this is likely to be as misleading and arbitrary as the personality itself. In fact, history
shows that the best of a civilisation comes at the commencement of its growth. It
then deteriorates although outwardly it may become more powerful, complicated and
florid. For the vital part of any growth of this sort, such as the Greek or Roman
civilization, is the initial high frequency impulse which is relatively pure, aspirational
and unpredictable. It implies that it has been deliberatedly organised from a higher
level of matter-consciousness. The potentiality of this higher level impulse is then
worked out in time with the original spirit being lost in the trappings of its own
expression.
There are very many instances of the working of this aspect of this theory. But all that
concerns us now is the idea that we are the ones who condition our own future by the
type of people we gravitate towards, and by the attitude that this group has towards
one another. We follow this grouping beyond the metamorphosis called physical
death, through the experiences of living in higher worlds of more ethereal matterconsciousness and then back to this physical world again. We continue this until
there is no further need of the physical experience. However, after a certain level of
expansion there may be the desire to achieve some definite work in the world which
requires the assistance of a group of people. This group is within the natural group of
evolution, and one plans with them, perhaps together with some higher level person
who has developed well beyond average vision, to be born in some particular time

and place to some particular parents in order that group efforts can link up on the
physical plane. Such links, like the after-death experiences, are forgotten on return to
earth. But they are still valid at the unconscious level and achieve something if not all
of this purpose.
Ideas such as this are accepted and considered more easily in the Eastern half of the
world. But then attention in the West has become focussed upon physical techniques
and because Christian interpreters leave no place for them these ideas seem at first
very peculiar and suspect. But since they fit so accurately into this picture of reality
and since they allow for an understanding of many facts which otherwise have no
explanation, it would seem wise to give this metaphysical structure some thought.
Apart from the bearing this concept has upon the sense of justice and the reason for
birth into particular circumstances, it also helps to explain the fact that many are born
into faculties already developed and with definite leanings towards certain
professions long before these could logically be formed if we began in a condition of
neutrality. There is also the case of the prodigy who performs superhuman tasks at
the infant state. While certain of these might be put down to accumulated heredity,
such as the prodigious memory, the artistically creative appear to be outside this
category and there is no explanation available other than that of an act of God. The
theory prefers to put it down to an act of an individual within the whole creative act of
God. Without this individual autonomy the value of individual nature to the essential
consciousness of reality would seem to be lost.
It is hoped that this argument will help to assess the function of natural justice and
luck in our lives in terms of our own behaviour and effort. This is necessary if
civilisation is to come of age and take its place in the universe as a centre of
constructive behaviour and not as a confounded nuisance. For so long as it is
considered that fortune is created by God or by ‘simple’ chance there will be no
reason to expect that aspiration and effort will alter things. There is nothing purely
mechanical or purely fortuitous in the universe unless we ourselves have made it so.
Men and women play bingo and roulette when their lives have become purposeless.
Nature never plays such games because it never becomes purposeless.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN : Summary
Education exists for us at many levels. The outer form is to learn the tricks of our
man-made culture, the innermost or highest form is to bring through from our highest
being to our physical personality the responses and understanding of the Divine
nature which is given us to exercise. In so far as the higher form of education is
avoided, we do a great disservice to those we educate. In so far as we try to employ
the highest motives in education we help to achieve the greatest fulfilment in those
we educate and it becomes no different to what we term religion. The child
recognises in a wordless and instinctive way the efforts we make to help him really
understand himself and his situation in the universe. He is equally upset when he
recognises the fact that we are despoiling him and his chances of coming through
into the world properly. Most teachers do not believe in the possibility of this real
education or they do not have the time or conditions in which it can be attempted. A
great many factors weigh against such endeavour but it must be attempted if we are
to bring our culture to a higher stage of maturity. What we do not know or understand
is as important in this form of teaching as the things that we do know. Most of our
problems will remain unsolvable until we do succeed in achieving this real education
and the children we teach in this way will be in a position to save the world from itself.
It is very hard to know where to start, for the teachers themselves must be in a
position from which they can help. They themselves will have to be evolved people.
The ethical side of education is most important. But ethics are not things that man
can write down for himself, they are only derived through proper response from the
real self to each situation. There is no rule of thumb and every situation is different.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Education
With Education there are three recognisable divisions in our attitude. The first is to
consider that education is a training to fit the person for living in society as it is. The
second is to fit the person for society as we think it should be. The third is to fit the
person, not to society but to the nature of his or her own consciousness.
The first is the commonest and the easiest form of education. Here we accept society
in an uncritical way and simply adapt ourselves to its techniques and tricks, to ensure
the ability to get on well and enjoy a good return. However idealistic, nearly all of us
are forced to compromise with this aspect of existence. While many agree that it is
not the sort of education we should be teaching, the available staff, space, money
and talent make even this an extremely difficult project and we admire the teaching
staffs who are fighting a gallant battle on our behalf.
The second form of education is basically like the first. It has its feet on the ground
but it does have the time and disposition to look carefully at this ground to see if it is
as good as it might be. Instead of accepting in a relatively uncritical way the society
as it is, this attitude to education sees its method as being a means of altering the
future society by altering the outlook of the people who will be living in it. The image
of the future society which this form of education models itself on will differ at
different times and in different places and may still be an arbitrary construction in
relation to reality. It may be called idealistic but at the same time it can be an ideal of
the personality level of consciousness and not possess any intrinsically valuable
qualities.
The third form of education is from this point of view the only proper one.
Unfortunately it hardly exists at the present time and even though those schools
which attempt it are criticised in terms of success in the world which would only apply
to the first two forms of training. This attitude of the third approach to education seeks
to resolve the problems of teaching around the reasonable belief that each child is an
individual with a unique potential which is a product of universal reality or nature. Not
only does such an education as this seek to understand and draw out those unique
qualities from each individual but it also seeks to understand the nature of this reality,
from which we all arise and into which we venture. It can help the individual to relate
those qualities which are drawn out to what in fact IS, rather than what society
happens to think IS. This is not only hard on the teachers, it is also hard on the
pupils. Not only in their time at school but also in their life after school. For if the
education they get succeeds, they must carry about with them the burden and
sadness which comes with the knowledge of how far we have wandered from the
potential joy and value of living. In this sense they will have become carriers of that
key which opens up the possibilities of the real identity and the Divine Self. Such
children will carry with them the attitude which is the key to evolution. They will be
saviours or, as one might put it in scientific terms, catalysts. But who is going to say
that their children should be trained for such a purpose with all the difficulties which it
must involve? The answer may be that such children would deliberatedly involve
themselves with a group who wish to accomplish such work. This group would form
and plan its time and place of birth for this purpose as described in the previous
chapter. In this case the parents would possess some urge to send their children to
such a school which would be stronger than the rational arguments which prevent us
sending ours. While such a process of education could succeed, in many cases it

would fail. But here there is no difference to other forms of education except that a
failure of this sort would be more obvious. Those who succeed must of necessity
take upon themselves a sensitivity and pain which other children are largely immune
from; on the other hand, an ability to integrate with reality brings with it a strength of
its own and rewards of its own.
The third type of education will seem far too idealistic to be practical and it
presupposes that the teachers of such schools have themselves succeeded in
integrating themselves with the Divine frequency of consciousness. This is difficult
enough with the help of some sort of schooling but it is even more so in the present
situation when the individual has to do everything on his own. The nearest thing to
this now are those groups of adults who come together for the sake of their common
interests in such things. But here it is often too late to do more than discuss
possibilities, for the habits and assumptions unwittingly absorbed in growth to
adulthood are too strong to alter even if we so wish. The assets in such matters of
being able to begin at an early age the process of valuation from the highest
frequency consciousness would be tremendous. At present, valuations are all thrust
upon us by people who have no reason to question them or to relate them to any
underlying reality for, sad to say, such a reality often escapes them even as a
possibility.
And yet, idealistic though it may be, this type of education must come one day if the
human evolution is to progress into its fullest estate, and while one must not be hot
headed in the desire to bring this estate nearer, there should be at the back of the
mind some structure of reality and purpose, and some system of education which will
help to assume it.
This ideal education will differ from the present methods. One of the chief factors is
that the present systems tend to invalidate the deeper instincts of knowledge, quality
and identity. They do this because they force facts upon the minds of their pupils
which they cannot properly explain and which therefore do not hang together in any
way which the higher and instinctive intelligence can grasp. Because the findings of
the child are so often at variance with the findings of the teachers, even if the child is
not consciously aware of it, this higher nature is gradually destroyed or thrown out of
communication. Whereas this deep instinctive ability is not patently evident, (and in
some cases may not be available) in a large proportion it is latent and reachable and
the most valuable part of the child’s make-up. If there is any truth behind this theory,
this level of consciousness is that which composes the Soul level and which is one of
the three main transformer systems. The others being the Divine Self and the
personality. Because this Soul identity is relatively permanent and gathers values
from all personality experience, it carries with it into the life of the child that
unconscious understanding which at this stage can only be described as a deep
instinct. This instinct not only posseses the fruits of very many personality level
experiences, but it will also have some awareness of much higher levels of reality
nearer that of the Ideal world. To fail to suppose that this consciousness exists
somewhere within the reach of the child’s psyche is to force lesser valuations upon it.
This is indeed a great disservice to that child and to the society it is in. Unless the
society is as it should be this deeper instinct which many children bring into the world
with them is the one factor which not only can change society but change it in the
right direction.
The practical difficulty here is that every child possesses lower instincts which are
those of the personality and physical body. All children are lazy, destructive and
insolent if they are allowed to be. To simply give them too much freedom with the
idea that this will develop their innate higher consciousness will be wasting our time.

It must be remembered that the lower bodies of communication all have lower order
entities overseeing them. The subduing and training of these entities to see to their
own work is part of any educational programme, although it is not recognised in this
way. If these entities are not treated with firmness and understanding they will take
over the life of the individual. Although one cannot differentiate too accurately a lot of
the high spirited foolery that children indulge in is influenced by these entities but, of
course, also a lot of the natural beauty. Only gradually does the individual sort
himself out from these entities; some never do.
Therefore whatever the attitude to education, it must begin with the task of teaching
discipline and as far as possible, self-discipline. It accepts that most children will be
little terrors if allowed to be, even if at a higher level they are well developed. It is
over the actual substance of teaching in class and the teacher’s attitude to his
subject that it is necessary to deviate from the accepted methods. To begin with,
there must be a way of behaving with more humility towards knowledge without
losing the respect of the children. Not only must there be a way of hanging all
knowledge upon a single unified structure but also of teaching how much is not
known as an equally important part of what is known. This has hardly occurred yet.
But it is this completed and all-round attitude that not only makes for greater interest
but also for greater truth and that type of understanding which reaches towards the
higher intelligence of the child and generates respect as no other way can. This is all
a far cry from examinations which are only concerned with enforcing ideas and
systems of thought upon children even at a stage when those ideas are proven
wrong. When Society gleefully exchanges memory for ability and cleverness for
intelligence and sends its pupils out into the world licking wounds in their nature from
which most of them ‘die’, they spend what should be the fruitful part of their lives
simply as clever as fact filled computers, not as living expressions of their True Self.
However, to know what should be done is one thing and to succeed in doing it is
quite another. When one takes into account all the entrenched opinions that exist
without and within the school system one knows that even the most clear-sighted and
ardent teacher of the ideal education will stand little or no chance until the climate of
thought changes.
While there is as yet no unified system of knowledge which can relate science and
religion to philosophy and sociology, neither is there any method available of taking
the consciousness of the individual out of the situation in which it is identified with
time and space. The nearest it is possible to come to this would be in the pure
though of mathematics, comparative study of history or art. But as these subjects are
taken in the context of the contemporary attitude, the value and opportunity of seeing
the significance of this state of consciousness for what it is, is lost. It would be
tremendously healthy and True-Self-orientating to realise at an early age that
consciousness was able to be dissociated from life in the world and life in conformity
to rules and habits and opinions. This process of lessening the tight hold which the
physical world has would give one the opportunity of strengthening the channels of
communication to the higher levels of matter-consciousness which hold enormous
areas of potential being and identity. This would enable the student to observe the
world and the general situation more accurately. This detachment and unhindered
judgement which encouragement, practice and patience can enable the student to
obtain, gives him a fulcrum on which he can act not only to observe more accurately
what is, but also to change what is to what should be. Detachment from the
compulsions which are a part of believing to be time and space creatures does not
imply becoming less efficient in the world. On the contrary, it would imply becoming
more efficient. This comes about by virtue of the fact that the higher frequency view
and sensing of occurrences enables one to be aware of higher level sources of their

motivation. It is at the higher levels of motivation that the potential power in events
lies. To put it simply, at this more detached level of consciousness one may be able
to achieve results which gunpowder and brute force, or propaganda and superstition
can never achieve. We may be able to speak or write in peace and achieve what all
the king’s horses and all the king’s men can never achieve in turmoil by manipulating
the much finer causes of psychological activity which control events at lower levels of
consciousness but of which the lower level is not aware. Detachment enables the
individual not only to get at the root of his own nature but also at the root of the rest
of nature. He is able to understand and manipulate events from the level of their most
fundamental beginnings. This not only enables him to act more efficiently to achieve
results but it also enables him to act with the existing situation at its most
fundamental level and therefore to act in a way which is not only efficient but also
correct from the point of view of evolution. At present it is assumed that free society
is something in which one should be able to achieve power and ability to do just as
one liked. This is not the truth of the situation. For what we really like is conditioned
by what we really are, and what we can really do is conditioned by what our natural
background is doing. We must develop a healthier respect for nature since, in its
overall aspect, nature has a definite purpose which it respects very highly and which
we will find is an immovable barrier to our philosophy of ‘anything goes’.
This would seem to be one of the attitudes taught in ideal schools. Viewing history,
art, philosophy and science, not as external accidents but as symptoms of an internal
reality and purpose. This might help to achieve a unified structure of reference and at
the same time a way of bringing the whole nature of the individual to birth in the
physical world situation instead of some minute part of it which is all that present
education can hope to do. And yet at the same time how can this education be
changed when the first necessity is obviously to learn what is required to earn
enough money to keep ourselves and our family? Perhaps this possibility will come
nearer in the future. It may then be possible to treat survival as a thing of secondary
importance to living, understanding and enjoying the significance of life.
Another aspect of education which at present is not clearly defined is that of moral
standards, ethics and so on. As these cut into the boundaries of both the laws and
habits of society as well as religion they are obviously very important. But since they
have largely lost the religious basis of their function and as the legal and social
aspects do not remain constant and are never very noble, there is a large area of
vital human activity which is neither understood nor properly valued. This is a well
known and difficult situation. Society fails to remedy it because it has lost any base to
remedy it from. It will be helpful therefore if a new position can be found to view this
problem from and to supply some reasonable arguments of a more universal nature.
The chief reasoning could be based on the theory that people are in the process of
building their individual Being through the experience of an evolutionary system
which functions in a finely graded matrix of formalised consciousness which is called
matter-consciousness to which they are connected by discreet communication
systems which are partly under the control of another evolution which is called the
entity evolution. Conscious experience is therefore only a minute proportion of the
actual experience they are capable of and only a proportion of the experience which
is taking place in their nature at any given moment. Conscious experience of physical
plane life is very valuable because it indicates to conscious nature what the less
obvious part of the being is. It is here that the injunction ‘to be true to your Self’
avails. For morality must be based on this situation and seen as a part of the means
we have of knowing this hidden aspect of nature and not as a means of exhibiting to
other people what it is we would like them to think. In the most practical terms
morality is the result of the Being of any individual maintaining a high pitch of
valuation. This implies not only its ability to keep clean and efficient channels of

communication between itself and the events it is experiencing, but also the ability to
believe in the responses and valuation it sets upon experience. Which means that in
terms of the Absolute it is ethically more valuable to be honestly bad than dishonestly
good. It would seem that behaviour easily degenerates to the level where it is glad to
achieve a good front to its activities. People do not realise it is their own Self that they
are cheating. They think it is others they are scoring off and also that any God who
lets them get away with it, as He does, deserves to be cheated. This is because it
does not occur to them that God and the natural background are in the process of
giving them absolute values. They judge the situation in a small-minded way and
consider that the ‘pay-off’ is coming and that they had better enjoy some short-term
fruits before it comes and snatches away their treasure. It does not occur to them
that the ‘pay-off’ never comes, but exists continually in the attitude they have towards
their own Self. Without knowing it, we are largely our own judge, court of appeal,
sentencer and executioner. We are also our own valuer and God-maker. No one can
realise our own divinity for us and similarly no one can take it away from us. We
cannot be truly moral unless we act with the knowledge, attitude and conviction of
our own True Self. This is the Self which is all the while Divine but does not realise
this fact. Morality which does not stem from the natural response of this Self is not
worthy of the name and is nothing more than convention. It may be a good
convention, but its goodness is as nothing to its honesty. It seems one should aim at
honest living if one wishes to achieve the sort of goodness which religious feelings
require, otherwise it is like putting the cart before the horse and letting goodness get
in the way of ‘livingness’. This is sin, the narrowing down and inhibition of the full
encounter. Full encounter is not achieved by living the free and bohemian life, but is
achieved by that free and natural release of the innermost spirit together with the
quality and attitude of that spirit which, from all previous arguments, will be
understood to possess that respect for, care of and love towards all other forms of life
which are alone true morality and ethics.
It is essential to stop teaching morality in terms which can be mistaken for the
philosophy of external and obvious valuation; of valuation which concedes that
behaviour must be good if it is not ‘found out’ to be bad. Rather must it be said that
unless the inner aspect of one’s attitude is healthy, the result of any behaviour will be
psychological unrest and discontent. One may succeed in the world and gain the
adulation of many people, but if this is to fail to remain true to innermost nature it will
mean failure in our own judgement of ourself and in the relating of our many parts to
our whole nature. Since this is the root cause of unhappiness it is also where real
success and failure lies and where one reaps and enjoys the real treasures of
existence. The essence of real religious and moral aspiration is not between
ourselves and God but between ourselves and our Self. At the same time the
monitoring activity of God and His many Divine Assistants is necessary, but not as a
substitute for Self-confrontation, but rather to ensure that this condition comes about.
Aspirations towards God are therefore of the utmost value, not as a means of
becoming a slave or servant of God, but in order that they can be directed towards
their true goal which is the valuation of our True Self. As we direct the love our
children have for us in such a way that it enlarges their own nature and not in order to
make them more devoted and servile, so our Divine Parents divert our love in such a
way that it reflects back into our own essential nature again. Love is therefore valued
by God, not as something he wishes to possess, but as a positive expression of our
highest attitude which He can receive in the spirit in which it is offered and then user
for His creative work. This is the bringing of our individual nature to a condition of
Divine Self-consciousness.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN : Summary
The chief method by which religion has reached a higher consciousness has been to
raise the level of the emotions from the ordinary lower level to that approaching the
ideal level. To achieve this the intermediate levels of the mind and higher intellectual
understanding were left out. Now we feel we should fill the gap and the movement
away from religion ‘as a habit’ is the result. Our understanding will now have to face
up to our doubts and not hide them away behind the curtain called ‘lack of faith’. We
will have to overcome our mental lethargy and emotional fears in this battle which will
enable us to arrive at a new degree of honesty in relation to God. We will raise the
steam in our effort when we allow ourselves to marvel at the wonderful structure and
working of all things in the universe, when we take enough time off to observe the
whole thing with a clear and straight consciousness. This new movement in
psychology is discovering that healthy specimens of humanity are already oriented in
this way. They are already motivated by higher understanding and higher values
even if they do not use special terminology to express them. Rather than depend on
prayer and worship which often requires very little of us, we should do more in the
field of person to person communication to exercise our own muscles in our higher
nature and to clarify our concepts of God’s ways of communicating these concepts
instead of being afraid of their inadequacy. We should enable our priests to lose their
‘professional’ status which inhibits their attitude towards us because of established
custom. We must make them amateurs who work for love of their work alone.
Religion is the ‘keying in’ of our whole nature with the nature of God on a basis of
absolute friendship and love. We have to live life fully to do this. We have to try to
understand and experience all things in order to sense the bigness of the Divine
Nature. Therefore the education which aims at full confrontation with the universe is
also religion. There is no difference between religion and education or fully being
alive, they are all one and the same thing. Thus our living must, in becoming fuller,
also become more reverent, and more perceptive of the background matrix of natural
phenomena.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Religion
The last chapter discussed what might be called the essence of religion in terms of
education. This one will try to understand education in terms of religion, for the more
one goes into the real significance of these subjects the more they appear to become
one and the same thing.
Most people understand organised religion as being the observance of group ritual
and group prayer, some of which is sung and some spoken. This is a reminder of our
spiritual beginnings and our spiritual heritage. But it is realised that there are many
reasons beside this why some take part in these semi-public ceremonies. Apart from
the reasons already given why the teachings mostly fail to validate the spiritual
nature and realise the Divine heritage, those who take part in organised religion are
often unable to discuss the significance of what they are doing and, in fact, are loath
to try. While one respects the fact that this is a very delicate subject and therefore not
to be discussed lightly, one is bound to suspect that in fact the followers of such
religion do not really understand what it signifies in terms of their own identity, daily
experience and sense of purpose, for if they did, it would be natural for them to wish
to communicate more freely to one another. This is only one of the many indications
that religion, as we know it, fails in its primary purpose in today’s climate, that of
education. But today’s climate is meant the fact that our western world is altering
from what has been an emotional approach to life for the mass of people, to one
which is more of the mind. Our religious organisations and institutions are still
functioning on a level of consciousness which was suitable for its purpose some
hundreds and even thousands of years ago. This level was primarily an emotional
one and attempted to raise the awareness of the individual directly from the level
called the lower emotions to a level called the higher emotions. This is roughly from
the position 3” to position 7” on the map. In this way the mind itself was shortcircuited, and this was a highly desirable and effective operation. But today the minds
of people are being brought to bear more and more upon every aspect of life.
Consequently the religious systems which used to work no longer do so, simply
because there is a large gap left where the mind has to gain a footing if it is to be
included in the general ascent of consciousness. This central area of the mind is the
‘dead-centre’ position which can become a real obstacle to progress. However, if the
mind is actively functioning one cannot avoid this area and so one must learn to use
it to advantage. This can only be done by understanding the quality and nature of the
mind at the higher level of its functioning where it enters the realm of the higher
emotions and is able to gain the flavour of the ideal world. If the lower aspect of
mental activity is called the concrete mind, the middle aspect the intellectual mind,
then this higher aspect can be called the time and space-free mind or abstract part of
the mind which verges on the intuition. So whereas religion used to aim at the
sensing of the emotion of Divine Love, today it must add to this the faculty of insight
or Divine Wisdom. Present civilisation, it seems, may not be able to proceed without
this higher intelligent understanding and is finding that an emotional approach to
religion is no longer enough.
This is saying that the only hope in religious activity today is to face up to the fact that
people have a mind and must use it. It is realised that the central portion of the mind
may become entrenched between the higher and lower aspects of its nature and can
lose its bearings in relation to any underlying reality. But it is also expected that the

higher aspect of the mind can be studied, exercised and strengthened in such a way
that it can overcome the pull of its lower concrete nature and free itself to absorb
those emotive and delicate perceptions which emanate from the unified and idealised
field of very high frequency matter-consciousness. This, of course, is the source of
that unified structure of knowledge which is so important, not only to religion but also
to any proper form of education. It is necessary to overcome our suspicion of
metaphysics and to cease to call it by that highly coloured name. It is necessary to
learn to use the imaginative, detached and synthesising intelligence to gain an
overall basis for indentity and experience. This can not be done by simply applying
ourselves to those subjects which happen to be established as academically polite. It
is most unfortunate that the very field which could today be most profitable in the
search for a unified structure of knowledge has been poisoned for us by the
suspicions which surround all occult matters. While this is a field open to a charlatan,
it must also be pointed out that the slightly lower field of the intellectual philosopher is
no less open to misuse even if the terms of such misuse are high sounding and
respectable.
It is not easy to identify this higher aspect of the mind for it is not simply the
intelligence which is capable of the higher forms of mathematics, this would seem to
be a more specialised part of the middle or intellectual mind. The higher mind one
might say is not only capable of highly intricate and abstract reasoning but it also has
a leaning to universalisation. This would seem to be the difference most easily
understood, for the intellectual mind can be abortive in a situation where the higher
mind is more successful on account of its closer proximity to the unifying aspect of
higher consciousness generally. The true higher mental faculty tends therefore to slip
across the boundaries of any subject it is dealing with and endeavours naturally to
relate it to all other findings and all other experience. This is the healthy aspect of
mind which can be lost in the middle or dead-centre position. But also the higher
mind will begin to fuse with the higher emotions which, again, not only tend towards
universal understanding and a universal attitude, but also the universal respect and
responsibility which the higher consciousness has towards all other forms of life. This
is not the result of a wish to do the right thing, but the result of positive experience of
common underlying purpose and value in all fields of manifestation. After all, one’s
brother or sister is not sensed as having a special relationship because one is fond of
them, but because of the unconscious realisation that they are a part of a particular
group function in nature. When one feels that all manifestation is a part of one’s
group function, the true sense of respect and affection results.
And this is where one can arrive at the position of the emotional type of religion; one
does it through what might be called insight or infeeling of the higher intelligence.
Whereas it used to be done only through ardent emotional anticipation. This new
position can now proceed to enter into and enjoy the higher emotions of Divine love
and care, but it no longer feels that it is leaving a gigantic gap behind which it is
intellectually dishonest to ignore.
Since the sense of consciousness depends upon processes of communication, even
if these are ruminative and internal, any improvement brought to the religious life will
not only depend upon being able to exercise the ability to communicate generally.
This means not only in conversation and writing but also by all the other methods
which are available. One of the chief barriers to communication is the one caused by
the fears which surround systems of ‘beliefs’. These beliefs are working hypotheses
which are expected to be wrong and which are fundamentally doubted, as are our
own identities. There are no ordinary hypotheses, for in most cases they are a tangle
of unrelated conclusions, enforcements and superstitions and are a positive menace
to their owner and to all that they come in contact with. People cling to an hypothesis

because they substitute it for an identity, so that if they lose it or have to change it,
they have the feeling that they are losing their self . . . so they are, but not their True
Self. They are enabling themselves to gain more of that True Self. But this is no
comfort or reason for them in a climate of society which has lost its sense of, and
faith in, the True Self. Obviously, if one feels a change of view to be a change of
identity then one will abhor any form of communication which will precipitate a
situation in which this can take place. This is exactly what is found. We are not only
inept at communicating real feelings and ideas, but are positively afraid of doing so
because we suspect that they are wrong. Now any useful form of religion has got to
take this pressure off us in some way and open the channels that can not only reveal
our misconceptions but also replace them in what we feel to be a safe and
comfortable manner. If we have to replace our original beliefs with no-belief then this
is the situation we must face. It would seem to be better to possess a clean and
empty cupboard capable of being stocked rather than to possess a cupboard full of
decaying goods which leave no room for new provisions. One feels that some forms
of religion are anxious to stock us up with anything so long as we feel full and are not
inclined to search for ourselves.
This raises another point, that of the position of those men who are in charge of
organised religions and who consequently exercise some traditional control over the
highest and most valuable part of our nature. No one is able to say whether these
men are a reflection of their religion or whether their religion is a reflection of them,
but either way the position is not a very healthy one and a great strain must be
involved, if they are sincere, in maintaining a common outlook and understanding.
When one considers the system of training which the clergy are put through in
theological colleges, one cannot ignore the fact that it seems wrong for them to live
and study in a climate which is committed to definite and particular attitudes, which
attitudes are incumbent on them for the rest of their professional carreer and which
carry the financial security of their families. It may be said that it is most unfortunate
that their highest perceptions are connected to a system which relates to their paid
career and which supports their welfare. Knowing how difficult it is to be aware of true
motivations, one cannot be blind to the fact that paid clergymen are a contradiction in
terms and in function. This is in no way intended as a criticism of the clergy
themselves, it is intended as a criticism of the situation which has been allowed to
arise. Not to put too fine a point on it, it would be hard for any of us to be quite sure
about the honesty of our motivations in more concrete aspects of life in our business
affairs and in our social life. But our highest and most ethereal attitudes are less open
to judgement than our business affairs, and if on top of this they are liable to be
influenced, not only consciously but more importantly, unconsciously, by the fact that
our bread and butter depends on them, experience tells us that these attitudes may
very well become subject to discretion. If this factor only affected the lives of the
clergy themselves it would not matter, in that it would be their own private affair. But
unfortunately they put themselves in a position where their own lives are not only
exhibited to the public but are designed to influence the public. It can be said that
these men look after our spiritual welfare for us because we are not prepared to take
the trouble and make the effort ourselves. By paying them to do this job we
deliberatedly open them to all those overt influences which tend to make dishonest
people of us all. We hopefully expect, in this way, to have the best of both worlds.
The uncompromising situation is that these highest and deepest convictions,
attitudes and faiths must be honest, true and valid for our own experience. If not, they
will poison ourselves and our environment and it will do us no good to blame the
clergy for this, for they are acting largely as we condition them to act. It can only be
suggested that if it is wished to improve the situation, a way of attracting men of the
highest frequency levels to this task must be found. But their status must be an
amateur one in the proper meaning of the term. Which means that they must perform

their task entirely for love and not for money. This is not intended to be a reflection
upon them, but only a reflection upon the human condition. Those who have had the
opportunity of revealing discussions about the nature of their own identity and the
nature of reality will most probably have found that such discussions have been with
laymen and that attempts at such discussions with clergymen have been very limited.
It does seem that now and in the future, such discussion between man and woman
with no pressure upon them, combined with self-study and general reading, will
become one of the foundations of our religious structure. There will remain for a long
time however a great number of people who wish to feel associated with some
religious observance but who have no desire to enter the religious life proper or to
probe too deeply into their own religious motives. For such people a bad religion is as
good as a good religion simply because they will use it for their own purpose in any
case, and that purpose is not strictly a religious one.
A principle behind higher knowledge can be called the principle of diffusion. One can
appreciate that one does not gain true knowledge and understanding of the whole of
life experience, it cannot be a subject on its own. On its own it simply does not exist.
What exists is the purpose of the natural background and the Divine Nature. The
study of this one maya have to call by some other name than religion since it entails
all the sciences, psychology, history, art, music, poetry, literature, in fact every
possible facet of experience. One may call it conscious evolution, for the purposes
behind religious activity are fulfilled through evolution. Religion is the fulfilment of life,
how can one therefore treat it as though it were something to be undertaken on its
own? One must, it seems, learn to live without religion if it is wished to fuiflil the urge
which has led to the construction of religion. This seems a paradox indeed, but it
explains the fact that one must learn to think of spiritual growth as a far more natural
process, whose ways and means are built into our individual essence natures, and
whose purpose can only be achieved through the innermost initiative. To think of
religion as a narrow corridor which will lead to eternal life is to see the problem in the
wrong way. The narrow corridor is the result of passing through the vast background
of possible experience, but the narrowness is an indication of the ability to look for
and sense innermost honesty, for this gives direction and drive. Without this there is
no coirridor at all but only a static market place which gets wider and wider, more and
more confused. Human shortcomings continually bring us back to suspecting that the
universe is a vast practical joke or even a psychological torture chamber. The art of
reaching heaven has become like the art of outwitting the fiendish constructions of
the very God one thinks one is trying to approach. No wonder people hesitate to fully
engage in this art.
The art of reaching heaven must eventually be understood to be the art of living. This
art has no need to be called religion. People who achieve it love one and another
and, in fact, love everything which it is possible to love, which would include God and
Nature and all form of life of which they become aware. What religion can achieve
this?
However, this problem has another aspect which must also be considered. If the
natural background to people’s lives remained constantly at the same level of matterconsciousness, then the situation would be as in the previous paragraph. But if, as
may be expected, the matter-consciousness system which people are related to is
evolving, this will continually alter the nature of the problem. This would seem to be a
permanent change for the better and in their favour. One might take it as an
indication that time is on their side, and this might help one to accept the fact that the
whole of manifestation is also on their side even if it seems to be opposed on many
occasions. But what one has to do before sensing this and so learning to avoid all the
clashes and discords which are created, is to stop thinking as though one is separate

and accidental. If it is considered that we are an international part of all schemes in
the universes, we shall surely look for and find reliable indications as to how and
what we should do written into the very stuff of the background matrix. This, of
course, does not mean reading the signs in the entrails of a sacrificial chicken, it
means reading the signs in the field of biology and higher psychology where
experience can be stronger than the conditioning of the rational mind.
The main drives in civilisation are to conquer and subdue and exterminate in order, it
seems, to replace whatever exists with our own humanity. We can never hope to
enjoy a harmonious and creative relationship with matter-consciousness in this way,
any more than we would expect to have human friends if we treated them thus. The
basis of all friendship and productive relationship is a profound respect for the other
partner. We have little or no respect for anything for the simple reason that we have
lost respect for ourselves. The sense of Human Rights must improve to a sense of
Divine Rights before the collective image of humanity can be anything more than a
poor one. Until this is done our background will cause us discomfort and suffering.
This is not only the physical matrix, but the psychological one also; and of the two,
the psychological one seems to be the most important. Unless we learn to sense and
respect the ‘movement’ of the levels of matter-consciousness at reading 2”, 3”, 4”,
and 5” our chances of successful, happy and peaceful living will have vanished
before we can reach them. In other words, if we do not make a serious effort to
harmonise with the psychic qualities which are caused to fluctuate by the movement
of the variuous levels of matter-consciousness in their climb towards the ideal, we
shall always be out of phase with the most helpful influences as they come along. In
this way we shall continue to think that everything is against us and that we must
fight to survive.
It has never occurred to us that there was anything with which to be in phase. But
once it is realised that development is an intentional part of universal design and
function, we will accept that perhaps there is a syllabus to be read and acted upon. If
the syllabus is there and we are continually going to the wrong class at the wrong
time, all the trouble of building the college, training the staff and making equipment is
completely wasted. We will end up with a vast number of unrelated facts and
technical tricks which have lost their bearing on the purpose of the educational
programme. The universes can be sending us just the right atmosphere at just the
right time in order to facilitate the perception of our causes and purposes, but if we
are resisting and obstructing all our deeper instincts, then what should be in step with
our efforts will be just out of step and may very well double the load we have to bear.
The timetable of the universe cannot be altered once it is set going since time itself is
the very function of this table as it relates to all levels in all places. We must stop
crying because the universe is out of step with us and perhaps change step
ourselves.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN : Summary
There is now a reasonable cause for us to look for a science of astro-psychology or
astrology. For if we accept that all things are living and form a structure of entities,
then the larger aspects of manifestation such as planets and solar systems and
galaxies are also entities. If this is so then all the entities have psychological colour of
some sort, and since they also move, the colours that come together by the influence
of one upon another are continually changing. Our planet is thus travelling through
ever changing psychic atmospheres of a sort which we have not yet learned to
recognise but which nevertheless affect those of our bodies of communication which
belong to these psychic or more ethereal levels of existence. Our background, in
which our conscious nature resides, is always changing but this is not something
which merely adds to life’s difficulties for us, it is also a way of adding a tremendous
amount to the possibility of experience for us. Without this changing background, we
would be able to make one day just like another, and this is something many of us
would like to do. But if we could, we would be in a position to reduce life to a trickle
and thus destroy its long term beneficient purpose for us. It is possible that the
‘chord’ of the first bar in the music of our life conditions that life on earth. This
enables the real essence self to experience many chords and colourings through
different physical lives. In order to make better sense of any life, the knowledge of
these chords and colours could give us very helpful guidance.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Astrology
It would be desirable to avoid the subject that has now arisen, namely that of
astrology. However, it need not be tackled in terms of the Sunday newspaper or
woman’s magazine; what can be done instead is to try to observe what may be the
underlying reality of this subject in terms of this theory. To those who study
astronomy, the term astrology is like a slap in the face, so one must avoid treating
the subject in such a way that it would remind them of the vulgar side of astrology.
Fortunately, there is already a reason for believing that a true science of astrology
may be a thing of the future and may have been a thing of the distant past. The
reason for this is based on the proposition that our common manifest universe is
composed of an ordered and interpenetrating series of life formations which have
some degree of consciousness in specific energy complexes. These inter-related
groupings form response fields of life activity which have been called the fields of
matter-consciousness and which have been described in terms of the three vectors.
Previously it was not indicated that these fields of matter-consciousness were
themselves evolving, but it was suggested that every group in manifestation at all
frequency levels was monitored by a group consciousness called, for want of a better
word, an entity. These entities are now expected to be evolving parallel to ourselves,
but although we are all the time closley associated with them, we do not at present
recognise them. While the primary stage of this evolution is very limited to the degree
that it is mistaken for a machine-like activity at the level of the atom, molecule and so
on, the higher stages must pass through a similar level to our own and continue far
beyond any development we have been able as yet to imagine.
The levels which compose the matrix of psychological activity from say, reading 2” to
5”, form a sea or network at each critical level of frequency. This network is not an
inert background any more than physical nature is an inert background. It continually
expresses moods of differing psychlogical colour. The terms of these moods may be
long or short and they will no doubt have small cycles of change within larger cycles
of change. Since these cyclic activities are taking place on all the basic inter-related
levels, such as 2” and 5”, the whole forms a complex influence very like that of a
kaleidoscope which is all the time affecting our thoughts and emotions by virtue of
the fact that it composes the ‘stuff’ in which these thoughts and emotions are formed
and transmitted. It must be pointed out here that the consciousness of an emotion or
a thought is not the emotion or thought itself but, as at the physical level, a coded
message which bears the content of the emotion or thought. It is important to
visualise this fact and be detached from the process in order to observe it clearly.
What appears to be an instantaneous perception of thought and emotion is not so but
only relatively so. In relation to time intervals at sub-physical levels, the transmission
of thought and emotion requires lengthy processes. Now not only is one affected in
this way by tides and eddies in the matter-consciousness matrix, but the entities
which control the formation and function of the various bodies of communication are
also affected. They will tend to make one sort of body under one influence and
another under another. Together with the factors of heredity these combine to give
the characteristics of personality which are again continually influenced by the quality
of the Soul and Divine nature. The resultant is a very involved situation which only
sorts itself out by virtue of the fact that all the influences resolve themselves
continually at any instant. If they do not resolve themselves then we get the situations

developing which eventually lead to psychological stress and malfunction. This was
already discussed elsewhere. Also the value of harmonising the various entities we
are concerned with, and maintaining their natural function in line with our
individuality, since what they do is not only on our behalf, but much better done than
we could do in a great many cases. If collective attitudes in society are
unsympathetic to the fluctuations in the psychological matrix, then the whole of that
society will continually be out of phase with its natural background. Individually it is
necessary to add to this the phases which concern us in particular which one may be
in tune with or not.
This continuous fluctuation of mood in the mental, emotional and higher fields of
consciousness is not just an unfortunate by-product of the scheme of manifestation, it
is a very vital part of the scheme. It is because these fluctuations continually force us
to see the same situation in a different psychological light that nature prevents us
becoming more hidebound and habit-ridden than we are already, for it is a way in
which nature ensures that one day is never like another even if we do everything
within our power to make it so. One knows only too well that many of us would make
it so if we could. This would be a terrible thing for us and for the evolutionary scheme.
In fact because the background to physical existence changes all the time one
gathers many thousandfold more experiences than if the psychological atmosphere
remained static.
The endeavour to know and to harmonise with the psychological changes which are
being rung in the universes about us is the proper science of astrology. One cannot
make this a science yet because one cannot observe the factors involved in this
function. But since all levels of matter are related in some way, and since they may
all be based on a single underlying motive, it is possible that the movement of
astronomical bodies are an indication of the movement of these tides and seasons.
There may very well be a connection here that will not only be of great interest to the
physicist, psychologist and astronomer, but to the historian, theologist, sociologist
and philosopher also.
The scheme of evolution does not merely rely on ordinary individual ability to sense
and harmonise with these psychic tides. For in the system of re-birth those who are
monitoring the larger group functions are able to link a race or a culture to the
movement of the psychic atmosphere by causing special men or women to be born
into the world at particular times. These people bring a strong and highly-developed
knowledge of a certain sort with them which they interpret to us and in so doing guide
our attention and consequently our direction in thoughts and emotions. Such men are
the outstanding characters of our history like a Bach, Giorgione, Da Vinci, Newton,
Shakespeare, einstein, Buddha, Socrates, Goethe, Christ, Paul, Galileo, Blake and
so on. Such men, while they do not exactly alter the course of civilisation, tune us in
to psychological factors which are active and which do indeed alter our ways and
opinions. There are many such men who have existed but who remain unknown to
us. They act like catalysts and enable us to react more quickly to the changing
situations in our background which are not open to normal observation. Whereas
such a theory as this is not exactly necessary to the main thesis, it does suggest the
sort of way that patterns of life are organised without our knowing it, and it does give
us good reason to be on the lookout for such men and to expect them to be different
and even difficult people to understand at first. It also gives us a reason to believe
that the die-hard sort of conservatism found in society, while trying to protect valuable
ways and customs, can have a very destructive effect in slowing down adjustment to
changing conditions and thus throwing us out of phase with the intangible situation in
force at any given time. One must perhaps look at this problem together with the
ideas concerning freedom of choice, and consider whether or not the freedom to

choose is one of the illusions we must overcome if we are to get the best out of the
opportunities which life is continually offering to us. One may very well find that the
field of choice varies inversely with the value and importance of the choice, so that
one should only feel to be choosing in situations which carry no responsibilities. What
one often fails to do in situations which involve choice, is to survey the field widely
enough or accurately enough. If one took more trouble to observe the whole situation
one would no doubt find that the outer and inner sense of fitness would indicate that
there existed only one proper course of action. Problems do not arise because we do
not know how to choose, but because we do not know how to observe.
It is realised more and more that harmony and well-being in industrial societies is
going to depend in the future on the ability to discover at an early age the leanings,
tendencies and abilities of each separate individual in order that not only their
education but also their work is suitable and as far as possible fulfilling. One person
can be tremendously different from another although brought up in the same
situation. The pleasurable function of society depends upon accepting this and
catering for it. It is accepted now that fitting the right man to the right job not only
makes for happiness at his work but also in his home. In the distant future the
difference between work and leisure will have lost its present meaning, but one must
be careful that the meaning arrived at implies that we use knowledge for our fullest
purpose and not that knowledge has enslaved us. It becomes obvious that
knowledge gained in the right way can free us from all those labours which at the
present time are necessary to survival and are often no better than drudgery. By
making the minimum number of machines supply the common needs we may free
ourselves from many useless and repetitive activities and enable (or even force)
ourselves to get on with the vital business of bringing all our attention and abilities to
bear on a full confrontation with life. This cannot be done except by bringing the
world of the Soul and the Divine Self into the physical world situation. This not only
fulfils and quickens the evolutionary process in ourselves but also in all the other
fields of matter-consciousness which we touch upon. The bringing of the Ideal world
to birth in the physical situation is not only a desirable and pleasant idea, it is also the
underlying purpose of matter-consciousness and so forms a basis for increased cooperation and respect in these fields.
The proper science of astro-psychology, when it comes, will not only assist greatly in
understanding the individuals innate character and abillity, but it will also help in
understanding something of the underlying activity in the matter-consciousness fields
with which we are all the time in touch and which have a purpose which we must
learn to appreciate and with which we co-ordinate our civilisations. A study of this
sort, by whatever name one calls it, may very well lead to tremendous benefits and to
the solution of problems from which at the present time one feels we will always have
to suffer.
The theory of consciousness has resulted in a reversal of nearly all attitudes and
concepts. Life itself has become religion and what used to be religious activity has
lost its significance. People can no longer take refuge in a material or spiritual life for,
in either case, they have lost a great deal of potential value. The correct attitude is
one which integrates the highest with the lowest, the distant with the near, the
universal with the particular, the time-full with the timeless and so forth. The full
confrontation with all facets of existence is the only way and therefore the only
religion. This religion is not so much a way to God but a way to our Self. We may
expect God to hide Himself from us until we have become strong enough in our own
reality to withstand the power of His personality. We must seek not to concern
ourselves with God so much as to concern ourselves with what concerns God. This
is the coming of age which we have to enter into if we are to take up our position of

responsibility and delight in universal significance. WE must stop supposing either
that we are an accident within an accident or wholly a cause within a cause. It will
assist us to consider the significance of the family unit as we experience it for
ourselves, and to reflect that it may hold within it the secret of the underlying pattern
and purpose of the whole of the manifested universes. We may expect that a few
moments of sincere and wholehearted adaptation to life experience will be of more
value to us and to God than a life spent in worship or supplication. There is a
knowledge to be gained from living as a true and distinct individual which produces
an understanding of the underlying quality in existence to which all are probably
attracted. The realisation of this quality of consciousness for ourselves would seem
to be the objective of manifestation. By approaching reality in this way we will not
only further all the purposes of our Creator but we may find that if by some chance
we should encounter God Him/Her Self that it will not be an encounter of
embarassment implying unworthiness on our part, but it may be an encounter of two
people engaged in creating and enjoying the same supreme attitudes and
experiences which will give them a great deal to communicate about. With our
present attitude to religion we would shrink from any confrontation with God. If it
came about we would be nothing better than a lot of simpering fools begging for
forgiveness or adulation. What a worthless and destructive meeting it would be. We
may never recover our Selves from it. It is not that one is advocating an arrogant
attitude for this would be absurd. It is simply that one is advocating an attitude which
leaves room for supreme respect for the Creator’s motives in bringing us to a
condition of Self-conscious existence. If our own respect for our Selves cannot be up
to this value it implies that our God has not given us of His utmost, but something
less than His utmost.
This has now described what we should do but has not said how we should do it. It is
because we have got to find our own way for ourselves. To try and describe a
method of attainment would immediately defeat the purpose since it would substitute
the means for the end and in any case imply that we knew what the end was. All one
can do is to say that the proper attitude to life experience creates a condition of
consciousness in which the end and the means are continually brought together in a
relatively more and more complete way. If this attitude is discovered, then life for us
is not something which we are waiting to enter into, but something which we can
enter into now to the fullness of our capability. As the capability grows the
relationship between what we are, and what we feel we are entering into, remains
comparatively constant in degree, so that the actual life experience, which is one of
vital growth, is a continuing and fulfiling experience of the Universal motive. What
one can say however is that our attitudes have become so biased away from the
highest frequency levels that we have lost the sense that we are creatures of the
highest possibility and we allow ourselves to be defeated by the lethargy of the
physical body and the ill-considered desires and activities of the physical personality.
To entertain the experiences of the higher fields of consciousness is the first task in
order to balance up this conditioning bias, when the sense of balance has been
reached one will be able to discover the next step for oneself.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN : Summary
The consciousness of our real self is largely beyond the understanding of our more
familiar personality self. At its most fundamental level, its nature is Divine and at this
level its own purpose mixes perfectly with the purposes of all the other divine beings.
The real will is the manifesting of this already harmonised purpose throughout the
lower levels of creation right down to the physical level. Thus our Self witnesses itself
as it becomes more fully mature and at the same time helps to perfect the purposes
of others. The real will has this power in it as part of our divine heritage. All nature
responds to its proper command. But the will does not command ‘willfully’ it achieves
command by being more fully what it is. Thus the ‘sound’ of the quality of its
individual being mingles more loudly with the creative power of God. What we usually
call ‘will’ is more like desire power and idea power, through which our lower self
focuses on things it feels it wants or needs. But what we feel as a need in the
deepest sense is not something we can make a decision about, we just pretend that
it is a decision. Our real will has decided and is something we can only be true to or
untrue to, it is not something we are in a position to use. Since it contains within its
nature the real power of the universe it is just as well we are not in a position to use
it. It is not in the interest of our real self to desire this power for itself. What should
concern us is the qualitative content of consciousness. The quantitative aspect of our
life should alwas be subservient – the natural by-product of our concern with quality.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Will
This chapter deals with that faculty of our nature which we commonly refer to as Will
Power. While it is agreed that there is such a power in our true nature, it is necessary
to describe this ability in such a way that it is differentiated from what is normally
referred to under this heading.
People generally use the term will when they imply that the intellect or emotions have
fastened on to a desired objective to be attained. They also imply that the strength of
the will is dependent on the tenacity and intensity of the desire for the objective. This
process produces, quite understandably, a direction and a force in their lives which
very likely can and does achieve that which it requires. We can call this mind power
or desire power and agree that it is a way of obtaining what we want by directing all
our effort and attention to this purpose. The objective or desired result in this case is
a focus for the whole nature which would otherwise be more diffused and less
concentrated. But this is still self-direction, self-motivation or self-control and need
not be given a special name as though it were a special and distinct faculty.
It is possible to suggest however a function of the Self which is a special and distinct
faculty but which is one never thought of or imagined. This function can be referred to
as the Will but one must be extremely careful to fully understand the significance of it
and the way it functions. What is suggested in this theory is very subtle but, if it is at
all approximating to the truth, a very important and far reaching factor.
The understanding of this theory rests upon the previous argument that the True
Individual Nature of each one of us belongs to the nature and substance of the
Absolute. We are thus in touch with the underlying power, strength and purpose of
this Absolute from the time of our first glimmerings of pure and non-reactive
consciousness. But what we have to visualise and remember is that we are entirely
unconscious of this level of awareness until we have evolved a considerable degree
and have become Self-conscious at the Spiritual or Soul level of awareness at
reading 5” and above. The ‘life’ or ‘livingness’ of our True Nature grows and
intensifies as we rise in the level of awareness along vector 3, but our Absolute Self
is functioning to some extent long before we become remotely aware of its nature
and significance. The essential function of this highest aspect of consciousness is so
to say, sounding or singing its nature. In other words to express what there is of itself
in terms of a murmur which later becomes a song, which is the chord of notes (as far
as words can be used) which expresses exactly what it is in terms of qualities of
Absolute Consciousness or Being.
Now this Absolute Self, in becoming a resonating body at the highest level of
manifestation, unconsciously manipulates the matter-consciousness at that level
which is the level of cause as far as the Universal Nature and structure of
manifestation is concerned. So that from the first activity generated in its nature each
Self commences to be a cause not only at the physical level of creation but at the
fundamental level also. This activity in Absolute awareness causes all the lower
levels of matter-consciousness to conform to its ‘sound’ in a relatively stronger and
more complete way as the ‘life’ in the Self becomes stronger and more fully
actualised. When we become spiritually Self-conscious we can begin to learn how to
actualise the life in our Self directly and thus become able to generate this formative
power more consciously. But what we cannot do, and this is the point of extreme

importance, is to use this power. What we find is that we are faced with the fact that
we are this power and that we can no more use it than we can ‘lift ourselves up with
our own braces’. What we find is that this Will Power is a spontaneous and
unconscious faculty and expression of the Absolute Nature which we have been
given to exercise and actualise. The power of this faculty is to reproduce in all the
other frequency levels of matter-consciousness the image of its own Self. By this we
mean that the ‘sound’ of its ‘name’ is causing this ‘name’ to be reproduced at all the
other levels of life in terms of form and quality of consciousness. All the untold
millions of casual sounds are therefore mingling together and producing modulations
upon the basic and strongest amplitudes in manifestation which are the creative
songs of God. All our real formative powers are thus knitting together at the very
highest frequency where friction is almost non-existent and efficiency is very high. A
harmony is made at this very high level of manifestation which at a lower level would
be impossible due to the resistance of matter and the inefficiency of means of total
communication between the many individual sources. This total harmony is thus
affecting the world around us all the time and is causing events to arise in line with
the various images represented in our innermost Being. The so-called will power,
which we use at the personality level and which is desire and mind power, tends to
interfere with the true Will to the extent that the personality is divorced from the
nature and purposes of the Self. What our Will is doing to us all is to reproduce in our
physical and psychological surroundings an image which represents the nature and
quality of our True Self at the unconscious level of the Absolute. Most of us will not
be conscious of this Self for a long time yet and until we are we will continually
wonder why so many of our personal best-laid schemes come to nothing, and what
agency is causing our superficial pleasures to be snatched away from us or prove so
unsatisfactory. The answer in many cases will be the action of our own highest
nature which is quite possibly directly opposed to the activities and desires of our
personal nature.
The fact which emerges from this theory is that it acts as a safety measure in the
scheme of manifestation. The power which is a part of the True Being of our nature is
a very real power, but we can suggest that matters have been arranged by the
Designer of the scheme of manifestation in such a way that we do not have access to
this power directly. The power is a result of the intensity of our life at the Absolute
level. This intensity amplifies the qualities of our True Being and transmits them to all
the other levels of existence in terms of command, quality of consciousness and
quality of form. This real power in the Universe is therefore conditioned by what can
exist and be represented at the highest level of our Being. Negative and destructive
and unco-operative attitudes have no means of expression in this highest type of
matter-consciousness for the reason that their quality is not of a frequency which
exists or can mean anything at such a level. The purpose of our Creator may be
taken to be our education in the significance of the QUALITIES of Absolute being and
not the QUANTITIES or the POWER aspects of such a Being. The Power of the
Absolute has therefore been reserved automatically until we have become fully
conversant with the essential Quality of real existence. This quality is not one which
we have any say over for it is the one which our Creator values most highly and also
wishes us to value. This is Divine Love or Universal Love, of which our human
personal love is only an incomplete expression.
If we seek power for its own sake it seems that we may well expect to be continually
disappointed with the fruits of our own efforts for the whole of creation is weighted
against us for the reason that such success would be a negative factor in our
education and simply destroy the potential of our real consciousness. So in the same
way that we keep dangerous and powerful abilities out of the range of our children’s
grasp, so God has arranged for the real power in the Universe to be kept out of our

grasp. Power exists for us in direct ratio to the extent that we succeed in bringing our
Absolute Nature to a condition of resonant life. This power then works for us quite
spontaneously to reproduce in all our surroundings a DRAMA which represents the
significance of our Being. In this way our nature is caused to be portrayed for us
externally in order that we shall know it as an objective experience as well as an
inner sensibility. Our Will Power causes people and situations to come together in
our environment so that they may live out for one another the whole significance of
the Quality of their True Being. This does, of course, take a long time at the physical
level. But those aspects which can be or can only be expressed at higher frequency
levels are obviously not under the same restrictive and viscous conditioning and can
very likely be experienced in great quantities and at great speed. Unconsciously
therefore we are all engaged in bringing the expression of the Absolute
Consciousness into the condition of greatest condensation or crystallisation at the
physical level of matter-consciousness. One aspect of God has therefore been laid
out and conditioned as ‘ground’ in order that another aspect of God can use this
ground to educate offspring. The conditions of this educational programme are
arranged in such a way that the offspring shall learn what God sees fit for them to
learn in the light of infinitely greater experience. Our experience of freedom and
fulfilment therefore consists, as has been said, in recognising that so much of our
condition has already been fixed for us for our own good. We are in a situation which
is going to force us to pay attention to Qualities rather than Quantities and which is
going to make us keep and use our individual Nature even if we would try to shed it.
We are in a situation where power operates spontaneously in direct ratio to the
degree that we pay attention to and bring to a resonant condition the Quality of
innermost love.
We can imagine from this that if God gave birth to His very highest aspiration in the
form of his First Born Son, this Son has as His Being the attitude of finest Absolute
Quality. This also signifies that his Son also represents in the very nature of His
Being all the power that resides in the creative scheme. If this Individual lives in the
scheme as a model and inspiration for it, we see that His purpose is to cause an
unconscious recognition in us of the Divine Nature which gradually increases to a
conscious condition. In this respect He causes us to sense our innermost sensibility
which causes our innermost nature to burn more brightly and thus to cause our Will
to increase its function. This function enables us to experience more fully this highest
nature and as a physical drama learn more about it, which in turn causes our fires to
increase again. This aspiration of God is thus the supreme factor in bringing our
natures to life. This Son of God is thus the Supreme Catalyst and without Him we
would not germinate and grow. He has command of all power which he exercises in
order to show us that we must not use it or concern ourselves with it. The symbol of
the crucifixion represents a man who has all power living out the drama of refraining
from its use in order to express a condition of absolute affection and concern for the
Quality of our consciousness.
At the personal level we use what we consider to be the faculty of will as a tool which
bludgeons its way towards its objective, slaying all who oppose it on the way. We
consider it to be a show of strength and of virility in our psychological nature. Real
Will however is completely contrary to all this. It achieves its purpose as far as is
Divinely possible (which is very far) in harmony with every other Will and Real
Individual purpose. Working from the Absolute level it recognises the value of
everything so that it is as far as is possible harmless towards every form of life. It is
extremely efficient so it works quietly and patiently to bring the correct factors
together in the correct place at the correct time. When, for instance, we notice that a
strong and able person appears in our political life at a very critical time we say that
the time produces the man. We can now also say that this may be true up to a point,

but the man may be present just at that time because the crisis and his own Being
were inseparably connected by his will. The ability of his True Nature was able to
forsee the confrontation of the forces which created the crisis. The Will of the
Individual designed itself to be present as an Individual in order to be able to take
part in the situation which represented a dramatic and physically expressive theatre
for it to witness its own highest nature and significance through. Winston Churchill is
a typical case which comes to mind. Other natures witness themselves through other
aspects of experience such as the arts, the fields of learning of science and medicine
and so on. What matters from the point of view of the Soul and the Absolute Self is
that it is present on an occasion in which its faculties will be used and expressed to
the full and which will then enable the Self to grow and become stronger in
recognition and faith in its own abilities and values. Some of the most unpleasant
events in our lives can produce for us the experiences of most value, and we can see
that by trying to make people psychologically and physically comfortable we can
often be doing them what amounts to a great disservice. In this respect kindness and
goodness have to be seen to be an extension of wisdom and understanding before
we can be sure that they are in fact what they seem to be.
If we wish for real power in life it seems it may be a fact that we shall only acquire
this when we have genuinely ceased to be interested in power. This means that as
far as Nature and Reality is concerned power is the power to bring consciousness to
life. Force, which we admire as an expression of power is of very secondary
significance for nature can so easily amplify any individual expression of a true and
valuable quality but cannot manufactture the spontaneous quality itself, only we can
do that.
This is almost an exact analogy of our radio systems. The problem is to write and
perform good scripts.
The amplification of these small noises in the studio into noises in other people’s
houses all over the face of the Earth is a comparatively straightforward mechanical
process. It means giving more energy and amplitude to an already present pattern.
The pattern is the thing. If we can create the correct patterns in life for the creative
purpose of the Universe to further itself, then the Universe itself will concern itself to
pour energy into those patterns. If you are a Churchill you make a few small noises
into a microphone and you set forces in motion in people’s natures which make all
the difference between a degraded society overcoming the World, and the
preservation of ideals which are the basis for any further spiritual growth and
evolution of the Earth’s people.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN : Summary
We recognise that each individual’s idea of beauty varies a great deal. There are
three main degrees of beauty, the ideal and aspirational, the intellectually satisfying
and emotionally acceptable and thirdly the utility and commercial level. The highest
type concerns us here since this is based on the objective quality of beauty which
manifestation intends us to learn to appreciate. This is the quality behind the Divine
Motivation and we may call it the quality of ‘loveliness’. Each of us is aware of the
attractive nature of higher beauty. It is the immediate response of our striving when it
senses traces of that towards which it tries to move. Art should interpret these traces
for the society it inhabits. If this vital function of aspiration and interpretation on the
part of the artist is not achieved, then a vital organ is lost to the body of society, vital
enough to kill that society as far as living, growing existence is concerned. Beauty is
the direction towards which the ‘wandering vector’ is moving in Map 3. It represents
the unique path of growth of each individual. If the path of this wandering vector loses
its way it may turn around and retrace its direction as regression; in this case the
sense of beauty will be regressive also. Beauty is a value we sense also in those we
love. We often do not know if it is them that we love or the beauty in them that we
love. We would expect it to be both, for the loving relationship is also a doorway
through which we meet the Divine quality. Sex plays a very big part in these
relationships and the confrontation of the whole of one’s nature with that of another’s
means that it is also an opportunity for the true will of each person to show and
express itself. If the relationship is not a truly loving one, this opportunity is not
available, for the wholes of the two parts are inhibited. The more the expression of
sex is limited by the inadequacy of our ability to communicate with one another, the
more the expression is limited to the physical sex act. It would seem that the proper
function of this act can only be achieved if the context for it is a ‘whole life’ one. This
expression means the intention of being committed wholely to the loved person.
Casual and insincere sexual behaviour is therefore a danger to the individual for it
may raise factors which prevent the wholeness of the will ever being able to come
through into that particular life.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Beauty
It would be possible to discuss the concept of beauty at great length since the
relativity of the sensation of beauty is one of the most generally understood
relativistic systems. Most people expect their own idea to be different from other
peoples and they are not surprised when this is shown to be the case. If the concept
of beauty is viewed in terms of the theory of this philosophy, however, not only does
the relative nature of the concept become a natural by-product but it can also be
used to validate and describe the various levels of consciousness.
In ordinary use the word beauty has many different meanings such as pretty,
emotionally exciting, intellectually exciting, clever, intricate and so on. It is used like
the term marvellous which means we are temporarily inclined to be surprised. Or it
can be used instead of the word lovely which implies that we find something easy to
love or love compelling. But for this theory the term beauty can be represented as
something reasonably specific.
In Map 3 there is a balanced vector of growth of the evolving consciousness of an
individual. This is the line OZ which begins at a point of no self-consciousness and
increases in an equal way along all three vectors. The balancing of these vectors is
said to be a natural process and essential to the elimination of stress. No one will
follow a direct path and some will wander about more than others. Every individual
will in fact create a slightly different path of progression and at any instant be in a
slightly different position to any other individual.
The experience of beauty can thus be described as an experience of qualities
towards which this wandering vector of growth is moving at any time. Beauty to the
individual is thus a representation of that towards which he is consciously or
unconsciously moving. This need not be a form of ideal aspiration, for the wandering
vector may have turned around completely and be heading back in the direction from
which it came. If the individual is degenerating then his idea of beauty will be
degenerate also, but it still represents something which wisely or not he considers
that he wants to identify with. Beauty is thus both a representation of sympathetic
and feminine qualities and also executive and masculine qualities combined with a
tendency towards the Self or away from the Self.
Since the personality is in general inclined towards its True Self, this other reversed
direction can be an indication that a false personality has been allowed to arise. The
idea of beauty which tends to restrict and hide consciousness instead of liberating it,
is consequently still beauty to the individual concerned with the attributes of
fascination and attraction like all forms of beauty. But this beauty is leading to further
and further restriction and consequently to an increase in oppression and the misery
which this entails.
This idea of beauty recognises that the subjective desires of the individual compose
it, but it also recognises that beauty is an objective reality for us so long as we are a
part of this scheme of manifestation and experience. This objective beauty is
therefore an expression of the Absolute Quality. This is a more real and unchanging
beauty, for it only changes as the Absolute changes, and for us the Absolute is
relatively unchanging. To say that the Absolute never changes would be unwise
since this theory is inclined to the concept that God is also aspiring, but these terms

are meaningless unless they are very carefully qualified. God is manifest and
unmanifest. These two aspects would aspire in different ways. The manifested
aspiration is focussed on a smaller gain than is possibly the unmanifest.
The individual lives in his own universe and this has its own orientation towards the
desired qualities of beauty. But the Universe within which we are now communicating
has a specific and objective quality of beauty in its expression. This is God’s universe
and the quality of beauty contained in it is something definite and something which
He/She wishes to say to us. There is consequently something to be gained by a
discipline which observes nature and combines these observations with the
inclinations of the individual. The expression of the personal concept of beauty
without reference to objective beauty is more than likely to be a limited and negative
factor in human culture.
These remarks apply particularly to the visual arts. When the art of music is
considered, however, the position is more difficult for who can observe the objective
music in nature? As in all forms of art there are three basic approaches on the part of
the artist. The one is the ideal and inspired approach which can be called true
intuition. The other is an intellectual concept based on the knowledge of how the
great composers and artists worked so that well-tried forms are shuffled and
recomposed. The last is the approach of the commercially-minded or ‘hack’ artist
who is concerned with creating something which is in immediate demand but which
does not represent any form of sincere valuation or commitment on his part. In music
the last two types can be understood and fitted into the scheme of things. But the first
or intuitive type must be credited with a faculty which is extra sensory, for many
people would agree that great composers do, in fact, reproduce a type of beauty in
sound which is relatively objective and beyond the personal or the observable. No
doubt this is true of the visual arts also but it is a less obvious phenomenon in this
case. This unobservable beauty must be described as an objective beauty which is
expressed at levels higher than the physical but to which certain artists are sensitive.
Great artists are consequently either men who have clarified their bodies of
communication and channels of communication or men who are able to sort out the
rational and conditioned part of their personality where most of the circuits become
distorted.
To keep in line with the main trend of this philosophy, it must be said that art should
be aspiring towards the Ideal plane and through this to the Divine. This is not
something that can be chosen, this is something that is a fact in the scheme of nature
of which we are a part. It is obvious also that art is a very important part of this
evolutionary impulse since it represents for us an experience of that towards which
we are moving but which we have not yet attained. When the culture of a civilisation
becomes degenerate it represents a most unfavourable comment. In fact, when a
culture becomes indifferent to the concept of beauty as it has today to some extent,
this is also a significant sign of hesitation in the orientation of the whole civilisation. A
virile desire for a culture to possess for it allows entrance from higher levels of
consciousness of a great number of qualities which assist the development of many
facets of life such as religion, philosophy, social behaviour, architecture and design
and all forms of learning. This is so because beauty represents for us a most
important position of reference and balance. It helps to set into proper perspective
nearly all the activities of our daily life as well as the activities of our psychic nature.
Everyone knows the strength and importance of the quality of beauty in personal
relationships, for it is this quality which we find lovable and the basis of marriage in
the opposite sex. This is an indication that beauty is an objective reality which we see
reflected in those we love, and it is also an indication that beauty is ultimately the

expression of Divine Love which is God’s aspiration for us. Beauty should therefore
be loveliness above all else and if we can bear this in mind, it may help us to make
more use of our culture and find the arts a more valuable and necessary part of our
lives.
The idea of beauty has led to a discussion of sex since for most people physical
beauty is the strongest experience of beauty and here can be applied all the
statements about beauty which have just been made. It is clear that each person
sees a different quality of attractiveness in the opposite sex and it can be said that
this is due to the orientation of their wandering vector of development. The person we
are attracted to most and for longest is the person who represents qualities towards
which we are consciously or unconsciously moving. Some of these qualities can be
retrograde if a retrograde direction has developed in our progress. It is this factor
which makes it so difficult to understand the general process of personal attraction.
The fact that attraction exists on every level of our nature goes without saying. The
most valuable form of attraction is thus not only an ideally oriented one, but one
which has value and positive orientation for each level of our consciousness as well.
If the theory of the Will is taken into account here, as it has been previously
described, this will account for the possibility that the right partner for us, sexually
and otherwise, will one day arrive in our vicinity. This is not an accident but the result
of the working of that power which is causing us to know ourselves through the acting
out of our qualities externally to our Self, as it were. The right partner to live with in
physical and psychic life is obviously a most important factor in this process, for the
right partner is the finest possible means of communication we can have of our
unconscious or unrealised nature. And if the theory of reincarnation is taken into
account it can be said that such partners are so important that they move together
through life after life as different personalities but with the same two essence natures.
The physical aspect of sex can be seen here as the physical aspect of real Will
working out at all levels. The emotions, desires and aspirations associated with sex
are therefore extremely complex and far-reaching, since they represent purposes
and desires about which the conscious personality knows nothing or very little. The
power of sex is also seen to be the power of the Will. When properly expressed it is
thus a function of the physical nature which represents all those qualities which have
been already listed as belonging to this true Will. One of the chief factors is that it is
not under our control in the final analysis. We are not in a position to be able to
decide to fall in love if it is true love. The sensation of love is not a thing we can make
decisions about, we can only decide whether or not to live truly by it or not. But this is
a part of the decision to live truly by everything or not. To be true to our Self or not.
Since it seems that the family unit is a very big part of the experience that God
wishes us to have, it is also very necessary that the value and importance of sex is
understood since sex forms the basis of family life and our own fullest expression as
an individual. The attitude towards sex expresses for us the attitude we have towards
our Self. If our sex life is indiscriminate this means that our true identity has not
developed. If we are afraid of sex we are extremely uncertain of our Self. If we are
aggressive we think too highly of our Self. If we are timid we think too little of our Self.
If we respond to love with love and it is sweet and gentle, considerate and patient
then we are in a good relationship with our Self.
The consummation of the physical and psychological aspect of sex is a reflection of
the consummation of will and consequently it represents very deep and valuable
aspirations which are either enhanced by a truthful approach to sex or devalued by a
dishonest and casual approach. The attitude to sex is bound to be involved with the
working of entities and with the distortions we create in the work of these entities. Our

frustrations and angers will be expressed; our guilt and anxiety will be expressed.
Too much hunger for affection (or the punishment of this hunger) will be expressed.
The involvements are endless, for it expresses every facet of our consciousness and
our motivation.
One thing is clear, and that is the fact that we inhibit the expression of sex at our
peril. This is not to say that we should not control the physical consummation of sex,
this should be a natural outcome of our Self respect and honesty. But the affections
and interests which are related to the opposite sex are of the utmost importance and
must never be allowed to be thought of as unhealthy or wicked as they have been in
the past. To suppress these affections and responses is to suppress the finest and
strongest channel of communication between the personality and the real individual
Self. What is needed is not suppression but a greater variety of means of exercise so
that the physical act does not suddenly become the only possibility of
communication. Such means of communication are bound up with all the other forms
of communication, and it is with the exercise of these forms that education should be
concerned since they are so essential to spiritual and social intercourse, as well as
physical and sexual intercourse. If we do niot learn to talk effectively to one another
we are destroying the meaning and enjoyment of life. If education were more
concerned with this and less concerned with the learning of technical tricks, it would
fill society with happier and more purposeful individuals.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN : Summary
The structure of the most fundamental particles of matter-consciousness should
exhibit the fundamentals of the creative source. These can be seen as the fathermother-child relationships which produce the creative possibility in manifestation. The
‘gardening’ of children is the most creative situation we can ever be involved in. It is
on a higher level than repair and maintenance. If we look for a proposition which will
help to describe the structure and function of the atomic and sub-atomic units of
matter-consciousness, the masculine outgoing and the feminine gathering-in motions
can be made to knit together to form particles of another order, or children. The
vortex created by these centripetal and centrifugal forces in the proposed model of
the atom represents, in this sense, a child. The idea and ‘feeling’ of the vortex
proposition fits in with the induction chain of Map 17. A vortex is a fluid focus of
motions in the process of change, of acceleration and deceleration. It is in this sort of
situation that we might expect to find the keys to the transformation process which
link the higher frequencies and powers to the lower frequencies and powers in this
chain of levels of manifestation in Map 15. If we remember to look for attributes of
consciousness at these levels, we can add to the idea of purposeful and organised
energy the concept of desire and even aptness or wisdom. Gravity then appears as a
most necessary part of the wisdom, for it is the fundamental resistance which
strengthens as it teaches. The opposite effect is the work of the carrier of conditioned
energies, the photon. For the photon ‘floats’ in the system and provides the
counteraction to mass and inertia. Thus it is light, and poetically ‘enlightenment’,
which is most at home in the system. It is from the proposed photon band at each
major level of manifestation that the ‘muscles’ and the ‘flesh’ of creation emanate. So
that the structure of the photon system, which goes beyond the level of the photon of
the physical sciences right through to the Absolute, is the skeleton of manifestation
and the primary product of the ‘Word’ of the Creator.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Atomic Field
If the problem of matter is to be tackled in terms of the scientific theories of our day
then it may be helpful to look at it in the light of the concept of the three vector
system that has been expressed in this geography and the concept of matterconsciousness that goes with it.
First of all it must be stated that the science of nuclear mechanics is still in a very
tentative condition. And while a tremendous amount has been observed and
theoretically understood, a lot remains to be done. This remainder may very well alter
the appearance of what has gone before.
Atomic physics has arrived at a more formal condition where there is agreement that
the wave and the quantum descriptions of the propagation of energy particles are
equally valid and not exclusive of one another. The photon has become the main unit
of transmission of light and possibly all forms of matter. As there are a great many
different types of particle and particle behaviour found in atomic physics, there is a
hope that these will eventually resolve themselves into a manifestation of a single
underlying substratum reality. This substratum would then exhibit different qualities
and quantities under different conditions at the atomic and nuclear level, but would
itself belong to a super-nuclear condition.
It is this particular condition that we would be looking for if we were to try and link the
theory of this book to the experimental sciences.
It is agreed that the atom itself is a unit which has a distinct sphere of activity and
influence. It is composed of an outer field of electronic space and an inner core which
is the nuclear space. The nucleus is itself beginning to take on the aspect of a
discreet space on its own with perhaps again an innermost core and an inner
electronic space. As previously suggested, the fact that we think that the atom is
small and the nucleus even smaller is no indication that these spaces are small in
reality. If our theory is correct, these spaces are still relatively very large indeed,
however difficult it is for us to grasp this fact with our imaginations.
From the point of view of this geography, we shall expect to find the following
expressions of reality amongst the findings of the scientist.
A. The three vector qualities,
1. The feminine evolutionary influence, which draws towards
the centre and attracts.
2. The masculine involutionary influence which ventures
Forth and which separates out.
3. The partly grown individual, ambivalent and changeable.
The product of the Father And Mother aspect of The Creator.
B. The purpose of The Creator as a continuing communication
or education.
C. A living, mutable basis for all events however mechanical
their appearance.
D. A reservation of power in favour of quality and the purpose

of manifestation.
E. The main and minor transformations of matter-consciousness as
described in the scale of the third vector. These showing a higher
potential of energy as they rise in the scale.
F. Paradox.
While it was attempted to describe the creative process and the link in the chain of
levels of matter-consciousness in terms of the induction of wave upon wave, with the
fundamental wave having the ‘shape’ of all the potential waves to come, this must
now be thought of as a model which is only an indication of a phenomenon which is
also pulsating. Thus it would be wise to consider the frequencies of matterconsciousness as possessing a quantum-like property which resolves itself into a
wave form through the vast number of events of which it is composed. Thus the wave
mechanics will continue to give a good approximation to the reality of the condition
except in very particular instances.
If there is in this system a process which transforms the higher levels of
manifestation into lower and more viscous levels, then we consider this physical
system to be the lowest end of the scale and at the lowest potential so far as energy
is concerned. But if we look for paradox, then we might expect that this lowest level
in the above respects is the highest level in some other respects. The ones that
come to mind are the masculine ones of detachment and individualisation. This
makes sense when we consider that the Creator’s purpose is likely to be the birth of
real individual children of consciousness who are not to be overwhelmed by the too
close proximity of His/Her own Personality.
If we allow ourselves to consider the minute aspects of the atomic level in terms of
consciousness as well as physics then we can at least propose very slight traces of
the expressions listed above, which up to now have never been considered to have
any remote connection with the function or interests of physics. However absurd this
may seem at first, it ceases to be absurd if there is any truth behind any spiritual
philosophy within the history of man on earth.
If we are more than an accident (likely to be destroyed through some other accident),
which most thinking people are inclined to believe but not explain, then we can look
for the purpose of our existence here at every turn. We can also expect that the
paradoxical element of our dilemma will be expressed in our surroundings. As has
been previously said, the great paradox is that we can only develop the real
individuality in our potential consciousness if we grow in a real situation where we
have to take the consequences of our actions and are not allowed to become spoiled
and artificial. So the Great Lore of our Creator is withheld out of Great Love. We are
only helped in the minimal sense. We are taught the values of love, bliss and
responsibility through suffering as with joy.
To mix such philosophy directly with atomic physics is thus reasonable absurdity,
especially if it enables us to look at the problem from a completely different point of
view which may give it that basis of simplification which it so badly needs.
Paradox there is in plenty in the whole of atomic physics. The highest frequencies
which have the smallest wavelength hold the highest potential of energy. Particles
which effect their surroundings and transmit energy have in some cases little or no
mass. If they were not moving, many of the particles would have no mass. Some
particles appear to have no actual presence. The size of an electron is considered to
be a point of no dimension

So what are we in fact observing? Certainly a manifestation of energy. Certainly a
process which achieves a very great deal at a very high level of organisation,
planning and effectiveness. A process which produces spiritual awareness, beautiful
qualities which are known and judged to be beautiful. A process which also produces
hate, fear and the sense of futility. This we would expect. At the atomic level there
must be traces of these elements. Even if these are only traces, like the other
elements of atomic physics, they can make all the difference.
It can be suggested therefore that between every level of matter-consciousness there
is a threshold at which energy needs to be applied in a particular way to unlock the
doorway through. The type and form of this energy is therefore an actual key to be
used as required. The requirement is assessed by the element of consciousness
present. Each element of consciousness is thus in possession of certain keys and
fields of assessment. It has a particular job to do, which we must assume it ‘wants’ to
do. An atom is thus a family unit. As our Solar system is a family unit and as we are a
part of a family unit.
The major process we might look for is the mixing of the evolutionary energies with
the involutionary energies to produce other individual energies, some of which will
last longer than others. To suggest a form which the involutionary and evolutionary
energies take up let us take the idea of seed growth. This is an accelerating curve
from a vortex to the boundary of its influence. If we can picture such a volute form of
energy radiating out from a vortex to a boundary, together with a similar but opposite
curve radiating in from a boundary to a vortex centre, it produces an interesting
picture. These volute curves are waves of energy which are also pulsing. For the
sake of simplicity let the pulse be thought of as the heart beat of the system, and the
outgoing and incoming waves the blood system carrying energy and not blood. Now
the waves give a spinning look to the model. But the spin is in fact two opposed but
harmonised vortex movements of energy. Energy can thus be considered as the
desire of these two opposite influences to create. Energy is desire which has two
faces, one ‘determination’ or power, the other fitness for and ‘respect’ for that which
is desired. At the cruder levels of energy that are available for us to use and
experiment with, these subtle aspects are not evident, but at the higher levels of
manifestation we should expect them to exhibit themselves more and more clearly.
Desire can be understood by us, but energy itself is sure to remain a secret of the
prime cause as is also space and their product time.
Now where the two pulsing volute waves cross one another in the atomic field there
will be created a minor vortex which has no permanent existence or place but which
will act as a minor key to unlock a minor amount of energy from the underlying field
of higher potential as described on the third vector. This minor vortex which is a child
of the two opposite major volutes will remain at a definite distance from the major
vortice centre if the two volute waves are balanced in their valency and timing which
they are sure to be. The Map 20 will show this in a diagrammatic way.

In the map the two pulsing waves are shown as Wi for the Involutionary masculine
outgoing effect and We for the Evolutionary incoming effect which is feminine. The
extremity of the wave movement is marked as B for the boundary and N for the
central vortex or nucleus. Where the two waves intersect at Es and Ep will be two
minor vortices caused by the twisting interaction and this will act as a key which will
serve to induce energy to enter in from a higher level. The path of Es and Ep will
remain circular round the nucleus so long as the waves We and Wi are in balance
and in phase in opposite senses. As these two waves tend to differ in phase so will
the circular path of the minor vortices tend to become eliptical round the nucleus. The
Waves will have two axis each and also be able to rotate which will give them three
dimensions of direction in relation to one another. Thus the resultant minor vortices
may have a very delicate and intricate path. The minor vortices would represent the
electron cloud.
This system described for the electronic field can continue on into the nucleus where
the same principles will hold good but where the energies and masses are very much
higher. Thus our term matter-consciousness is equally valid as mass-consciousness
and therefore also energy-consciousness. From the philosophical point of view this
gives an interesting conclusion.

As was suggested above, it might be supposed that energy is a manifestation of
desire on the part of the system. This includes purpose to the highest level. At this
level the desire is termed Divine Love or Divine Purpose and the respect at such a
level, for the end purpose, will surely affect the means. Manifestation is the means.
This Divine attitude should very well be present in this most fundamental activity of
the means of bringing about the Divine Purpose.
Let it be proposed therefore that as energy is the fundamental reality of mass and
matter . . .
Mass ╪ Energy ╪ Desire
Where the sign ╪ means related to
Also . . .
Desire ╪ Determination (Power) ╪ Respect (Aptness)
Or
Divine Love ╪ Power + Wisdom
Thus . . .
Mass ╪ Power + Wisdom
The power we find in terms of energy, but we have not even thought of looking for
the Wisdom. The sum of the two seems to be the Reality we are in.
Apart from the philosophical substance of this theory, which forces us on to a knife
edge between profound meaning and meaninglessness, the mechanics of the theory
are suggested in order to satisfy the experimental findings. The most important
aspect of this is to find a method of resolving the difficulty of accounting for ‘particles’
which have been observed to carry energy and yet appear and disappear,
amalgamate and also bounce, have mass in some cases and none in others, have
both electrical polarities and two directions of spin, and in some cases become
neutral in charge but potent in other ways.
The vortex is suggested to incorporate the fundamentals of philosophy with the
fundamentals of physics. The vortex will readily amalgamate or bounce depending on
spin, charge velocity etc. It accounts for spin itself. It accounts for a semblance of
reality which does not really exist in the way which it appears to exist. It accounts for
the type of adaptability and variability which is required. It can exist for a fraction of a
millionth of a second only or it can exist for hours or days or years. It suggests a
method of induction between levels of matter-consciousness. It is the sort of thing
one would expect to find in nature.
If we take the proposition to the very limits of discussion it can account for the
presence of mass and no-mass through the presence of power without wisdon or
power with wisdom.
To return to the main theme of this philosophy of consciousness, it can be
summarised as follows . . .
The created Universes are primarily a form of communication, a continuing lecture, a
college through which we as valuable individuals pass and from which we graduate

as mature or fully realised potentialities. This is evolution of consciousness and it is
the main purpose behind the design of the whole system. Our individual reality, which
seems so frail and impotent against the power and strength of the systems of nature,
is designed to discover itself to be more important, more powerful and more potent
but in much deeper and subtler ways. Consciouness is suggested as being related to
a scheme of creation, the related levels of matter-consciousness, whose prime
purpose is to enlighten us. In terms of science, light may be expected to be a central
and favoured factor in this scheme. What do we find? We find that the photons of
light are the essence of elementary particle exchange. They are the elements of
communication for physical events as well as for our human eyesight. It may be more
than a chance coincidence that the photon of light is also especially catered for in the
system. The photon has no rest mass. This implies that it has a special ability to
commute, or that all commuting is built round the commuting of ‘enlightenment’.
The photon of light is that which finds this system of matter-consciousness least
viscous. As elements of the system develop mass, so they find the system more
viscous. This points to an implication that mass enters into the system in inverse ratio
to the central purpose of the system. I.e. . . .


 = Power + Wisdom or Determination + Respect
Mass
From this philosophical view it can be suggested that gravity and mass are resistant
to the fundamental purpose of the system while being necessary to it. We feel the
viscosity of this system to be a heavy drag upon our inner spirit. But this viscosity
brings out the strength and definition in our nature which could not be achieved
without resistance.
Because the photon is central to the purpose of the system and because the system
is designed outwards from it, the photon is observed to ‘float’ in the system.
If this geography is correct, our physical system of matter-consciousness is related to
minor levels within itself, but also to major levels above and below it in terms of
ethereality or viscosity. It may now be suggested that each major level of
manifestation has its own light system and that this light system is not only the
central structure and purpose of the major levels but that it is through the central light
aspects of each major system that the major systems link up.
It can be suggested that as in Map 21 the three major systems of matterconsciousness are based on the three light bands A, B, and C and that these three
systems resonate in some way to unite the whole. It would be reasonable to expect
that this resonance of the ‘Skeleton Light’ of each system would be observable in the
structure of elementary events as a bifurcation of the event. It is this bifurcation which
is observed in nuclear mechanics as a paradox. This paradox is expressed as the
Particle/Quantum situation, whereby an elementary event is only describable in terms
of particles of continuous existence and quantums of discontinuous existence, the
whole being expressible in terms of wave mathematics.

The fact that the elementary particle can be assumed for all our practical purposes
while being an unreal particle in our deepest theoretical purposes speaks for itself. It
implies the unreal status of our physical system, which appears most real to our
conscious experience of it so long as that reality or that group of lectures is required
by our consciousness. When it ceases to be required we reject it and move on to
other ‘realities’ and other class rooms.
As the system A is based on system B and so forth, the relative ‘reality’ of each
system depends on that of the higher frequency and lesser viscosity. The bifurcation
of the photon events is thus the result of the inner substance of the photon system A
which is the photon system B (which is in turn founded on system C). The ‘reality’ of
the event of the system A can only be understood in terms of system B.
Another proposition which springs from the foregoing arguments is that the ‘interior’
workings of the atom belong to and are a key to the next higher order of matterconsciouness. While the atomic activity is partly in our physical world it is also partly
in the hyper-physical world. Thus we may suggest that the particles ejected from

atoms are not necessarily the same after leaving the atomic aura as they were while
they were still within it. We can imagine that the system of vortices already described
are an activity belonging to the hyper-physical world and that they take on the nature
of a particle of our physical system only when they are externalised. The particles are
thus ‘reproductions’ in our order of matter-consciousness of an activity which belongs
to the next higher order. Our whole nature is however, actively engaged in and
already a part of these higher orders, but our physical observations are restricted to
this physical system which we have a strong tendency to identify with. When we
observe the activity of particles we observe their traces only. We cannot observe the
particle itself because the wavelength of light does not permit it. The light of the next
higher order of photon spectrum would enable us to see these particles, but we are
not equipped for the use of that order of perception. The system of photon bands
shown in Map 21 is a literal ‘Christmas Tree’ and it gives a certain poetic turn to our
thinking and supplies an association of ideas which is deeply longed for and it is
sometimes wise to associate these ‘given’ parts of our nature with the purposes and
problems we tangle with.

Conclusion
I am sorry if this book has left some readers with a sense of bewilderment and
dismay. My intention has not been to complicate affairs, but it seems to me that the
valuable simplicities that we arrive at through experience cannot be arrived at any
other way than by ways which seem to be complicated while we are as yet still in
them. I would like to try and give my considered views on the whole subject of
approach to God, Truth and Reality as it relates to Eastern ways and to Western
ways and not to be too long-winded about it.
My own individual feeling is that Eastern peoples and Western peoples do not yet
realise how much their attitudes differ from one another and how much they have to
offer one another in this respect and what valuable results will come out of the joining
of the two streams. On the one hand we have the ancient knowledge and disciplines
of the schools of Yoga, whose sources go back and back and whose attitudes
influence all Eastern religion and philosophy. On the other hand there is the teaching
of Christ which has influenced the Western world more particularly and has a precise
source. In between there are the Greek and Egyptian influences which are less
complete or discreet.
Christian endeavour has resulted in many of the powers and special effects obtained
by eastern methods, but obtained them more as an accidental by-product. Eastern
endeavour has been lead to a deep respect for the sayings of Christ through their
special disciplines and the special powers arising from them. When a Yogi achieves
his ends he becomes Christlike and ceases all the practices that we would associate
with any special discipline. When the Christian in the West achieves his ends his
attitudes are hardly any different to that of an Easterner and again, his disciplines
become unimportant.
There is an unresolved situation that still exists in both cases however, and that is
one which is not easy to describe without danger of misunderstanding. While the
Christian and the Yogi are both trying to achieve union with God, I feel there is a
possibility that we have not troubled to understand what union with God signifies. My
own view is that God, like ourselves, is both ‘personal’ and ‘Impersonal’ in His/Her
Being. Many people will think I am splitting hairs on this factor which are best left
unsplit, but I will try to explain why I do so.
I find it in myself to expect that the motivation behind God’s action in manifesting the
Visible and Invisible Universes is that they should be training ground for us, His
children. Furthermore while we are as yet children, it is God’s deepest wish that we
should choose to mature into individuals of ‘The Stuff of His Stuff’ and who also
choose Him as a friend. Therefore as the choice left to us is of the utmost importance
there must be at least one other way for us to retain our ‘perpetuity’. To me at least
on other way is open for us if we choose to unite the impersonal aspect of our Being
with the impersonal aspect of God’s Being. In both cases the ground for union is
mutual love of the same quality or qualities which results in the same Will and in the
same desires.
I also think it is possible for our individual or personal Being to unite with God’s
Impersonal Being and that there is no limit to the sort of relationship we can take up
with God. It must be understood that I am using the word Personal in a very deep
sense which only the reader who wishes to understand will do so. I am not referring
to the personality on its own or to the enlightened personal aspect of the ordinary

individual. I am referring to the Divine difference in each of us which at the same time
is fully aware of the Divine harmony and unity of our loves. The Divine Individual that
each of us is in God’s eyes.
I would further try the reader’s patience by saying that I truly believe that God is a
sadder God if we do not realise the basis of His deepest motivation, which is not that
He should ingest our Individuality into the Blissful nature of His Being, but that we
should, out of the simplest recognition in our Heart of Hearts, realise the unspoken
longing and non-willing that lies behind the blissful aspect of Divine Love. This is to
me such a subtle thing that I hesitate to go on, but in my blundering way I will do so. I
believe that behind the Bliss of Divine Union resides a relationship which is deeper
than Bliss and that is the attitude which upholds and, if you like, protects the Bliss.
This is the attitude which has known that the Blissful Qualities are ‘good’, and in a
creative sense can be made even better. This sounds like a sort of spiritual heresy
but it is exactly what I find in myself to say.
Now if we choose to become a friend and companion of God, then we can also
sense something of this underlying creative attitude towards the nature of Highest
Being itself and by standing apart from God while being perfectly in tune with Him we
can in fact take part in a creative process which is endeavouring to improve on what
to us seems the perfect and unimprovable. I am sure I have offended many sincere
and highly spiritual people by my remarks on these lines for they feel it is conceited
of me to begin to define or explore the motive behind what is referred to as The
Absolute, and not only conceited but simply impossible. But if the ‘personal’ motive is
felt, as I have felt it, then the problem dissolves immediately.
I would like to say a word about special methods used to raise and condition the
activity of our bodies of communication which the Yogi uses. While I feel it correct to
use all good means to spiritualise awareness and while I realise that the control and
direction of the mental, emotional and physical bodies by the breath and posture are
good, I would say that the Love of God and the Love of That which God loves
produces the Yogic processes in such a way that first things are kept first and there
is no likelyhood of the deepest perspective being lost, for the greatest treasures are
only a hiding place for the great treasure, and as I say I believe ‘That Treasure’ to
underlie the Bliss of Union itself.
Similarly perhaps the Western mind has not delighted in the possibility of blissful
attainment enough and is likely to lose hope of the beauty of intention behind their
existence. It finds relief in righteousness and goodness, which is not good enough or
thorough enough. I feel that in bringing the East and West together we should arrive
at the thorough penetration of the East together with the thorough application of the
West, and so find ourselves truly with feet firmly on the ground and heads firmly in
the clouds and hearts firmly beside God’s Heart, or within God’s Heart.
I find it difficult to accept that God allowed the situation of our world to become what it
is without a reason. While God would not deliberately push us into a condition in the
world where we forget the higher part of our nature and so commit behaviour which is
not good, it is possible that He deliberatedly allowed us to wander in that direction, of
our own accord, for a very definite reason. This being to increase our ties with earth
and increase our resistance to heaven so that we would eventually become more
completely centred in the midst of His creation rather than at the top end of it. While
we must know the heights of Divine Heaven as well as the depths of the earth we
must also remember that God is ‘outside’ both heaven and earth. In this way it may
be said that the Treasure He seeks that we, His children, should find lies in the
centre or heart of manifestation and really is signified by the expression of a personal

aspect of our nature. Perhaps the Divine power and glory of the enlightened soul is
made to understand a further dimension in the uncomfortable and limited restriction
of the earthly personality. Perhaps the value that God seeks in us is not our perfect
unalloyed Divine Being Bliss, but the humble and imperfect yearnings and sentiments
that our soul feels in the crippling form of the human situation. The compression and
pain breeds a simple love that does not feed on pleasure, even Divine pleasure. It
feeds on a ‘craggy’ determination, often beyond the hope of any reward in the form of
happiness or joy, to improve the lot of those it loves. To my understanding this
creates a love between persons, and the souls of those persons, which teaches them
something about the nature of the heart of love which is not learned in the experience
of liberated divine bliss or devotion to ‘perfection’ as we understand it. The highest
teachings we have ever received on earth seem to me to say, ‘do not take any notice
of miracles and powers, God can make these happen at any time. Seek to
understand the nature of the love that brought you forth. This is not interested in
power or glory or even perfect behaviour, but has something to do with the response
that only you can make because there is none other like you.’
Behind the God who is upon the Throne of Glory and Power, is the vulnerable,
sweet, gentle, humble, beautiful love which is naturally more protected, secret and
hidden. When we discover the depths of our own Being we may also discover that
there are greater depths revealed, and that there is no limitation to our nature or to
the relationships that are able to spring from it.

Once upon a time there was a wonderful God sitting upon His throne amidst a great
light whose expression was of magnificent beauty, glory and power. Around the
throne were countless people enjoying His presence and worshipping Him with
songs and praise. But one of that number noticed that every now and again God
gave him a wink. At first he thought it must be an illusion but it happened again and
again. Finally one day the crowd moved and drifted about in such a way that he
came very close to God. Then again he saw the wink and the look straight at him,
just him amongst all those others, and he heard a whisper. ‘Hey, come around the
back after the last show, if you can spare the time.’ Well of course he did go. So after
the last performance that night, round the back there was this God waiting. ‘Hallo,’
He said. ‘Come up here to my little hill overlooking the sea, I would like you to come
and sit with me on my lawn and daisy patch. We can have a cup of tea together and
a pipe to look at the view together. I love to take my costume off at the end of a day
and relax. Although I have all that worship and praise there are times when I like to
get away from it all and be quiet. I like to come here and look at the sea on a lovely
day, with the mountains beyond and the feeling of this little garden up here on the
hill. For although I have so many beautiful children to look after and enjoy and
although they say such nice things about me and serve me in every sort of way, I get
so lonely. You see, I don’t have many friends. No one recognises me after the show
when my make-up is off. I have to be like you saw me, for they all expect it of me, but
I am more delighted than you can imagine that you have come here with me so that
we can sit together and I can show you this small garden and the view from my
heart.’

